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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is an important area of scientific computing used 

extensively in a variety of fields, including climate modeling, weather prediction, geo-

physics, aeronautics, astronomy, energy, and defense applications.  CFD codes take up 

much of the computing time on many supercomputers.  Speeding them up can improve 

the utilization of large machines, and can also enable solving more challenging problems. 

In CFD, weak scaling (Gustafson’s law) across nodes with Message Passing Inter-

face (MPI) [1] is common practice.  However, achieving good per-node performance has 

become very challenging with the increasing number of cores on a CPU.  The perfor-

mance gains at the node level can linearly improve the performance of the supercomput-

er, as long as MPI and the interconnect can handle the increased communication needs.  

This thesis addresses how to improve the per-node performance while maintaining the 

programmer’s productivity. 

Working with the Cell processor (see [2] [3] [4]) forced our team to explicitly deal 

with very small on-chip memories of only 256 KB and with Single Instruction Multiple 

Data (SIMD) engines.  In the process, we identified a new data layout and code transfor-

mations to compute efficiently on Cell.  We also found that these new code expressions 

delivered exceptional performance on all CPUs, since all have SIMD engines with at 

least 256 KB of on-chip cache per CPU core.  All the three CFD applications evaluated in 

this thesis achieve >20% of the single-precision peak on Intel’s Nehalem CPU.  Two of 

the three application codes achieve up to 20% of the single-precision peak on Intel’s 

Sandy Bridge CPU.   

Although the code expressions are in a high-level language like Fortran or C, they 

are almost unreadable and very difficult to generate, test, debug, and maintain.  We are 

building tools to bring the benefits of the data layout and code expressions to other li-
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brary writers, code developers, and ourselves, through source-to-source code transfor-

mations.  We call this toolkit CFD Builder.   

The transformations need to be performed over the entire computationally inten-

sive region which usually spans multiple procedures.  The methods for solving Partial 

Differential Equations (PDEs) evaluated in this thesis are more elaborate than the well-

studied stencil algorithms in the compiler literature, such as the Jacobi method for solving 

the heat diffusion equations, to be thought of as stencil computations.  For example, the 

computationally intensive portion of one of the examples that is transformed by CFD 

Builder consists, after all comments are removed, of 6,082 Fortran lines.  This consists of 

a single subroutine that makes calls to 26 other subroutines.  After CFD Builder trans-

forms this block of code, it consists of just one subroutine with 6121 lines of Fortran 

(with no comments).  Section 3.4 explains why the methods addressed here are different 

from stencil computations. 

This thesis and CFD Builder are about improving the in-core performance.  The 

other important performance factors such as threading and node level parallelism are al-

ready assumed to be in place.  This thesis motivates the data layout and CFD Builder by 

demonstrating the limitations of the best of the known compiler transformations for data 

locality and short SIMD vectorization.  It then evaluates the benefit from the data layout 

by comparing against the canonical transformations.  This work details how to program 

for the new data layout, the inefficiencies of the programming strategy, and how to over-

come the inefficiencies.  The transformations to overcome the inefficiencies have been 

implemented inside CFD Builder.  The need for complex analysis to enable the transfor-

mations has been supplanted with directives and assumptions.  As a result, the transfor-

mations including any necessary analysis can be performed in linear time.  This work 

provides the algorithms for the directive-based transformations, and also evaluates the 

effect of the code transformations.   

The input to CFD Builder is currently a miniaturized form of domain decomposi-

tion, as explained in Section 1.2.1 and Chapter 3, which is written in Fortran-77 with a 

few additional syntactic restrictions.  The transformations are invoked through directives 

in the input code.  The use of directives, together with the assumptions made allows CFD 
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Builder to not perform any data dependence analysis.  CFD Builder does not currently 

perform strict conformance checks for all the cases. 

The internal workings of CFD Builder—algorithms, directives, and assump-

tions—are discussed in detail in the following chapters.  This chapter provides the gen-

eral overview of the key techniques, structure, and scope, of CFD Builder.  The rest of the 

introduction is organized as follows.  Section 1.1 briefly discusses the compiler transfor-

mations evaluated and their limitations.  Section 1.2 provides an overview of the key 

transformations including the data layout.  Section 1.3 gives the background and vision 

for CFD Builder.  Section 1.4 briefly discusses the structure of CFD Builder.  Section 1.5 

describes the evaluation code; Section 1.6 discusses works related to CFD Builder; and 

Section 1.7 provides an outline for this thesis. 

 

1.1   Canonical transformations for data locality and short SIMD 

vectorization 
 

Since this work is only about the performance within a core, only the transformations for 

the two most critical factors of in-core performance—data locality and vectorization—

were put together.  Techniques to improve the data locality have always been important.  

The advent of multi-core architectures has made the data locality optimizations all the 

more important to scale the ever rising memory wall.  The four primary techniques to im-

prove the data locality of numerical codes are: loop tiling, loop interchange, loop fusion, 

and array contraction (see [5] [6]).   

Researchers have worked on the above loop transformations for decades.  The 

primary objective of the past research in this area is about more precisely determining the 

legality (safety) of a transformation, and trying to identify the most profitable transfor-

mation, or a collection of transformations.  Examples of profitability analysis for loop 

tiling include automatically selecting the candidate loops to tile, and automatically select-

ing the tile size.  Finding the most profitable transformation is often NP-complete [6].  

Therefore greedy algorithms, heuristics, and empirical search, are primarily employed to 

find an acceptable solution.  The state-of-the-art polyhedral compiler tools such as PoCC 
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[7] and PLuTo [8] employ a brute-force search within a bounded domain to find the best 

transformations from a very limited set of transformations such as tiling and fusion.  In 

his thesis, Lin discusses the cost, the scalability issues, and the quality of the code gener-

ated by PoCC, for the same set of evaluation codes used in this work [9].   Despite the 

expensive search, Lin finds that the generated code is slower than the input, and one 

among the many reasons is that the transformations break the short SIMD vectorization.   

This thesis evaluates the efficacy of the transformations themselves rather than 

evaluating the profitability algorithms or compiler frameworks implementing them.  

Loop tiling, loop interchange, and loop fusion—the three primary transformations in 

PLuTo and PoCC—were manually implemented without affecting vectorization.  All the 

procedures necessary for loop fusion were also inlined.  The inner short vector loops were 

not fused to prevent increased register pressure.  Even with the vectorization unmodified, 

the transformations have no effect or a negative effect on performance for the evaluation 

codes.  It seems to suggest that even the data reuse from loop fusion does not suffice.  

The performance improvements occur only with array contraction when the storage is 

reused as opposed to simply reusing the data.  However, all the preceding transformations 

are necessary to perform array contraction.  It is only the combination of all of the above 

transformations, in conjunction with vectorization, when applied across all the loop nests 

in the computational region that improves the performance.  

Without some sort of data layout transformation, the finite difference codes in 

CFD will not vectorize efficiently on the modern short SIMD engines.  In addition, the 

transformations for storage optimizations introduce more conditionals, which break the 

vectorization of the current day compilers.  One third of the computational region in the 

above storage optimized codes did not vectorize, and it costs about 2.27x in performance, 

as estimated with one of the evaluation codes.  Two data layout transformations which 

solved the vectorization problem were pursued, but the cost of the data movement in-

volved suppressed the advantage from vectorization.  The data movement is expensive 

due to poor spatial locality of the operations.  One of the fundamental design points of the 

data layout designed by our team, Woodward et al., was to improve the spatial locality of 

the data rearrangements necessary for vectorization.   
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The sequence of the transformations applied for data locality and storage reuse is 

shown in Figure 1-1a.  Transposing is one of the data layout transformations evaluated, 

and it is introduced into the code before any other transformations are applied, as shown 

in Figure 1-1b, to study the effect of the interaction between transposing and the other 

transformations incrementally.  The vector operands could also be gathered just in time 

for the computation, and it is performed after loop fusion as shown in Figure 1-1c.  

   

 

Figure 1-1 Sequence of known compiler transformations applied. 

 

1.2   Key techniques in CFD Builder 
 

The data layout is very critical and fundamental to the workings of CFD Builder.  It is de-

signed for efficient main memory accesses and short SIMD vectorization.  It makes the 

data transposes needed for vectorization efficient by blocking the problem state into small 

cubical regions.  The data layout also makes the workspace of temporary arrays involved 
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in the computation a lot smaller.  It is motivated with an analogy to the domain decompo-

sition technique. 

 

1.2.1   Cache blocking through the miniaturization of domain decomposition 
 

In CFD, a simulation over a large domain is usually broken down into smaller sub-

domains and distributed across the nodes.  The sub-domains can be updated 

independently.  However to do so, they need boundary information from their neighbors 

at every single time-step update.  The sub-domains are augmented to send and receive the 

boundary information with their neighbors.  They are then updated from the boundary 

information received.  This approach has overheads.  We perform redundant 

computations for the boundary regions at every sub-domain.  We also need to pass 

messages between the sub-domains.  This form of parallelization is called domain 

decomposition, and is common knowledge in the CFD community.  A key consideration 

in the domain decomposition approach is that the sub-domains fit in the main memory at 

every node.  The disks are only used for storing the results of the computations and 

checkpoint information, and they are not involved in the computation due to performance 

reasons.     

 This notion of computing out of the main memory is extended to computing out 

of the on-chip storage with our data layout [2] [4].  The sub-domains at a node are now 

decomposed into tiny sub-sub-domains called the briquettes.  The size of a briquette is a 

parameter which can be varied.  We found the briquette size of 43 grid cells to be most 

suitable for our work through experimentation.  We still need the boundary information to 

update a briquette.  In effect, our data layout is a miniaturization of the domain 

decomposition technique for cache blocking.   

 The miniaturization of domain decomposition makes programming for the 

briquette data layout easier.  In the domain decomposition approach, the sub-domains are 

augmented with the boundary region to simplify programming.  All the necessary 

information for a time-step update is contained within the padded sub-domain.  The 

computation at a sub-domain can now be completely oblivious of the other sub-domains.  
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If we can augment a briquette with the necessary boundary information then the code to 

update this mini-domain is the same as the code to update a sub-domain.   

 However, the overheads of domain decomposition are more pronounced at smaller 

scales.  The programming convenience of miniaturizing the domain decomposition 

approach comes at the cost of redundant copies involved in constructing the mini-

domains and redundant computations between briquettes.  The pipelining-for-reuse 

technique implemented by CFD Builder converts this simpler program expression into 

another code expression without the overheads.     

 

1.2.2   The Briquette 
 

From the cache blocking technique above, we distill the concept that our entire 

workspace must fit in cache and we must do enough work in that workspace to amortize 

the cost of main memory data transmissions.  To do so, we need a blocked data structure 

where each block must fit easily into the cache.  Since we may also need to transpose the 

blocks for different sweeps in a grid update, we adopt a cubical structure for the block 

and we call it a briquette.  The size of a briquette is determined by many other factors.  

The most important among them is the width of the SIMD engines.  It imposes a 

minimum size on the briquette.  Let us assume that a briquette has m cells on a side.  We 

vectorize the update of grid planes in a briquette.  Since each grid plane is made of m2 

cells, m2 must be an integer multiple of the SIMD width to efficiently utilize the SIMD 

engines available at each core.  The size of a grid plane becomes our vector length 

universally throughout the computation.  We chose m to be 4 in this work based on 

experience.  We want the briquettes and individual grid planes to be aligned so that our 

short vectors are efficiently processed. 

 We package all the problem state in a briquette for efficient prefetch so that each 

briquette is many cache lines long.  We can now perform efficient memory accesses, with 

no strides, by reading and writing to the main memory in quanta of the briquettes.  The 

MPI messages are constructed out of briquettes as well.  The number of boundary (ghost) 

cells is another consideration for the size of a briquette because we do not want to send 

too much excess data in the form of partially filled briquettes in MPI messages.    
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We perform memory accesses in units of briquette records.  It would therefore be 

natural to try to update one entire briquette at a time.  This would be like cache blocking 

as discussed earlier, if we insisted that we wrote out the updated briquette before begin-

ning on the update of the next one.  As we have seen before, cache blocking through min-

iaturizing the domain decomposition technique suffers from a lot of redundant computa-

tions, 61-133% for the applications studied in this thesis, and redundant copies.  In our 

next technique called pipeline-for-reuse, we will update multiple briquettes at the same 

time to reuse computation and data copies. 

 

1.2.3   Pipelining-for-reuse 
 

The inefficiencies in the miniaturized domain decomposition strategy can be completely 

eliminated through program transformations referred to in this thesis as pipelin-

ing-for-reuse.  The working of this pipelining is more easily understood for the case of 

redundant copies.  The mini-domains contain the problem state information, and the 

boundary region of one mini-domain is the real region for its neighboring mini-domain.  

Let density be part of the problem state, let gp represent a single grid plane of 4x4 density 

values, and let gp be a real plane in the mini-domain A, and be a boundary plane in the 

mini-domain B.  The index for gp in A is different from the index for gp in B.  Therefore, 

gp was copied into both A and B to simplify programming.  However, gp can be stored in 

a single location, and both A and B can share gp, as gp will not be modified and gp is on-

ly a thread-private copy of the problem state in the main memory.  This requires that the 

actual storage for the problem state variables be separated from the mini-domains.  We 

now require a map between a mini-domain’s indices and the actual storage.  The map is 

different between the mini-domains, but it only differs by a multiple of the number of 

grid planes in a briquette.  It must be noted that gp does not live very long, and its storage 

can be reused by another plane.  We can handle both the map generation and storage re-

use by using circular buffers for the storage, and rotating the indices between the mini-

domains.  

The redundant computations can also be avoided by sharing the partial results be-

tween the mini-domains.  It involves pipelining the computation such that the partial re-
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sults are shared as soon as possible.  The pipelining does not improve parallelism, but 

rather reuses the computation within a single compute core.  In this respect, it is different 

from other types of pipelining such as software pipelining, and therefore we refer to our 

pipelining as pipeline-for-reuse.  It also improves the temporal locality between the stag-

es, and leads very naturally to the memory reduction optimization called maximal array 

contraction explained below.   

 

1.2.4   Memory reduction through maximal array contraction  
 

Maximal array contraction takes advantage of the property that the partial results of com-

putations have short lives.  For example after pipeline-for-reuse, most of the partial re-

sults do not live beyond a few pipeline stages.  Maximal array contraction constructs the 

smallest possible circular buffer for each partial result.  The reduced workspace may now 

fit in the on-chip memory, as is the case with all the three evaluation codes on the current 

Intel architectures.  Maximal array contraction results in up to 21% speedup over pipe-

line-for-reuse for the largest of the evaluation codes, ePPM, when the workspace fits in 

the L2 cache after contraction.  It must be noted that maximal array contraction does not 

affect vectorization as it is performed with respect to a schedule containing short SIMD 

instructions, and therefore it does not contract the SIMD dimension of the temporaries.   

 

1.3   Background and vision for CFD Builder 
 

CFD Builder is a precompiler to optimize the computation on grids composed of bri-

quettes.  Since the precompiler increases the computational intensity, we call it an intensi-

fying precompiler.  It is aimed at library and application writers.  The workings of the 

precompiler are meant to be transparent to the user.  We rely on directives to aid the pre-

compiler.  However, CFD Builder is not a composable compiler toolkit like 

CUDA-CHiLL [10] [11], or POET [12], with a powerful scripting language interface.   

CFD Builder is a tool to assist in creating a library of routines for use in CFD ap-

plications.  It incorporates a set of useful and effective code transformations, but leaves 
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the choice of numerical algorithms to the code developer.  The intensifying precompiler 

is a productivity tool for performance engineering. 

The main motivation to build CFD Builder is to achieve a high percentage of peak 

processor performance for CFD applications.  That is why we think of it as a library 

building tool, because libraries are generally built for performance.  In the current envi-

ronment of programming languages, compilers, and CPUs, writing code to perform well 

is far too difficult.  With CFD Builder, we try to produce a tool that can handle the very 

tedious parts of the task.  However, we want the programmer have as much control as 

possible over the numerical algorithm and easily specified parameters such as the param-

eters for the data layout.  CFD Builder is a productivity tool which is meant to be trans-

parent about its workings.   

 

1.4    The Structure of CFD Builder 
 

CFD Builder is comprised of two parts: the frontend and the backend.  The front end is 

geared towards improving the computational intensity.  The backend generates platform 

specific SIMD and Direct Memory Access (DMA) instructions.  The back end provides 

performance portability across the different architectures by generating the appropriate 

SIMD and DMA instructions where applicable.  The precompiler heavily relies on 

directives to perform the code transformations.    We built both the front end and the back 

end using ANTLR [13]. 

 

Front end: The front end performs four main operations: inlining, pipelining-for-reuse, 

maximal array contraction, and prefetcing, as shown in Figure 1-2.  The pipelining trans-

formation interleaves the computation from the different stages of a briquette update.  

Most often, the computations are spread across multiple procedures in the input code.  In-

lining is essential to bring them together before we can perform pipelining.  We simplify 

the liveness analysis for maximal array contraction by retaining the call site names for var-

iables in the inlined code.  Although the output from the translator is ugly we try to make 

it readable by retaining variable names during inlining and not creating new temporary 
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variables for the circular buffers during maximal array contraction.  Currently, the front-

end only supports Fortran 77, because we have not built parsers for other languages.  It 

should be noted that the intensifying precompiler only transforms the computation region 

which is relatively smaller than the rest of the code.  Re-writing just the computation re-

gion in Fortran 77 may be unpleasant, but not impossible.  We are considering migrating 

to other platforms to have access to robust C, C++, and Fortran parsers.  

 

 

Figure 1-2 CFD Builder and Front-End transformations 

 

Back end: Since utilizing the SIMD engines is key to performance, we built a back end to 

generate the SIMD instructions for the different architectures.  It can generate SSE, AVX, 

and SPU intrinsics for IBM’s Cell.  It provides performance portability across the different 

architectures and native compilers [9].  The back end also generates the DMA instructions 

for the Cell architecture.  It relies on directives to guide the code generation.  
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1.5   Applications for Evaluation 
 

CFD Builder addresses codes based upon numerical algorithms that use grids which cov-

er a 3-D domain in physical space.  CFD codes use grids that are logically uniform or un-

structured.  Many unstructured grids have very regular local structure.  We believe that 

these codes can still use the techniques that our code translation tool addresses.  This can 

be accomplished by taking each cell of such a grid and chopping it up into, say, 43 cells to 

produce a tiny region of grid logical uniformity.   

This study restricts the attention to uniform Cartesian grids in order to show the 

benefits of our approach in a simpler context.  Three codes were used for the demonstra-

tion.  From our team’s own Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM) gas dynamics codes, we 

have extracted a code module called PPM advection (it is described in [14]), PPM-adv.  

The interpolation algorithm in PPM-adv is quite complex, and it involves a wide differ-

ence stencil.  In this respect, this algorithm is similar to many others that are in general 

use in the CFD community.  This algorithm gives a good illustration of our code trans-

formations while involving relatively little code.  From the Cloud Model 1 (CM1) weath-

er code (described in [15] [16]), we have extracted a code module called Runge-Kutte 

advection (RK-adv) [17].   

Both the code modules have been built into full applications by placing them into 

a code framework similar to our full CFD code for testing.  The algorithms are dimen-

sionally split which means that the problem state is updated individually in each of the 

component directions.  The computation is carried out in a sequence of six 1-D passes in 

a repeated pattern of xyzzyx.     

 The third application called ePPM is a multifluid gas dynamics code.  This multiflu-

id PPM code of Woodward and his collaborators is based upon the original Piecewise-

Parabolic Method [18] and PPB advection scheme [19] with various later modifications 

described in [14] [20] [21].  It is set up to solve an inertial confinement fusion (ICF) test 

problem described in [22] that is derived from that of Youngs [23].  This is a fully func-

tional simulation code, which has scaled on NCSA’s new Blue Waters machine to over 

730,000 threads running on over 24,000 nodes [22].  The computationally intensive por-
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tion of this code that is transformed by CFD Builder consists, after all comments are re-

moved, of 6,082 Fortran lines.  This consists of a single subroutine that makes calls to 26 

other subroutines.  After CFD Builder transforms this block of code, it consists of just 

one subroutine with 6121 lines of Fortran (with no comments).  Figure 1-3 shows a sam-

ple result from this code.    

 

1.6   Related Work 
 

The related works can be divided into three parts: compiler work on finite difference 

codes, data blocking, and frameworks for optimizing libraries.  The related compiler 

works on finite difference codes are discussed in Chapters 2-5.  This section discusses the 

related work for data blocking and library optimization frameworks. 

 

1.6.1   Data layout 
 

The explicit rearrangement of data into small tiles or volumes will be referred to as data 

blocking in this work.  The benefits of data blocking to improve spatial locality are well 

known [24].  While data blocking is commonly used in linear algebra [25] [26], it is 

uncommon in CFD.  Array indexing to compute spatial derivatives is extremely 

complicated to program.  In comparison, the linear algebra algorithms, such as matrix 

multiplication and LU decomposition, do not perform near neighbor computation, and 

hence data blocking is more straightforward in linear algebra. 

Good data layouts for cache blocking are critical to performance.  However, migrating to 

a data layout is not straightforward, because “data layouts are burnt into the code.”  The 

adoption of new data layouts by existing codes is difficult and time consuming.  It is 

commendable that array programming languages and libraries can immensely simplify 

the data layout transformations by separating the data layouts from the operators.  When 

the data layout has to change, only the data specification has to change.  The operators 

and computation can remain the same.  However, currently, they fall short for cache 

blocking in CFD codes. 
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Figure 1-3  ICF using ePPM 

The figure shows the results of ePPM running the ICF test problem. It is written using 
the miniaturized domain decomposition strategy and transformed by CFD Builder for 
high performance execution.  A volume rendering of the density distribution in the 
bottom half of the problem domain is shown.  A 5% amplitude spherical harmonic dis-
turbance Ylm with l=37 and m=19 modulated by a 2.5% Ylm with l=34 and m=16 
was initially introduced on the inner surface of the dense shell in this problem.  The 
modulation produces the prominent mode 3 in the unstable mixing layer between the 
dense shell material and the light gas confined within it at the time shown, which is 
close to the maximum compression. 
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The Hierarchical Tiled Arrays (HTA) library introduces a concept called over-

lapped tiling to support stencil computations [27].  However, it’s primary objective is to 

elegantly express communication between nodes to transfer the ghost cells.  It doesn’t 

miniaturize the overlapped tiling to exploit cache blocking.   Nor does it deal with the 

redundant computations from cache blocking for differential equations in CFD.  Array 

Programming Languages like ZPL [28] and Chapel [29] [30] are not hierarchical enough 

to support cache blocking.   

Although the expression of our data layout (briquettes-in-a-brick) in FORTRAN 

or C is not easy, our programming strategy is designed to simplify the adoption of the da-

ta layout as much as we can.  The resulting inefficiencies in the form of redundant com-

putations are eliminated by the precompiler. 

 

1.6.2   Frameworks for optimizing libraries 
 

Numerous works have been performed in building and optimizing numerical libraries.  

They comprise a whole spectrum of tool support for library building.  At one end, library 

generators like FFTW [31] and SPIRAL [32] custom generate the necessary library 

routines automatically.  At the other end, the library writers can wield the source-to-

source transformation infrastructures to optimize their libraries.  Our approach and 

precompiler are contrasted with the existing techniques below. 

Library generators or autotuning libraries like FFTW, SPIRAL, ATLAS [33], and 

PHiPAC [34], automatically generate the library routines suitable for the given input pa-

rameters and underlying hardware.  Library generators are extremely successful for linear 

transforms and Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) where a divide-and-conquer 

(recursion) strategy is very effective.  However, the success is not replicated beyond line-

ar algebra.  CFD Builder does not provide a library of non-linear operators.  Instead, it 

allows the users to write their own operators i.e. subroutines.   

 Broadway [35] and Telescoping languages [36] have modified compilers to 

optimize library routines.  The key insight is that the library writers are more willing than 

ordinary programmers to provide more information to the compiler.  The library writers 

communicate the special properties of each operator (library routine) to the compiler 
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through annotations.  However, these compilers are not tied to a domain.  They miss 

domain-specific optimization opportunities which cannot be expressed through their 

annotations, and trade off performance for generality. 

 More recently, works like CUDA-CHiLL [11] [10] attempt to open up the 

compiler to library writers.  CUDA-CHiLL views the compiler as a toolkit instead of a 

black box.  The library writers can write loop transformation recipes for their codes in a 

scripting language.  The auto-tuning framework in CUDA-CHiLL then finds suitable 

values for parameters in the transformation recipes.  Their collaborative auto-tuning 

ideology is laudable, and produces very good results for BLAS.  However, it doesn’t suit 

our needs.  Our key transformations like pipelining-for-reuse and maximal array 

contraction cannot be composed in their polyhedral framework.  Moreover, the compiler 

based solutions are not specialized to handle the needs of our data layout.  They only tune 

data layouts which can be parameterized like the tile size in the BLAS implementations.  

The strategy is very effective for linear algebra, but not applicable to CFD.  For example 

in the BLAS implementations, the original matrix is not tiled, but it is copied back and 

forth to a tiled representation internally for performance.  This approach works for linear 

algebra where one can perform O(n3) computations on O(n2) data.  However, it doesn’t 

work in CFD because the amount of computation is directly proportional to the data size.  

The data transfers are too costly, as shown in Section 3.2, and consequently they require 

an efficient input data layout.   

 The source-to-source transformation infrastructures like ROSE, CETUS, and 

POET, allow for building custom compiler transformations [37] [38] [12].  CFD Builder 

has been built using ANTLR, but it can also be implemented in the above compiler 

infrastructures.   

Domain specific languages (DSL) have the allure of both productivity and per-

formance.  DSLs such as Liszt exist for unstructured mesh codes in CFD [39].  However, 

the DSL approach is avoided here because of the difficulties in development and adop-

tion.  Programmers resist learning new languages.  The design and development of a 

DSL, along with the support tools like debuggers, is also challenging. 
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1.7   Thesis outline 
 

This thesis is about techniques for improving the in-core performance of CFD applica-

tions.  It starts out by evaluating the benefits of different compiler transformations for 

data locality and vectorization by applying them incrementally.  Chapter 2 provides de-

tails on the transformations, order of transformations, evaluation methodology, and re-

sults.  The limitations of the transformations motivate the briquettes.  Chapter 3 describes 

the briquette data structure, miniaturization of domain decomposition strategy for pro-

gramming with briquettes, and redundant computations in the programming model.  It 

also evaluates and compares the briquettes against the canonical transformations in Chap-

ter 2.  Chapter 4 explains with examples the pipeline-for-reuse technique to eliminate re-

dundancies with miniaturized domain decomposition.  It provides the algorithms, and di-

rectives, to implement pipeline-for-reuse and double buffering, and evaluates the benefit 

from pipelining.  Chapter 5 discusses the storage optimization called maximal array con-

traction.  It provides linear time algorithms to perform maximal array contraction under 

the stated assumptions.  Chapter 6 presents the conclusions of this work.  
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Chapter 2 

Evaluating transformations for data 

locality and short SIMD vectorization 

 

2.1   Introduction 
 

Techniques to improve the data locality have always been important.  The advent of mul-

ti-core architectures has made the data locality optimizations all the more important to 

scale the ever rising memory wall.  Tiling is a well-known technique to improve the data 

locality of numerical codes [6] [5].  The idea is to bring in smaller chunks of data to the 

cache and reuse them while they are cache-resident.  At a basic level, it involves tiling the 

iteration space of loops performing the computation.  Tiling alters the memory access pat-

tern favorably for individual memory references.  Researchers have worked on loop tiling 

for decades.  Most of the works are related to automatically selecting the candidate loops 

to tile, automatically selecting the tile size, and automatically performing the tiling.  Loop 

interchange is a closely related technique to improve the access patterns of individual 

memory references. 

Two other known techniques for data locality are loop fusion and array contrac-

tion.  Loop fusion improves the reuse of data in the on-chip memory by bringing the 

memory references to the same location closer in time [6].  This is accomplished by 

merging the individual loops or loop nests where the memory references reside.  The data 

reuse from loop fusion allows for the storage reuse of the temporary arrays.  Since the 

generated data is consumed right away through improved data reuse, we do not need 

large arrays to hold the temporary results.  The arrays can be made smaller which im-

proves both the spatial and temporal locality.  This technique is called array contraction.  

In this chapter, the benefits of inlining, loop tiling, loop interchange, loop fusion, and ar-

ray contraction, were evaluated with two hydrodynamic codes.  As we will see in Section 
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2.3.3, a portion of the computational region in both the codes does not vectorize after the 

storage optimizations.  Therefore in order to fully, and efficiently, vectorize the computa-

tional region some data layout transformations and data assembly techniques were also 

explored here, and their costs were evaluated.  Here the transformations for the two most 

critical factors of in-core performance—data locality and vectorization—have been put 

together.  The other important performance factors such as threading and node level par-

allelism are already assumed to be in place.  This work is only about the performance 

within a core.     

The chapter is organized as follows.  The related work is discussed in Section 2.2.  

Section 2.3 on evaluation discusses the reference codes, the transformations performed, 

their differences with the known compiler transformations, the experimental setup, and 

the results.  Section 2.4 contains the concluding remarks.  

 

2.2   Related Work 
 

Techniques to improve the finite-difference methods have been extensively studied under 

the name of stencil computation.  In a stencil computation, the value at a point is the 

weighted sum of its neighbors.  The computation is performed by applying this computa-

tional stencil to all the points in a grid.  Although the finite-difference codes can be 

thought of as stencil computation, complex finite difference methods are implemented in 

a sophisticated fashion by computing partial results, so that they no longer have simple 

computational stencils (see section 3.4).  This is the primary reason why many of the 

techniques for stencil computation discussed below are not a good match for the finite 

difference codes discussed in this work.   

Numerous works have tried to improve the data locality of stencil computation 

through tiling and data layout transformations.  The terms blocking and tiling are used 

interchangeably.  Tiling improves temporal locality by altering the order of computation.  

Data layout transformations improve the spatial locality by altering the arrangement of 

data. Rivera et al. and Lim et al. improve the poor cache utilization of 3-D PDE solvers 

by updating a cache resident sub-block fully before updating another sub-block [40] [41].  
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Sellappa et al. update a sub-block repeatedly in time to further enhance re-use [42]. This 

blocking in both time and space is called temporal blocking, and it comes at the cost of 

performing repeated computation in the ghost region.  Temporal blocking works best only 

when the sub-block can fit in the cache.  For 3-D codes with large numbers of temporar-

ies, this means we have to work with very small sub-blocks, and perform a lot more re-

dundant computation per cell at each sub-block due to the increased surface-to-volume 

ratio.  Further, the strided data accesses in 3-D algorithms can be largely ameliorated by 

splitting the computation into separate one dimensional passes.  This technique is called 

dimensional splitting, and it is beneficial only when there is sufficient computation per-

formed in each of the 1-D passes.  The evaluation codes in this work are dimensionally 

split, and therefore do not benefit from blocking, as seen in Section 2.3.3.  The stencil 

kernels such as Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel usually studied in the compiler literature do not 

have enough computation at each grid point.  Therefore the techniques developed to ad-

dress the computations with very low computational intensity are not always best suited 

for the more complex real applications.   

The techniques for blocking discussed below block the spatial dimension together 

with time.  The blocks are chosen to preserve the data dependences.  Unlike Sellappa et 

al. [42] however, they do not perform redundant computations.  Cache oblivious algo-

rithms come up with blocks for a specified architecture by recursively partitioning the 

time-space iteration space till the individual blocks fit in the cache [43] [44].  The block-

ing is done implicitly, but comes at the expense of translation lookaside buffer (TLB) 

misses due to irregular access patterns.  The blocking can also be performed by explicitly 

specifying the tile size and shape.  Such algorithms are called blocking by time skewing, 

and many algorithms have been developed to perform the blocking automatically [45] 

[46] [47] [44] [48] [49] [50].  Again there is no improvement seen from tiling alone in the 

dimensionally split codes evaluated in this work. 

Temporal cache blocking is a strategy for parallelism on multi-cores which takes 

advantage of the shared last level caches [51] [52].  The problem state resides in the last 

level cache, and multiple threads update the problem simultaneously as a wave front.  

More threads can update the same block for the successive time-steps.  However, this ap-
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proach will not work for even the simpler evaluation codes of PPM-adv and RK-adv 

codes since their workspace is gigabytes in size (Table 2-2).  Temporary cache blocking 

will only be successful after the workspace reducing optimizations.  Lin performs similar 

cache blocking for parallel execution after the workspace of the individual threads have 

been reduced [9]. 

All the current general-purpose microprocessors have set-associative caches.  The 

arrays dimensioned in the program may not map very well to the caches, and cause cache 

conflicts [53].  Altering the order of operations cannot solve the problem.  The data needs 

to be explicitly re-ordered to avoid cache conflicts.  Different groups have worked on 

padding the arrays automatically to avoid conflict misses [53] [54].  

Transposing is a transformation that flips the array dimensions to improve the 

spatial locality.  The subscripts of all the array accesses need to be flipped as well.  

Transposing is useful in situations where the iteration space transformations such as loop 

tiling will not suffice.  O’Boyle et al. and Kandemir et al. propose mathematical frame-

works to automatically find the best layout for an array from a few available affine trans-

formations including transposing [55] [56].  They however make assumptions about pass-

ing arrays as parameters to other procedures and about the storage sequence.  The affine 

transformations including transposing are useful for improving spatial locality in linear 

algebra more so than in finite difference codes.  Transposing has been applied in this 

work more to aid vectorization than to improve spatial locality.   

In this work, the vectorization for the short SIMD engines available on most mod-

ern architectures will be referred to as SIMDization.  Larsen et al. try to identify the 

SIMD operations and offload them to the SIMD engines alongside software pipelining 

for the scalar units [57].  Unlike the classic Crays, the SIMD engines require the operands 

to be aligned for SIMDization.  Not all operands can be aligned at the compilation time.  

Wu et al. generates code to perform the alignment at runtime [58].  The modern SIMD 

engines require the operands to be packed as well.  Nuzman et al. propose a strategy for 

constructing packed and aligned operands automatically by extracting and interleaving 

the operands into vector registers [59].  So far as is known, all the commercial compilers 

only SIMDize the inner loop.  Nuzman and Zaks vectorize the outer loop through loop 
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interchange, unroll and jam, or by unrolling the inner loop [60].  If carefully pro-

grammed, the computational region in a dimensionally split code can be vectorized easily 

for two out of the three passes, thus obviating the need for the sophisticated transfor-

mations mentioned above.   

In the finite differencing codes without any dynamic data layout transformations, 

there is at least one pass where the data layout prevents efficient SIMDization due to con-

flicting alignment requirements.  Henretty et al. overcome the conflicts by performing 

data transposes with respect to a higher dimension such that the operands which require 

conflicting alignment do not reside in the same vector register anymore [61].    However 

they only consider the case of a one-time layout transformation.  As we will see in Sec-

tion 2.3.4, such transposes are very expensive when performed frequently as in dimen-

sionally split codes.  Also, Henretty et al. do not address the issue of workspace reduction 

which is found here to be very critical for performance.  Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 perform 

transposing in conjunction with workspace reduction.  The related works on workspace 

reduction have been referenced in Section 2.3, and in Chapters 4 and 5.   

The mathematical foundation to perform an individual transformation such as til-

ing is well established.  However it is extremely difficult or expensive to automatically 

select the candidates for an individual transformation, or even select the right parameters 

for a transformation such as the tile size.  As we find in the next section, one transfor-

mation in isolation does not suffice.  The analysis becomes even more expensive when 

multiple transformations have to be composed.  Since the purpose of this chapter is to 

evaluate the efficacy of different transformations, both the analysis and transformations 

have been performed manually.  This work sidesteps the expensive analysis required by 

relying on directives from the programmer, as discussed later.  As far as I know, this work 

contains the most comprehensive study of the transformations for in-core performance in 

the context of finite difference methods.  

 

2.3   Evaluation 
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The data layout transformations have been evaluated using the two advection codes, 

PPM-adv and RK-adv, described in Section 1.5.  This section describes the code variants 

corresponding to the different transformations for data locality and SIMDization, experi-

mental setup, and results.  The data locality transformations are discussed first, followed 

by the data layout transformations for SIMDization. 

 

2.3.1   Code variations for data locality 
 

The transformations for data locality have been applied manually on the two evaluation 

codes, and the different code variants are described below. 
 

2.3.1.1   No Briquettes 
 

The briquette data layout, introduced in Chapter 1, will be described in greater detail and 

evaluated in Chapter 3.  The code variants in this chapter do not have briquettes, and they 

will be compared against the codes with briquettes later.  To easily differentiate the two 

code classes, the codes in this chapter which do not have briquettes are called as codes 

with No Briquettes.  The code version without the briquette and transformations is the 

starting point for this thesis.  It is the most natural way to express the finite difference 

computations as shown in Figure 2-1, and the structure of computation resembles other 

finite-difference method codes like CM1 and Cloverleaf (described in [62]).  The compu-

tational region contains a collection of triply nested loops spread across many subroutines 

where each loop nest spans the whole domain of computation.  The loop nests are paral-

lelized at the outermost level with OpenMP [63].  The data is stored contiguously in x 

first, followed by y and z.  The loop nests are ordered in x, y, and z, respectively, with x 

being the inner loop.  The algorithms are directionally split which means they perform 

different computations in the three different directions.  The inner loops are easily vector-

izable for y and z passes since there are no conflicting alignments in x, but they cannot be 

efficiently vectorized in the x-pass.  In addition, the commercial compilers evaluated here 

do not vectorize the x-pass completely.  The reference code version is referred to as NB. 
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c   **    xpass    ** 

      dimension      a(-3:nx+4,-3:ny+4,-3:nz+4) 

      dimension    dal(-3:nx+4,ny,nz) 

      dimension absdal(-3:nx+4,ny,nz) 

 

c$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j,k) 

      do k = 1,nz 

      do j = 1,ny 

      do 100   i = -2,nx+4 

      dal(i,j,k) = a(i,j,k) - a(i-1,j,k) 

      absdal(i,j,k) = abs (dal(i,j,k)) 

100   continue 

      enddo 

      enddo 

c$OMP END PARALLEL DO 

 

c$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(adiff,azrdif,azldif,i,j,k,thngy1) 

      do k = 1,nz 

      do j = 1,ny 

      do 5000   i = -1,nx+2 

      adiff = a(i+1,j,k) - a(i-1,j,k) 

      azrdif = 3. * dal(i,j,k)  -  dal(i-1,j,k)  -  adiff 

      azldif = dal(i+2,j,k)  -  3. * dal(i+1,j,k)  +  adiff 

      thngy1(i) = azldif 

      if (thngy1(i) .lt. 0.)   thngy1(i) = - thngy1(i) 

      … 

5000  continue 

      enddo 

      enddo 

c$OMP END PARALLEL DO 

(a) 

 

c     **  loop nest 100 for ypass    ** 

c$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j,k) 

      do k = 1,nz 

      do 100 j = -2,ny+4 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do i = 1,nx 

      dal(i,j,k) = a(i,j,k) - a(i,j-1,k) 

      absdal(i,j,k) = abs (dal(i,j,k)) 

      enddo 

100   continue 

      enddo 

(b) 

 

c     **  loop nest 100 for zpass    ** 

c$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j,k) 

      do 100 k = -2,nz+4 

      do j = 1,ny 
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!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do i = 1,nx 

      dal(i,j,k) = a(i,j,k) - a(i,j,k-1) 

      absdal(i,j,k) = abs (dal(i,j,k)) 

      enddo 

      enddo 

100   continue 

c$OMP END PARALLEL DO 

(c) 

Figure 2-1 Code pattern for the baseline version without briquettes (NB) 

 
 

2.3.1.2   Inline 
 

Inlining is a code transformation where the call site of a procedure is replaced with the 

body of the procedure.  It is mainly performed to eliminate the function call overhead.  In 

addition, inlining is helpful for compiler analysis.  By eliminating the function calls 

through inlining, the compiler can now perform intra-procedural analysis on the inlined 

code in the fullness of the calling code [64]. The analysis in turn provides more opportu-

nities for optimization.  To evaluate the performance improvement from inlining, all the 

subroutines in the computational region have been inlined for all the three passes.  This 

inlined code variant is referred to as NB-inline. 
 

2.3.1.3   Tile and interchange 
 

Loop tiling and loop interchange are techniques to improve the temporal locality.  They 

convert the locality hostile access patterns of individual memory references in loop nests 

into locality friendly accesses [64].  For example, loop interchange converts the row-first 

access order of an array to a column-first access order if the array is row-major.  Loop 

interchange will not be applied if the benefit to one or more memory references in a loop 

nest is outweighed by the adverse effects to the other memory references in the same loop 

nest.  In such situation, loop tiling can be used.  Loop tiling breaks the row-first access 

order of a row-major array into smaller row-first accesses which can reuse cache lines 

with the accesses for the adjacent columns.  It performs an equivalent transformation for 

column-major arrays.     
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The access patterns of the individual references in the two evaluation codes, 

PPMadv and RKadv, are in the right order with respect to the storage layout, and they 

cannot be improved by loop tiling and interchange.  However, loop tiling and interchange 

can be applied to break a vector loop into pieces suitable for the short SIMD engines pre-

sent in the modern microprocessors.  The loop fusion transformation described in the next 

two sections offers opportunities for data reuse across multiple references.  The benefits 

of data reuse were combined with the benefit of effectively using the short SIMD engines 

through loop tiling and loop interchange.  The loop tiling and interchange transformations 

are typically not applied by the compiler for SIMD vectorization.   

For evaluation, the inner vector loops of y and z passes in the inlined code is tiled, 

as show in Figure 2-2a.  The tile sizes are the SIMD width of the computation.  For this 

study, the tile size is chosen to be 16, which was found empirically to be a good choice 

for the modern microprocessors.  In Figure 2-2a, nssq refers to the SIMD width, and 

nx,ny, and nz, were chosen to be multiples of nssq.  The loop over tiles is interchanged 

with the outer loops in preparation for loop fusion.  As expected, there is no performance 

improvement from this transformation.  Instead, we notice a slowdown which is most 

likely due to loop interchange converting the stream access patterns of the inner vector 

loops into non-stream access patterns.  This code variant is referred to as NB-tile-

interchange. 
 

2.3.1.4   Merge tile loops 
 

Loop fusion is a technique to improve the temporal locality between memory references 

across loops [6] [5].  Two memory references in different loops referring to the same lo-

cation are separated in time.  Most often the data brought into the on-chip memory for the 

memory reference in the first loop is evicted before executing the memory reference in 

the second loop.  Loop fusion shortens the time separation between the memory refer-

ences by bringing them together within a single loop, which improves the re-use of data 

in the on-chip memory.   
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         Tile and interchange 

c     **  loop nest 100 for ypass    ** 

c$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,it,j,k) 

      do k  = 1,nz 

      do it = 1,nx,nssq      ! loop over tiles 

      do 100 j = -2,ny+4 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do i  = it,it+(nssq-1) 

      dal(i,j,k) = a(i,j,k) - a(i,j-1,k) 

      absdal(i,j,k) = abs (dal(i,j,k))  

      enddo 

100   continue 

      enddo 

      enddo 

c$OMP END PARALLEL DO 

 (a) 

               Merge-all 

c$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,it,j,k) 

      do k  = 1,nz         

      do it = 1,nx,nssq   

      do j  = -3,ny+4        ! loop merged in the pass direction 

c 

      if (j .ge. -2) then    ! if statement for loop 100 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do i  = it,it+(nssq-1) !vector loop  

      dal(i,j,k) = a(i,j,k) - a(i,j-1,k) 

      absdal(i,j,k) = abs (dal(i,j,k)) 

      enddo 

      endif 

c 

   if (j .ge. 1) then     ! if statement for loop 5000 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

   do i  = it,it+(nssq-1) !vector loop 

      adiff = a(i,j-1,k) - a(i,j-3,k) 

      azrdif = 3. * dal(i,j-2,k)  -  dal(i,j-3,k)  -  adiff 

      azldif = dal(i,j,k)  -  3. * dal(i,j-1,k)  +  adiff 

      thngy1(i) = azldif 

      if (thngy1(i) .lt. 0.)   thngy1(i) = - thngy1(i) 

      … 

      enddo 

      endif 

c 

      enddo 

      enddo 

      enddo 

c$OMP END PARALLEL DO 

(b)     

Figure 2-2 Loop transformations for data locality shown with respect to y-pass. 
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Pencil Temps 

      dimension   a(-3:nx+4,-3:ny+4,-3:nz+4)   

               ! a is the problem state, not a temporary 

      dimension dal(16,-3:ny+4), absdal(16,-3:ny+4)  

               ! dal and absdal are thread private 

 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do i = 1,16 !vector loop  

      dal(i,j) = a(i+(it-1),j,k) - a(i+(it-1),j-1,k) 

      absdal(i,j) = abs (dal(i,j)) 

      enddo 

(a) 

 

Circular Temps 

      dimension dal(16,-4:0), absdal(16,-4:0)   ! thread private     

 

c$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE (i,it,j,k,i4mtemp, 

c$OMP&                     i4m0, i4m1,i4m2,i4m3,i4m4,…) 

   do k = 1,nz 

      do it = 1,nx,16 

      i4m0=0 

      i4m1=-1 

      i4m2=-2 

      i4m3=-3 

      i4m4=-4 

      do j = -3,ny+4 

c 

      i4mtemp=i4m4 

      i4m4=i4m3 

      i4m3=i4m2 

      i4m2=i4m1 

      i4m1=i4m0 

      i4m0=i4mtemp 

      … 

      if (j .ge. -2) then 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do i = 1,16 

      dal(i,i4m0) = a(i+(it-1),j,k) - a(i+(it-1),j-1,k) 

      absdal(i,i4m0) = abs (dal(i,i4m0)) 

      enddo 

      endif 

      … 

      enddo 

      enddo 

      enddo 

(b) 

Figure 2-3 Transformations for smaller workspace shown with respect to y-pass. 
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Entire loop nests can also be merged by repeatedly applying loop fusion at the dif-

ferent loop levels, starting from the outermost loops.  In the NB-tile-interchange code 

variant, as described by Section 2.3.1.3 above, the iteration spaces of a few outermost 

levels are identical across the loop nests in a pass.  It is legal to merge all those outermost 

loop levels.  In Figure 2-2a for example, the it loop over tiles and the outermost k loop 

have identical iteration spaces across the loop nests in the y-pass.  The loop nests in the y-

pass and z-pass have been manually merged for such loop levels.  This code variant will 

be referred to as NB-merge-tileLoops where tileLoops denotes the loop over tiles (it), the 

innermost loop level merged.  The outer j and k loops were merged in the x-pass, where 

there are no tile loops.  It must be noted that the loop nests were merged even across if 

statement boundaries.  Such aggressive loop fusion is usually not performed by a compil-

er. 
 

2.3.1.5   Merge all loops 
 

The loops over i in the different loop nests of the x-pass do not have a uniform iteration 

space.  Similarly, the loops over j in the y-pass, and the loops over k in the z pass, do not 

have uniform iteration spaces either.  They have different trip counts, and data dependen-

cies which prevent loop fusion.    

 The fusion preventing dependencies [6] between the loop nests in explicit finite-

differencing methods are the flow dependencies.  In a flow dependence, the statement 

generating the data is called the source, and the statement consuming the data is called 

the sink.  A flow dependence prevents loop fusion when the dependence distance between 

the source and sink is lexicographically negative.  It can be made lexicographically non-

negative by appropriately delaying the execution of sink statement in the fused loop.    

 Loop shifting [65] is a technique to delay the execution of a statement by a few iter-

ations while still preserving dependencies.  It was created in the context of parallelizing 

compilers to convert a loop with loop carried dependencies into another loop without any 

loop carried dependencies.  The resulting loop can now be executed in parallel.  In order 

to minimize synchronization which must be performed at the end of each parallel loop, 

the parallelizing compilers try to fuse as many loops as they can.  When loop shifting is 
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performed to enable the fusion of multiple parallel loops into a single parallel loop, it is 

called loop alignment [66] [67].  Since parallelism is the prime focus, loop alignment 

tries to eliminate not only the fusion preventing dependencies but also the loop carried 

dependencies.  Achieving the minimal number of loops through loop fusion is an NP-hard 

problem [68].  Many heuristics have been proposed to perform loop fusion (examples in-

clude [69] [70]).  As the number of loop nests, and the statements, to be fused increase, 

the analysis for maximal loop fusion becomes very expensive even for the evaluation 

codes used in this study.  

 Since the objective for loop fusion in this study is data reuse, the loop alignment 

was performed only to eliminate the fusion preventing dependencies.  The loop carried 

dependencies were not eliminated as there already is sufficient parallelism in the inner-

most SIMD loops of the y- and z-passes, and the outermost OpenMP parallel loops.  This 

makes our loop alignment much simpler.  The loops were aligned individually before 

loop fusion.  The two criteria for our loop alignment are that the upper bounds of all the 

loops must be the same, and the subscripts for the memory references in the loops must 

not refer to a future iteration.  The loop alignment is explained in detail in Section 4.5.4.1.  

It must be noted that loop shifting introduces prologue and epilogue statements, if state-

ments, or both.  The loop alignment described here does not generate them.   

 In the traditional loop fusion [6], if the loops to be merged have different trip counts, 

the intersection of all the iteration spaces forms the iteration space of the fused loop.  A 

prologue section and an epilogue section are created for the remaining iterations not rep-

resented in the fused loop.  Typically the compiler attempts to fuse all the loop levels for 

maximal data reuse.  It must be noted that code generation for loop fusion is performed 

only after all the fusion preventing dependences have been removed. 

 Our strategy for merging the loops differs from the traditional loop fusion in two 

ways.  Typically the number of iterations to be peeled for fusion is equal to the number of 

ghost cells on a side in the sweep direction.  PPM-adv needs 8 iterations to be peeled into 

the prologue and epilogue, and RK-adv needs 6.  Here, the prologue and epilogue are not 

generated to avoid code bloat.  Instead, if statements are used to preserve the semantics.  

Second, all but the innermost vector loops are merged.  This has two advantages: the reg-
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ister pressure may not increase much due to the fusion of the outer loops, and the if 

statements introduced to preserve the semantics will not affect SIMDization as they are 

placed outside the vector loops.   

All the loop nests in the computational region of each pass were merged into one 

loop nest as shown in Figure 2-2b.  Even the loop nests inside if statements have been 

merged.  This merged code variant is referred to as NB-merge-all. 
 

2.3.1.6   Pencil Temps 
 

Array variables which are only used in the merged loop nest are temporaries of the com-

putation.  In the merged code, each OpenMP thread references non-contiguous but dis-

tinct regions of the computational arrays.  The number of OpenMP threads is usually 

much smaller when compared to the number of iterations of the outer k loop.  Therefore it 

is possible to reduce the array sizes of the temporaries by making them private.  The tem-

poraries which are the size of the whole mesh are redimensioned to be thin pencils and 

accessed as shown in Figure 2-3a.  This code variant will be called as NB-pencilTemps. 

 A technique similar to the above transformation is array privatization which was de-

veloped for auto-parallelization [64].  Array privatization usually increases the storage 

requirement.  Although it is possible to decrease storage through techniques such as array 

contraction [69], analyzing NB-merge-all is very complicated.  Moreover, only very few 

works address array contraction along multiple array dimensions.  Array contraction is 

discussed in more detail in the next section and in Chapter 5. 
 

2.3.1.7   Circular Temps 
 

The workspace of each OpenMP thread can be further reduced by making the temporaries 

even smaller.  Each iteration of the loop over i accesses only subsections of the temporar-

ies.  The j dimensions of dal and absdal in Figure 2-3a can be made smaller by convert-

ing them into circular buffers as shown in Figure 2-3b.  In every iteration of j, the subsec-

tion of dal which needs to be alive is mapped to this fully associative map.  The size of a 

circular temporary is much smaller when compared to the original pencil temporary.  The 

circular buffers were created with equal lengths for all the temporaries because the circu-
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lar buffers can then be indexed with a single set of indirect indices, i4m0 through i4m4 in 

Figure 2-3b.  This code variant will be referred to as NB-circularTemps.  The workspace 

can be made smaller by using multiple index sets.  However, the single index set appears 

to exert lower integer register pressure than multiple index sets.  For the two codes con-

sidered in this work, the single index set performs better the multiple index sets, with a 

smaller workspace.  This is because even the slightly bigger workspace for the single in-

dex set is small enough to fit in L1, and the performance improvement is most likely due 

to the reduced integer register pressure. 

 The concept of circular temporaries to improve memory performance was in use by 

programmers before the vector era [71].  The vector computers obviated the need for such 

memory savings.  With the advent of microprocessors, the compiler technique called ar-

ray contraction was developed to overcome the memory bloat of array syntax in lan-

guages such as Fortran90.  Each statement in the array syntax was expanded into a sepa-

rate loop resulting in a large number of large temporary arrays.  Array contraction is a 

heuristics based approach to improve data reuse by fusing loops and thereby able to 

shrink the arrays.  A more elaborate discussion on array contraction can be found in 

Chapter 5. 

 

2.3.2   Experimental Setup 
 

Since this study is about intra-node performance, the execution times were measured for 

only the computational regions using CPU_TIME.  All other aspects of high-performance 

computing such as the inter-node communication and file operations, which are neverthe-

less important, are not relevant for this study.  For this reason, the codes were bench-

marked at a single node, but running on all the cores in a node using OpenMP. 

 The code variants were run on a dual-socket node with quadcore Intel Xeon x5570 

(Nehalem) processors @ 2.93 GHz, and on a dual-socket node with eight core Intel Xeon 

E5-2670 (Sandy Bridge) processors @ 2.6 GHz.  Intel Fortran v13 (ifort) and GCC 4.7.1 

(GCC) compilers were used on both the architectures.  For ifort, the codes were compiled 

with -O3 and -xSSE4.2 options for Nehalem, and with -O3 and -xAVX compiler options 
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for Sandy Bridge.  Similarly for GCC, -O3 and -msse4.2 compiler options were used for 

Nehalem, and -O3 and -mavx were used for Sandy Bridge.   

 Simultaneous multi-threading (SMT) was experimented by assigning one OpenMP 

thread to each virtual processor core, i.e. 16 threads on a Nehalem node and 32 threads on 

a Sandy Bridge node.  It must be noted that even when the cores were not oversubscribed 

through OpenMP, the hardware SMT was never disabled in the operating system or in the 

Basic Input Output System (BIOS).  For convenience, having one thread per virtual core 

will be referred to as the SMT mode, and having one thread per core will be referred to as 

the non-SMT mode.  For ifort, the threads were explicitly pinned to cores using the 

OpenMP environment variable KMP_AFFINITY.  However for GCC, better performance 

was noticed by not pinning the threads to cores, especially for the non-SMT mode.  

Therefore, the thread pinning was disabled in GCC for all cases.  The page size is 4 KB.  

Both the codes were set up to solve a cubical problem of 512-cubed cells.  The execution 

times reported are averages of 320 values which represent all the computational time 

steps between two epochs of physical time. 

 

2.3.3   Results for the data locality transformations 
 

The execution time for the code variants under the different experimental setups is listed 

in Table 2-1.  Figure 2-4 plots the performance improvements of the variants over the 

baseline version NB.  For a given experimental setup, NB-pencilTemps and NB-

circularTemps produce the biggest improvement in performance.  In fact, all the prior 

transformations, such as inlining, tile and interchange, and loop fusion, mostly result in a 

slowdown.   
 

2.3.3.1   Impact of memory access re-orderings 
 

As explained in section 2.3.1.3, loop interchange converts the stream access patterns of 

the inner vector loops in the y- and z- passes into non-stream access patterns.  The slow-

down from loop interchange is most likely due to the unfavorable change in the access 

patterns.  The stream access pattern is very favorable for TLB and hardware prefetchers.   
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Table 2-1 Execution time for the different transformations for data locality 

This table lists the execution times for manually applying the transformations for data 
locality as measured with PPM advection and Runge-Kutta advection on Nehalem (Xeon 
x5570) and Sandy Bridge (E5-2670) architectures. 

 

Runge-Kutta advection 

 Execution time / step (s) 

 
NB 

 
Inline 

Tile- 
interchange 

Merge- 
tileLoops 

Merge-
all 

Pencil 
Temps 

Circular 
Temps 

N
eh

al
em

 Intel 
No SMT 3.27 3.27 3.73 4.00 2.69 1.25 1.17 

w/ SMT 1.94 1.92 2.14 1.85 1.51 0.63 0.59 

GCC 
No SMT 2.64 3.82 5.27 4.51 4.32 1.57 1.47 

w/ SMT 2.84 2.54 5.13 4.56 3.88 1.27 1.18 

S
an

d
y

 B
ri

d
g

e 

Intel 
No SMT 0.86 0.93 1.45 1.20 1.23 0.67 0.62 

w/ SMT 0.91 0.91 1.03 0.90 0.71 0.34 0.31 

GCC 
No SMT 1.62 1.61 2.74 2.37 2.44 1.16 1.07 

w/ SMT 1.23 1.22 3.65 3.36 3.24 0.59 0.55 
 

 

 

PPM advection 

 Execution time / step (s) 

 
NB 

 
Inline 

Tile- 
interchange 

Merge- 
tileLoops 

 
Merge-all 

Pencil 
Temps 

Circular 
Temps 

N
eh

al
em

 Intel 
No SMT 7.29 6.24 8.14 10.46 21.58 2.93 2.39 

w/ SMT 4.71 5.25 6.77 6.80 14.20 1.54 1.20 

GCC 
No SMT 5.75 5.50 10.66 10.58 10.81 2.94 2.67 

w/ SMT 5.05 5.46 14.36 13.40 13.04 2.34 2.14 

S
an

d
y

 B
ri

d
g

e 

Intel 
No SMT 1.99 2.00 4.14 3.38 5.96 1.31 1.25 

w/ SMT 2.00 2.01 2.98 2.49 3.87 0.66 0.56 

GCC 
No SMT 3.96 3.92 7.30 7.28 8.88 2.33 2.20 

w/ SMT 2.61 2.61 9.95 9.92 10.65 1.24 1.15 
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For the problem configuration specified in Section 2.3.2, tiling will result in 16 times or 

more TLB misses for the y-pass and 32 times more TLB misses in the z-pass for the big 

temporary arrays and the problem state. 

 By merging all the loops operating on a single tile in NB-merge-all, loop fusion im-

proves data reuse in the on-chip memory.  However, we do not see a significant perfor-

mance improvement even over NB-tile-interchange.  It is unclear if this is due to in-

creased register pressure even though only the outer loops are fused, or simply because 

we see no improvement from the data reuse. Loop fusion provides opportunities for 

memory optimizations by the compiler.  Since NB-merge-all is not faster than 

NB-tile-interchange, and NB-merge-all is significantly slower than NB-pencilTemps and 

NB-circularTemps, we may conclude that no significant storage optimization has been 

performed by the compiler.   

 The body of the fused loop in NB-merge-all may be too big for the exact data de-

pendence analysis required.  RK-adv has 74 statements, and PPM-adv has 126 state-

ments, in the loop body.  PolyOpt/Fortran v0.1.0 [72] [8], a polyhedral model optimiza-

tion framework for Fortran, takes about 13.2 GB of memory and more than 4 hours to 

automatically tile the NB-inline version of PPM-adv [9].  Most likely the exact loop 

bounds analysis and data analysis are taking up most of the time.  Even for a relatively 

small single science application such as ePPM, the body of the fused loop is about 6000 

statements long.  It is very unlikely that any of the current exact data dependence analysis 

methods can scale to thousands of statements on the existing hardware. 
 

2.3.3.2   Impact of storage optimizations 

The data reuse from loop fusion makes storage reuse possible.  NB-pencilTemps and NB-

circularTemps reduce the size of the workspace by reusing storage.  Table 2-2 lists the 

size of the workspace of an individual thread.  The size includes both the thread private 

arrays and shared temporaries.  As seen in Table 2-2, the workspace for NB-pencilTemps 

and NB-circularTemps are orders of magnitude smaller than the workspace for NB. 
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Table 2-2 Size of the temporary workspace as seen by an individual thread 

 RK-adv (KB) PPM-adv (KB) 

x-pass y-pass z-pass x-pass y-pass z-pass 

NB 3.26 x 106 3.26 x 106 3.26 x 106 9.59 x 106 9.59 x 106 9.59 x 106 

NB-pencilTemps 14.49 2249.38 201.38 50.78 2635.59 587.59 

NB-circularTemps 0.33 2055.13 7.13 0.47 2056.22 8.22 
 

 

The size of the workspace varies between passes.  Since the x-pass does not vec-

torize, the temporary arrays need not be wide to support parallelism.  Therefore, they are 

sixteen (SIMD width) times smaller than the same arrays in the y-pass or the z-pass.  The 

arrays in the y- and z-passes are identical in sizes except for two.  Two arrays were made 

bigger in the y-pass to avoid performing O(n3) redundant computation as opposed to O(n) 

computation required for initializing the arrays.  The situation does not arise in the z-pass.  

Although the two arrays are a MB each in the y-pass, they are shared by all the threads, 

and they easily fit in the L3 cache.  Nehalem has an 8 MB L3 cache, and Sandy Bridge 

has a 20 MB L3.   

We see about 3x speedup for NB-pencilTemps over NB with ifort and SMT mode 

for both the codes and both the architectures as shown in Figure 2-4.  We see up to 3.92x 

speedup over NB for NB-circularTemps with ifort and SMT mode.  It must be noted that 

the speedup is much larger if the variants are compared against NB-merge-all, the imme-

diate predecessor.  The performance improvement is because of the small workspaces be-

ing on-chip memory resident, at least at the Level 3. 
 

2.3.3.3   SMT 
 

As seen in Table 2-1, simultaneous multi-threading improves the performance. For ifort, 

the best results were observed by pinning the threads to processor cores in the SMT 

mode.  All the results for ifort reported in Table 2-1 were measured with thread pinning.  

However for the non-SMT mode, better performance is seen by not pinning the threads, 
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but the results are not reported here.  Even when the thread affinity is turned off, two 

threads per physical core still runs faster than one thread per physical core.     

For GCC, the best results were observed by not pinning the threads irrespective of 

the SMT setting.  Turning the affinity off almost doubles the speed for the non-SMT 

mode.  The GCC results reported here were measured with no thread affinity.   
 

2.3.3.4   Vectorization  
 

The inner loops of the computation in the y- and z-passes can be vectorized while the cur-

rent industrial compilers have difficulty with the loops in the x-pass due to conflicting 

alignment requirements for SIMDization.  The loop fusion for NB-merge-all results in a 

single inner loop.  It introduces more conditionals which makes the vector dependence 

analysis harder.  According to the vectorization report, ifort generated SIMD instructions 

for all the inner vector loops in the y- and z-passes.  The only inner loop of the x-pass did 

not vectorize for the code variants NB-merge-all and after.  Table 2-3 gives the execution 

time for each individual pass in a timestep as measured on Sandy Bridge with NB-

circularTemps code variant of PPM-adv.  Despite having the smallest workspace as 

shown in Table 2-2, the x-pass runs much slower than the y- and z-passes because of vec-

torization.  The y-pass runs 14% slower than the z-pass due to a bigger workspace.  The 

SIMD width of the floating point unit on Sandy Bridge is eight.  However, the x-pass 

runs only about 5.14x slower than the z-pass instead of being 8x slower.  This may be due 

to the hardware overlapping the execution of the scalar operations.  Overall the code is 

2.27x slower than some version of NB-circularTemps where all the three passes vectorize 

efficiently.  The execution time of such a code version has been computed by extrapolat-

ing the average execution time of the y- and z-passes.  The remainder of this chapter will 

discuss the attempts to vectorize the x-pass.       

 According to the vector report, GCC does not vectorize any of the loops in the three 

computational passes.  GCC consistently runs slower than ifort as expected.  The vectori-

zation in ifort was explicitly disabled using the -no-simd compiler option to compare the 

performance with GCC.  The execution time for NB-circularTemps used in Table 2-3 is 
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nearly identical between ifort with no SIMD vectorization and GCC.  Therefore, the pri-

mary reason for the slowdown with GCC is vectorization.  

 

 

2.3.4   Transpose 
 

We can vectorize the x-pass if we make j or k as the inner loop, and tiled the loop.  How-

ever if we do not transform the data, the operands in the inner loop are not packed, and 

we still cannot generate SIMD instructions.  Moreover, all the array accesses will have 

long strides causing poor cache utilization and TLB thrashing.  We can overcome the 

strided accesses, and vectorize the inner loops, by assembling the problem state appropri-

ately.  The data assembly transforms the problem state once at the end of a pass in prepa-

ration for the next pass.  The temporary arrays need no data assembly.  They must simply 

be appropriately dimensioned.   

Each 1-D pass in a dimensionally split algorithm performs almost the same com-

putation with respect to the pass direction.  We can therefore have a single code for all the 

three passes if the problem state is assembled appropriately for each pass.  It can be 

achieved by transposing the problem state between one pass and another.  The assembly 

performed here is a dynamic data layout transformation where the array dimensions are 

permuted.  The data is transposed such that the inner loop can be vectorized.  Figure 3-3, 

from Chapter 3, depicts the transpose operation.  In order to minimize the number of 

transposes, the 1-D passes of a timestep pair are performed in the xyzzyx order.  The z-

pass of the second timestep immediately follows the z-pass of the first timestep.  Similar-

ly an x-pass follows another x-pass. 

Table 2-3 Execution time of the individual passes in a time step. 

The timings were measured for NB-circularTemps code variant of PPM-adv on 
Sandy Bridge using ifort v13.  Two OpenMP threads were assigned to each core and 
KMP_AFFINITY was set to compact. 
 

 x-pass (s) y-pass (s) z-pass (s) 

NB-circularTemps 3.94 x 10-1 8.72 x 10-2 7.67 x 10-2 
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NB with transposes will be referred to as NB-tranpose.  The transformations de-

tailed in section 2.3.1 were performed on NB-transpose as well.  The code snippet below 

illustrates one of the loop nests for the tile and interchange variant of NB-tranpose.  It 

also illustrates the transpose operation at the end of the first x- and y-passes. 

 

      dimension    dal(ny,nz,-3:nx+4) 

      … 

c     **  loop nest 100    ** 

c$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,j,jt,k) 

      do k  = 1,nz 

      do jt = 1,ny,nssq      ! loop over tiles 

      do 100 i = -2,nx+4 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do j  = jt,jt+(nssq-1) 

      dal(j,k,i) = a(j,k,i) - a(j,k,i-1) 

      absdal(j,k,i) = abs (dal(j,k,i))  

      enddo 

100   continue 

      enddo 

      enddo 

c$OMP END PARALLEL DO  

      … 

c     **  Transpose the problem state for the next pass, ** 

c     **    shown here for the first x-pass and the first y-pass. 

** 

      if ((ipass .eq. 1) .or. (ipass .eq. 2))   then 

c$OMP PARALLEL DO PRIVATE(i,k,j) 

      do j = 1,ny 

      do i = 1,nx 

      do k = 1,nz 

        a(k,i,j) = anu(j,k,i) 

      enddo 

      enddo 

      enddo 

c$OMP END PARALLEL DO 

      endif 
 

Figure 2-5 reports the performance improvement, if any, from transposing.  The pencil 

temps and the circular temps variants will be referred to as NB-transpose-pencilTemps 

and NB-transpose-circularTemps respectively.  All the critical inner loops in the computa-

tion vectorized with ifort.  Despite vectorization, the code variants of NB-transpose run 

slower than the code variants of NB due to the overhead of the data assembly with trans-
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posing.  GCC does not vectorize the computational region, and therefore, the data assem-

bly overhead slows the code even further when compared to the NB variants.  

 

2.3.5   Tile assembly through gather-scatter 
 

In the above section, the data assembly for an entire pass was performed in one single 

place.  There is a significant number of strided memory operations in the data assembly 

loop, and no floating point operations.  Given the limited number of reservation stations  

in a core, most likely the processor is not overlapping the copy operations with useful 

computation.  Since the SIMD operations are performed only on individual tiles, if we 

construct the tiles on a need basis we may be able to overlap the data assembly with the 

compute.  The data assembly involves gather-scatter.  For each tile, we gather the prob-

lem state into a tile at the beginning of the compute, and we scatter the updated tile back 

to the problem state at the end of the computation.  The data layout of the problem state 

does not change.  The code variant has a single subroutine for computation, for all the 

three passes, and the compute loops are identical to the corresponding code variants in 

section 2.3.4.  All the critical computational loops vectorize. 

 The pencil temps and circular temps code variants with gather-scatter were experi-

mented here.  As we see in Table 2-4, assembling the tiles on the fly does not perform 

better the NB code variants despite vectorizing the x-pass.  It can be concluded that the 

cost of the data assembly eliminates the benefit from vectorization of one more pass, 

even on Sandy Bridge which has an eight wide SIMD engine.  It may be argued that the 

costly data assembly is only needed for the x-pass, while the y- and z-passes, from the 

NB variants, which already vectorize can be retained.  If the x-pass with on the fly tile 

assembly runs faster than the x-pass without data assembly then we can adopt the above 

strategy.  However, the x-pass of circular temps code variant for NB gather-scatter runs 

slower than the x-pass for the code variant without any data assembly.  Therefore there is 

no benefit from the data assembly strategies discussed in section 2.3.4 and in this section. 
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2.4   Conclusion 
 

Data locality and short SIMD vectorization are the two most important factors of in-core 

performance.  Extensive work has been performed to improve the data locality and SIM-

Dization of scientific codes.  Although the theoretical underpinnings of the transfor-

mations are understood for the most part, automating the transformations has been chal-

lenging due to the expensive analysis involved.  Instead of formulating cost functions and 

automation strategies, this chapter takes a step back to evaluate the efficacies of the indi-

vidual transformations themselves for the finite difference methods by manually imple-

menting the transformations. 

As discussed in section 2.2 on related work, many of the transformations devel-

oped for the stencil computations are not very applicable for the finite difference methods 

which are dimensionally split.  Therefore this chapter focuses the attention on inlining, 

loop tiling, loop interchange, loop fusion, array contraction, transposing, and on the fly 

data assembly to aid SIMDization.  The transformations were evaluated with two hydro-

Table 2-4  Comparison of tile assembly with transposing and with no data assembly. 

This table lists the execution times for no data assembly and for two different data as-
sembly techniques as measured with PPM advection and Runge-Kutta advection on Ne-
halem (Xeon x5570) and Sandy Bridge (E5-2670) architectures.  The performance re-
ported is only for ifort with the SMT mode and thread pinning. 
 

 

 

Execution time / step (s) 

RK-adv PPM-adv 

NB 
NB 

transpose 

NB 
gather-
scatter 

NB 
NB 

transpose 

NB 
gather-
scatter 

N
eh

al
em

 

Pencil Temps 0.63 1.05 1.28 1.54 2.00 1.84 

Circular 
Temps 

0.59 0.95 0.69 1.20 1.72 1.25 

S
an

d
y

 
B

ri
d

g
e Pencil Temps 0.34 0.49 0.74 0.66 0.77 1.31 

Circular 
Temps 

0.31 0.46 0.28 0.56 1.24 1.47 
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dynamic codes, two different architectures, and two different compilers.  Inlining does 

not result in any improvement in performance.  More importantly, loop tiling, loop inter-

change, and loop fusion, hurt the spatial locality of the two dimensionally split codes by 

breaking the stream access patterns and increasing the number of strided accesses.  As 

expected, we see a decrease in performance with tiling, interchange, and fusion.  Howev-

er all the above transformations are essential for the most important transformation of 

array contraction.    

We see the biggest improvement in performance by reducing the size of the work-

space.  The workspace has been aggressively shrunk by orders of magnitude in size to the 

point that the workspace is only a few kilobytes for two of the three passes.  The data lo-

cality transformations improve the performance by up to 3.93x.  However, one of the 

three passes (x-pass) does not vectorize.  The whole code can run an additional 2.27x 

faster, as measured for one of the evaluation codes, PPM-adv, if the x-pass could be vec-

torized efficiently.  The locality transformations without a fundamental data layout trans-

formation are either limited by vectorization, or limited by the strided data access re-

quired to achieve vectorization.   

Transposing the problem state on the fly to SIMDize the x-pass was explored.  

However, the cost of the data copies for transposing outweighs the benefit from vectoriz-

ing the x-pass.  Assembling the individual computational tiles on the fly to better overlap 

computation with the copies was also explored.  However, the data copies still outweigh 

vectorization.  Vectorizing the x-pass is still important, but the data assembly strategies 

discussed in Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 do not suffice.  The next chapter discusses a benefi-

cial data layout transformation which facilitates vectorization by minimizing the cost of 

transposing.  The work presented in this chapter appears to be the most comprehensive 

work to date in evaluating the different compiler transformations for in-core performance 

in the context of finite differencing methods. 
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Chapter 3 

Briquette: A data layout for data  

locality and vectorization 

 

3.1   Introduction 
 

We have seen code transformations to improve data locality in the previous chapter.  The 

transformations mostly tried to improve the temporal locality.  A few transformations im-

proved the spatial locality of the temporary arrays.  Except for transposing, none tried to 

improve the spatial locality of the problem state itself.  However, transposing the NB data 

layout was more expensive than the benefits from the improved spatial locality and vec-

torization.  This chapter is about increasing the spatial locality for the problem state with 

a new data layout which is favorable to the main memory accesses.  The key idea is to 

rearrange the problem state into a collection of small cubical blocks.  Such explicit rear-

rangement of data into small tiles or volumes will be referred to as data blocking in this 

work.  The workspace required to update an individual block is a lot smaller.  Thus the 

new data layout improves the temporal locality as well. 

The benefits of data blocking to improve spatial locality are well known [24].  

While data blocking is commonly used in linear algebra [25] [26], it is uncommon in 

CFD.  Array indexing to compute spatial derivatives is extremely complicated to pro-

gram.  In comparison, the linear algebra algorithms, such as matrix multiplication and LU 

decomposition, do not perform near neighbor computation, and hence data blocking is 

more straightforward in linear algebra.   

Woodward et al. have identified a data layout and a sequence of code transfor-

mations to significantly boost the performance of CFD codes involving spatial deriva-

tives and structured grids [2] [3] [4].  Fundamental to the optimizations is a new data 

structure called the briquette.  It is a small contiguous record of data corresponding to a 
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cubical region of the problem domain, and it contains all the problem state information, 

which may be many variables, for that spatial region.  Each sub-domain is made of a 3-

dimensional arrangement of briquettes.  The briquettes are constructed to be suitable for 

short SIMD hardware on most modern architectures. 

This work evaluates the benefits of briquettes in isolation from the other trans-

formations using three applications: RK-adv, PPM-adv, and ePPM.  It also compares the 

benefit of briquettes with the best code variant from the previous chapter, NB-

circularTemps.  The code with briquettes, even before any additional optimization, per-

forms better than even NB-circularTemps for PPM-adv.  After applying the transfor-

mations discussed in Chapter 4, the code with briquettes performs significantly better 

than any NB variant for both the advection codes compared.  Briquettes therefore appear 

to be a very useful program transformation for efficient memory accesses, data locality, 

and vectorization.  The work to date has concentrated on the CFD domain, but briquettes 

are expected to produce benefits in other domains as well. 

This chapter is organized as follows.  Section 3.2 discusses the related work.  Sec-

tion 3.3 provides the description, motivation, and advantages, for the briquettes.  It also 

provides a strategy for programming with the briquettes.  Section 3.4 explains the redun-

dant computations resulting from the programming strategy, and Section 3.5 compares 

briquette against 3-D tiling.  Section 3.6 is about evaluation and results.  Finally, Section 

3.7 contains the conclusion. 

 

3.2   Related Work 
 

Data blocking is widely used in linear algebra.  Early works for paging systems reor-

ganized a matrix into a collection of smaller sub-matrices to minimize page swapping 

[73]. Currently, all BLAS implementations such as LINPACK and LAPACK perform da-

ta blocking to target on-chip memory [25] [26].  The input data is re-organized into sub-

matrices at run-time for every single library call.  The cost of re-organization, O(n2), is 

more than compensated by O(n3) computation.  However in CFD, we perform O(n2) 

computations on O(n2) data.  The runtime reorganization is therefore not profitable.  The 
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advection codes used for evaluation here, PPM-adv and RK-adv, slow-down more than 

3.3x on Sandy Bridge when the hierarchical sub-domains with briquettes are constructed 

at run-time as opposed to permanently restructuring the sub-domains.  The runtime reor-

ganization cannot be a one-time operation because it affects the MPI communication for 

boundary exchanges which must happen at every time step. 

The hierarchical data layout with briquettes has some commonalities with the Ar-

ray of Structure of Arrays (AoSoA) data layout in the graphics arena.  AoSoA is a 1-D 

array of structures of 1-D arrays.  However, the arrays in a briquette layout are multi-

dimensional arrays, designed for both efficient transposing and SIMDization.  The inner 

array is decomposed into a collection of 2-D planes.  The outer array is at-least 

3-dimensional.  Usually more dimensions are added to overlap communication with 

computation of the sub-domain on a node as shown in Figure 3-1. 

The array programming languages and libraries simplify programming by separat-

ing the storage specification from the computation.  Although there is no inherent limita-

tion, the current array programming libraries and languages do not support briquettes.  

Currently, the array programming languages such as ZPL and Chapel are not hierarchical 

enough to target caches [28] [29] [30].  The Hierarchical Tiled Arrays library supports 

both data blocking and stencil computations through the overlapped tiling concept (OL-

HTA) [74] [27].  However, OL-HTA is designed for boundary region communication be-

tween nodes and is not suitable for cache level data blocking.  It does not provide an op-

portunity to eliminate the redundant computations and copies if we use smaller data 

blocks.  The Kokkos Arrays library supports a more flexible mapping between different 

data layouts through operator overloading in C++ [75].  Although Kokkos Arrays doesn’t 

offer an opportunity to eliminate redundant computations and copies in computing spatial 

derivatives using small data blocks, it may be helpful in converting non-computational 

code regions such as initialization, communication, and visualization, to using the bri-

quette data structure.    

Automatic data layout transformations such as padding, transposing, and dimen-

sion-lifted transposition, were introduced to avoid cache conflicts, to improve locality, 
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and to improve SIMDization [53] [54] [55] [56] [76].  However as we have seen in chap-

ter 2, they are not suitable for the dimensionally split methods.   

 

Inside a briquette 

 

Figure 3-1 Briquette and a hierarchical data layout made of briquettes. 
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Figure 3-2  2D example to illustrate briquettes versus tiling 

A 2D grid with a single field is used for illustration. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Packed and aligned planes in a briquette 
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Figure 3-4 Transposing 

This figure depicts the data layout within a briquette field for the 3 passes.  The transpose 
between the passes is illustrated by the colored grid cells. 

 

Table 3-1 Map of briquette dimensions to real dimensions 

x, y, and z, represent the dimensions within a briquette as seen by the unified pass.  xr, yr, 
and zr, represent the real spatial dimensions.  The table provides the mapping between the 
briquette dimensions and the real dimensions for each pass. 

 x-pass y-pass z-pass 

x xr yr zr 

y yr zr xr 

z zr xr yr 
 

 

3.3   Briquettes 
 

3.3.1   Motivation 
 

The primary motivation for the briquettes was to read and write efficiently to the main 

memory.  The problem state of the mesh usually contains many fields.  In the Cell pro-

cessor, the main memory could only be accessed through explicit DMA calls, and it is 

more efficient to make fewer calls.  The solution was to pack the fields together so that 

they can be read or written at once.  At the same time, the data must be small enough to 

fit in the on-chip memory.  The constraints naturally lead to a data structure where small 

amounts of data of different fields are packed together.  The data structure is called a bri-
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quette, and it is defined as the problem state for a tiny cubical region stored contiguously 

in memory. 

 

3.3.2   Description 
 

The briquette represents the problem state for a small cubical physical region.  The indi-

vidual physical quantities (fields) of the problem state are stored one after the other in a 

briquette as shown in Figure 3-1.   The briquette is a structure of multi-dimensional ar-

rays.  Other data structures such as sub-domains and domains are built out of briquettes in 

a hierarchical fashion as shown in Figure 3-1. 

An individual briquette in Fortran can be defined as, 
 

      dimension bq(nsugar, nsugar, nsugar, nvars) 
   

where nsugar corresponds to the number of cells on a side and nvars corresponds 

to the number of fields in the problem state.  The current industrial compilers appear to 

only vectorize the inner loop.  Therefore the first two dimensions of a briquette are fused 

in the evaluation codes to maximize the number of iterations in the inner SIMD loop.  

The briquettes in the codes are defined as, 
 

      dimension bq(nssq, nsugar, nvars)  ! nssq = nsugar x nsugar 
 

A brick (sub-grid) is a 3-dimensional array of briquettes.  In order to overlap 

communication with computation, each MPI process can update multiple bricks at a time.  

Woodward et al. update 8 bricks at each process, and they call the collection of eight such 

bricks as an octo-brick [22].  The bricks and octo-bricks can be defined in Fortran as,    
 

      dimension brick(nssq,nsugar,nvars, nbqx, nbqy, nbqz) 

      dimension octobrick(nssq,nsugar,nvars, nbqx, nbqy, nbqz, 8)  

  

Figure 3-1 depicts how the bricks and octo-bricks are made from briquettes.  Fig-

ure 3-2, similar to a figure by Culler et al. [24], illustrates the higher dimensionality of 

briquettes when compared to tiling.  The briquettes are assumed to be squares instead of 
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cubes for illustration.  The figure shows how the cache lines are contiguous within each 

briquette, and not contiguous in a tile. 
 

3.3.3   Advantages   
 

Briquettes offer a lot of benefits: 

(i) Coalesced reads and writes:    

In a cache based architecture, memory accesses happen at a cache line granularity.  The 

briquettes are constructed to be multiple cache lines long.  They are read and written to 

the main memory as an atomic unit from the program’s perspective.  This makes reading 

and writing them efficient as we do not have strided memory accesses.  Reading and writ-

ing multiple cache lines at a time help decrease the TLB pressure and may benefit from 

hardware prefetching.  In addition, the cache lines of a briquette usually map to different 

sets in a set-associative cache. 

(ii) Smaller working set:   

The working set is defined as the set of all computational temporaries, not including the 

problem state, to solve the PDE.  As seen in Chapter 2, the size of the working set be-

comes proportional to the size of the grid without complex code transformations or pro-

gramming effort.  However with briquettes, the size of the working set to update a small 

briquette of size say 43 cells is only proportional to the size of the briquette which is sub-

stantially smaller.  The working set is small enough that it may become cache-resident, 

and this reduces the memory bandwidth requirement significantly. 

(iii) Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) vectorization:   

The SIMD engines on most modern microprocessors are efficient with shorter vectors 

than longer vectors, because the short vectors allow for data reuse in the registers and 

near-level caches.  The long vectors usually spill to the main memory.  The smaller size 

of the briquettes is more suitable for the short vector operations.  Moreover, the SIMD 

engines require the operands to be packed.  The planes of the individual fields in a bri-

quette are densely packed as shown in Figure 3-3, and they are the operands for vectori-

zation.  The size of a plane becomes the vector length universally throughout the compu-

tation.  We must make it a multiple of the SIMD width.    The short vectors are efficiently 
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processed when the individual planes and briquettes are aligned.  The size of the planes 

and briquettes are chosen to be powers of two to be suitable for alignment. 

(iv) Data assembly:   

The spatial locality offered by the briquettes makes the data assembly to exploit the 

SIMD engines tremendously efficient.  In a dimensionally split algorithm for solving a 

PDE [77], the three dimensional update of the problem state occurs in sweeps along each 

component dimension.  As seen in Chapter 2, transposing the problem state between 

sweeps is a data assembly technique to vectorize all the three passes.  It performs the 

gather operations once per sweep.  With briquettes, the transposes are performed within a 

briquette.  Transposing the individual briquettes eliminates the strided accesses to the 

main memory for individual words, as the briquette is fully cache resident for the dura-

tion of the transpose operation. 

(v) Thread-level parallelism: 

Thread-level parallelism is essential for performance on the multicore and manycore ar-

chitectures.  A good thread parallel implementation tries to minimize synchronization and 

false sharing between the threads.  Briquettes provide reasonably big work granules 

which can also be load balanced easily by the threads.  Each thread independently up-

dates a briquette during a pass.  This implies that the threads must synchronize only once 

per briquette at the most.  The grids are constructed to have more briquettes than the 

threads, allowing each thread to update multiple briquettes asynchronously.  Even with 

dimension splitting, there are dependencies in at least the sweep direction.  The synchro-

nization can be minimized to once per pass by having each thread compute all the de-

pendent briquettes in a row.  However the threads need more synchronization to take ad-

vantage of blocking in the last level cache.  Please refer to Lin’s study for the cache 

blocking strategies, and the trade-off between synchronization and blocking in fluid dy-

namics codes [9].  Since each thread works on an independent briquette and the briquette 

size is chosen to be a multiple of the cache line size, there is no false sharing of the bri-

quette data if there are only dependences in the sweep direction.  Algorithms like the 

ePPM evaluation code have dependences in all three directions even with dimensional 

splitting.  The sweep direction has much longer dependence distance when compared to 
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the transverse direction.  False sharing in such codes can be avoided by making a local 

copy of the dependent briquettes in the transverse direction at each thread. 

 

3.3.4   Computation with briquettes 
 

3.3.4.1   Spatial derivatives 
 

Simulating physical phenomena involves solving partial differential equations (PDE).  

The equations involve quantities which change with respect to time and/or space.  Com-

puting how a quantity changes in space is called the spatial derivative of a quantity.   Spa-

tial derivatives are essential in CFD where the problem space is discretized into small 

spatial regions called cells.  A spatial derivative at a given point is computed from a set of 

adjacent cells.  Expressing the computation for a domain with briquettes is extremely dif-

ficult because the adjacent cells more often will belong to different briquettes making the 

array indexing very complicated. 
 

3.3.4.2   Domain decomposition 
 

In a large parallel computation, the problem domain is divided spatially into smaller sub-

domains to be operated by individual nodes in the system, and this process is called do-

main decomposition.  The neighbor for a cell may be in another sub-domain.  The code 

for spatial derivatives would have been extremely complicated, but the problem is solved 

by padding each sub-domain with the required neighboring cells from the other sub-

domains.  The padded region is called the ghost region or the boundary region.  It is in-

distinguishable from the real cells for the computation, thereby simplifying programming. 
 

3.3.4.3   Miniaturization of domain decomposition 
 

The programming complexity of computing spatial derivatives across briquettes can 

likewise be simplified by padding a briquette with ghost cells.  This technique is essen-

tially a miniaturization of the domain decomposition strategy taken to the granularity of 

briquettes.  There are a few differences between the two strategies, though, which are ex-

plained here.  In domain decomposition, each process typically works a single sub-

domain.  Since the sub-domains typically belong to different address spaces, redundant 
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storage must be allocated for the boundary cells in different sub-domains.  In the minia-

turization, each thread of computation works on many briquettes.  Since the briquettes for 

a sub-domain belong to a single address space, we can avoid creating redundant storage 

for all the briquettes.  The savings are very crucial for briquettes due to the large ratio of 

ghost cells to real cells in a briquette.  The number of ghost cells on each side of a bri-

quette in a mini-domain is the same as the number of ghost cells on each side of a sub-

domain.  The briquettes are padded in a separate set of temporary arrays just before their 

update.  In the process, the individual fields of a briquette are copied into separate tempo-

raries to simplify referencing later.  This process is called “unpacking.”  The storage for 

the temporaries is reused by all the briquette updates performed by a thread.  However, 

the computations performed in the ghost regions of a briquette are not reused.  A source-

to-source transformation tool called CFD Builder has been built to eliminate the redun-

dant computations and copies in the ghost regions between briquettes by reusing the 

computation.  The tool is discussed in Chapter 4. 

The workspace per thread with briquettes becomes extremely small.  It is only 

16.59 KB and 19.2 KB per thread for Runge-Kutta advection and PPM advection, respec-

tively.  The miniaturized domain decomposition performs 65.61% and 137.31% redun-

dant computations and redundant copies for RK-adv and PPM-adv respectively at a grid 

resolution of 512-cubed cells.  The redundancy in computation is measured using our 

Cray-1 style FLOP metric (see appendix A).  However, this code with briquettes performs 

up to 4x faster than the baseline codes without briquettes.   
 

Below is a list of the sequence of operations to update a briquette: 

(i)  Unpack the briquette and all the necessary neighboring briquettes into temporary ar-

rays for the individual fields as shown in Figure 3-5. 

(ii) Perform the update for the current briquette  

(iii) Pack the results into a briquette and write it back into a new array. 
 

We need a double buffer to hold the old and new values of the problem state.  The 

new results of one pass become the old values for the next pass.  The buffers switch roles 

between passes.  However we can eliminate one of the buffers through code transfor-
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mations as we will see in the next chapter.  The code variant with briquettes and miniatur-

ized domain decomposition will be referred to as WB. 
 

 

3.3.4.4   Transposing 
 

We saw earlier in Chapter 2 that the compilers have difficulty to vectorize the x-pass in 

NB after loop fusion.  We managed to vectorize all the three passes of NB by transposing 

the problem state.  Here the problem state of WB is transposed by transposing the bri-

quettes individually.  The individual fields of a briquette themselves are transposed inde-

pendently as shown in Figure 3-4.  Like in Section 2.3.4, the code has a single subroutine 

for all three passes.  The subroutine in turn calls other subroutines which are part of the 

computation.  The computation in the unified subroutine is oblivious of the actual pass 

for the most part, and the subroutine is written as if it is performing an x-pass.  During the 

 

Figure 3-5 Constructing input arrays from briquettes to simplify computation. 
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y-pass, the x-axis inside the subroutine corresponds to the real y-axis.  Similarly the sub-

routine’s x-axis corresponds to the real z-axis for the z-pass.   Table 3-1 gives the map 

between the coordinates inside the subroutine and the coordinates of the real space for all 

the passes.  It must be noted that this transposing of axes is legal since we transpose the 

data as well.  The net effect of the transpose operation is that the operands are packed for 

vectorization in the sweep direction.  The y-z planes of a briquette as shown in Figure 3-3 

are the vector operands.  It must also be noted that, in addition to permuting the data in-

side a field, the fields themselves may be permuted within a briquette.  For example, ve-

locity is represented by three fields, one for each component direction.  The three fields 

are permuted between passes according to Table 3-1.  Permuting entire fields is part of 

the transposition as well.   

 

3.4   Redundant computations 
 

As mentioned earlier, WB performs redundant computations and copies.  The redundancy 

in copies is easier to understand, and it is discussed in Sections 1.2.3 and 4.4.1.  This sec-

tion explains the redundant computations, as meant in this thesis.   

For simplification, let us assume a 1-D grid.  Let rho and p be two fields which 

are part of the problem state, and let us assume that all the cells in the grid contain these 

two fields.  The values of rho and p are updated as the simulation evolves in time.  Let us 

update rho for a new time step according to Eq. 3.1 below, where i refers to the position 

of a cell in the grid and t refers to the time step. 

 

		�ℎ����(	) = 	
�0.6 ∗ ��(	 − 1) ∗ �ℎ��(	 − 1) + �0.6 ∗ ��(	) ∗ �ℎ��(	)

2
														(3.1) 

 

The above equation is purely for illustration purposes, and does not represent any 

physical process.  Updating a real density field is much more elaborate, even in a simple 

first-order numerical method like Godunov’s scheme (see appendix B).   

The computation of rho at a given point has a dependency with itself and with the 

previous point in the grid.  Since this dependency has a fixed pattern at all cells, and rho 
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at a given cell can be updated independently, Eq. 3.1 can be thought as a stencil computa-

tion.  It can be expressed in Fortran as,  

 

   rhonu(i)=.5*(sqrt(0.6*p(i-1)*rho(i-1))+sqrt(0.6*p(i)*rho(i))) 

 

The above code expression updates a single grid cell.  Therefore the code to update a grid 

with m cells can be written as, 
 

      do i = 1,m 

         rhonu(i) = 0.5 * (sqrt(0.6*p(i-1)*rho(i-1)) +  

     &                     sqrt(0.6*p(i)*rho(i))) 

      enddo          
 

It should be noted that the results are written back into rhonu and not rho.  This is 

because the computation is usually performed for a large number of time steps, and it is 

infeasible to store the field values for all the time steps.  However, we need space for at 

least two time steps to avoid overwriting the fields for the current time step before the 

next time step is computed.  That is, we do not want to update rho(i-1) before rho(i) 

is computed above.  Therefore, the results of the computation are stored into a new array 

rhonu.  rho and rhonu alternate roles between the time steps. 

It can be seen that sqrt(0.6*p(i)*rho(i))) is common between rhonu(i) 

and rhonu(i+1) for a given i and i+1.  The computed value can be reused by storing 

the result.  The code to update the grid can be rewritten with the reuse as,  
 

    do i=0,m 

       rtmp(i) = sqrt(0.6*p(i)*rho(i)) 

    enddo 

    do i = 1,m 

       rhonu(i) = 0.5 * (rtmp(i-1) + rtmp(i)) 

    enddo       
 

 

The array rtmp is a partial result of the computation.  The arrays c, dmassl, 

dmomxl, dmomyl, and dmomzl, are some examples of partial results for the computation 

in appendix B (see appendix B for the code).  The number of times a partial result is used 

in the subsequent grid cells increases as the stencil becomes wider.   
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The code with partial results is already different from a simple stencil computa-

tion because the stencil formulas have been decomposed and regrouped to improve reuse 

of computations.  The code contains multiple loop nests as the computation is performed 

in stages.  The second biggest difference between the real codes and stencil computations 

is that the real codes contain constraints to prevent unphysical values.  The constraints are 

a mechanism to reduce the numerical errors, and they are developed based on domain 

knowledge and experience.  The above differences in conjunction with the higher compu-

tational intensity of the higher-order methods and dimensional splitting make the consid-

erations for even the computational regions of real codes different from the simple stencil 

computations studied in the compiler literature.  

This thesis is not about eliminating the redundant computations by constructing 

the partial results.  It assumes that the programmer has already performed such optimiza-

tions.  It is a valid assumption since most real applications such as CM1, and even mini-

apps like Cloverleaf are written by constructing partial results.  When briquettes are in-

troduced, even the partial results are computed redundantly between mini-domains in 

WB.   This thesis is about eliminating the redundancies in computing the partial results.  

In order to illustrate the redundancies in partial results, let us extend the above 

1-D code to 3-D as shown below.   
 

 

    do k=1,m 

    do j=1,m 

    do i=0,m 

       rtmp(i,j,k) = sqrt(0.6*p(i,j,k)*rho(i,j,k)) 

    enddo 

    enddo 

    enddo 

c 

    do k=1,m 

    do j=1,m 

    do i=0,m 

       rhonu(i,j,k) = 0.5 * (rtmp(i-1,j,k) + rtmp(i,j,k)) 

    enddo    
    enddo 

    enddo 
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Let us rewrite the code in WB with briquettes of size 43 cells as shown below.  

The j and k loops are interchanged along with the corresponding array subscripts to im-

prove vectorization, but this transformation in WB is not relevant to understand the re-

dundancies in partial results. 
 

    dimension   rho(4,4,5), p(4,4,5), rtmp(4,4,5) 

    dimension rhonu(4,4,4) 

 c 

    do kbq=1,mcubes 

    do jbq=1,mcubes  

    do icube=1,mcubes 

construct the fields rho and p for the mini-domain corresponding 

to the briquette at index (icube,jbq,kbq) in the sub-grid 

    do i=0,4 

    do k=1,4 

    do j=1,4 

       rtmp(j,k,i) = sqrt(0.6*p(j,k,i)*rho(j,k,i)) 

    enddo 

    enddo 

    enddo 

    do i=0,4 

    do k=1,4 

    do j=1,4 

       rhonu(j,k,i) = 0.5 * (rtmp(j,k,i-1) + rtmp(j,k,i)) 

    enddo    
    enddo 

    enddo 

    enddo  ! loop over icube 

    enddo  ! loop over jbq 

    enddo  ! loop over kbq 

 

In the above code, mcubes refers to the number of briquettes in each direction, 

and it is equal to the ceil of m over 4 ( ⌈m /4⌉ ), where 4 refers to the block size.  The code 

has one ghost briquette to the left.  The arrays rho and p are local arrays, and they are 

dimensioned just for a mini-domain.   

Let us consider the mini-domains for the first two real briquettes in the first pencil 

i.e. briquettes at locations (1,1,1) and (2,1,1) in the sub-grid.  The last plane in the mini-

domain for briquette (1,1,1) is the ghost plane in the left for the mini-domain of briquette 

(2,1,1).  That is, the plane rho(j=1:4,k=1:4,i=4) for the mini-domain at (1,1,1) is 

the same as rho(j=1:4,k=1:4,i=0) for the mini-domain at (2,1,1).  This implies that 
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rtmp(j=1:4,k=1:4,i=4) computed when icube=1 is the same as 

rtmp(j=1:4,k=1:4,i=0) for icube=2.  However, we re-compute the same plane in-

dependently in the two mini-domains.  Figure 3-6 highlights the redundant plane.  Simi-

larly, we compute rtmp redundantly between the other consecutive mini-domains as 

well.  Such redundancy is referred to as the redundancies in computing the partial results.   
 

 

Figure 3-6 Redundancy in computing a partial result.   

The partial result rtmp is computed for each mini-domain of the WB code in section 3.4.  
The computation of rtmp for the last plane in each briquette is redundant.  This figure 
highlights one such redundant plane between the first two briquettes in the sub-grid. 

 

As the stencil gets wider, the redundancies become larger as in RK-adv.  This the-

sis deals with eliminating the redundancies in computing the partial results, and the re-

dundant copies in constructing the mini-domains.  Unlike the elimination of redundancies 

in the stencil formulas by constructing the partial results, eliminating the redundancies in 

the computation of partial results in WB is harder.  This is because it is relatively easier 

for the programmer to construct partial results by coming up with new arrays (partial re-

sults) and loop nests.  However, it is much more tedious to eliminate the redundancies 

between mini-domains due to the increased complexity in indexing which is needed.  NB 

does not suffer from any such redundancies, and they are purely an artifact of the minia-

turized domain decomposition programming model in WB.  Section 4.4 discusses how 

the redundancies in WB are eliminated, and Section 4.5 discusses how to automate those 
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transformations. From now on, redundant computations will refer to the redundancies in 

computing the partial results. 

 

3.5   Briquettes versus Tiling 
 

We have seen in Section 2.3.5 that SIMDization through on the fly gathers and scatters is 

slower than no SIMDization.  The gathers are essentially constructing planes of a 3-D tile 

which corresponds to a pencil of briquettes in the sweep direction.  The gathers could al-

so construct a briquette sized 3-D tile at a time.  Except for the gather-scatters, the WB 

model can be used to operate on such 3-D tiles.  If such cache blocking were efficient 

then we can eliminate explicit data blocking, and its programming complexity for the 

non-computational regions.  However tiling has the following shortcomings compared to 

briquettes. 

(i) Underutilization of cache lines: 

Tiling results in the underutilization of cache lines for at least the problem state infor-

mation.  Let us consider 3-D tiles of 43 cells each, similar to briquette size used in this 

thesis.  Let each cell contain 16 fields as in ePPM.  Let us consider a reasonable sized 

sub-grid with 1283 cells.  The fields of the sub-grid are stored one after another i.e., a 

1283 field is followed by another 1283 field.  Figure 3-7a shows a 3-D tile in one such 

field.   

The cache line size on Intel Nehalem and Sandy Bridge architectures is 64 bytes.  

Therefore, a single cache line can hold 16 single precision values.  Since the data is con-

tiguous in x, then y and z, only four words from the same tile are present in any cache 

line.  The remaining twelve words are filled with data by three other tiles.  Therefore the 

data for a single field is stored in 16 different cache lines, and the data for the entire tile 

of 16 fields will reside in 256 different cache lines, as shown in Figure 3-7c.  A 4 KB tile 

is mapped to 16 KB of cache lines.  Even after eliminating all the redundant copies as 

discussed in Section 4.4.1, ePPM needs to unpack 5 briquettes to update a single bri-

quette.  This implies 80 KB of the problem state, corresponding to the 5 tiles, is read into 

the cache by each thread, and three-fourth of the data is not used right away.  The cache 
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lines are underutilized, and the cache may suffer from thrashing.  Also more cache lines 

mean that the data will take longer to arrive.  On the other hand, the data for a 3-D tile is 

densely packed in a briquette.  As shown in Figure 3-7b, a 4 KB briquette requires only 

64 cache lines.  It is mapped to exactly 4 KB of cache lines, and the cache lines are fully 

utilized. 

(ii) TLB pressure:    

Let us assume the page size to be 4 KB.  Since the briquette data is contiguous in 

memory, with suitable alignment, a 4 KB briquette maps to a single page.  Since the data 

is already coalesced, reading and writing a briquette is very efficient.  On the other hand 

with tiling, every field of a cell is in a different page, and not more than 4 rows from the 

same tile and field can be in the same page.  Therefore a 3-D tile of 4 KB will map to 64 

pages, as shown in Figure 3-7c.  ePPM reads in 5 briquettes at a time.  This implies we 

need at least 320 TLB entries per thread, and it is more than the number of L2 TLB en-

tries per core in Nehalem and Sandy Bridge.  Huge pages may alleviate this TLB pressure 

from tiling.  However the 3-D tiling will still involve strided memory accesses.   

(iii) False sharing: 

Assuming that the sub-grid is contiguous in x, the 3-D blocking depicted in Figure 3-7a 

causes false sharing of cache lines in the y- and z- sweeps.  Each cache line for the prob-

lem state is shared between four 3-D tiles which are adjacent in the x direction.  In the y-

pass, each thread gets to update a pencil of tiles in y.  Let us assume that two threads up-

date two adjacent pencils which share the same set of cache lines, and let the two threads 

be on different cores.  The writes in one pencil will invalidate the corresponding cache 

lines for the other pencil.  The scenario is similar for false sharing in the z-sweep.  The 

dismal performance of tiling seen in Section 2.3.5 may in part be due to false sharing.  

The false sharing in the y- and z-passes can be avoided by assigning the shared cache 

lines to the same thread, or a thread gang on a core, as in NB-circularTemps.  Instead of 

pencils, NB-circularTemps assigns planes to different threads.  It assigns the xy-planes 

for the z-pass, and xz-planes for the y-pass.  The x-pass does not SIMDize in NB-

circularTemps.  The x-pass can be vectorized by blocking the sub-grid into yz-pencils, 
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and the blocking does not have any false sharing.  Despite no false sharing, the blocking 

was not worthwhile as seen in Section 2.3.5. 

(iv) Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) vectorization: 

The SIMD engines require the operands to be packed.  Since a tile is not stored contigu-

ously in memory, directly computing out of a tile will not SIMDize.  The tile data needs 

to be explicitly copied and packed into SIMD operands for vectorization.  Due to the un-

derutilization of cache lines, the operands are gathered from four times many cache lines.  

On the other hand, the briquettes are densely packed and aligned purposefully for SIMD 

vectorization.  The data is gathered from fewer cache lines. 

(v) Transposing 

Transposing linearizes the problem state between sweeps for SIMD vectorization.  Trans-

posing is very expensive when performed on the whole sub-grid, as seen in Chapter 2.  

Although transposing within a tile is more efficient, it can produce packed operands 

which are only 4-wide because the cache lines are still shared between the tiles.   

Transposes of briquettes produce packed operands which are 16-wide.  The trans-

posing is extremely efficient because it happens completely within a briquette, which is 

cache resident for the duration of the transpose.  The briquettes were primarily designed 

to make transposing efficient. 

(vi) Cache conflicts 

Most modern microprocessors have set associative caches.  Nehalem and Sandy Bridge 

architectures are 8-way set associative.  Assuming a typical L2 cache of size 256 KB and 

8-way set associativity, addresses which are 32 KB apart map to the same set.  The bri-

quettes in ePPM are only 4 KB in size, and therefore map to different sets.  This is be-

cause the briquettes are densely packed, including the fields, as shown in Figure 3-1.  

However with tiling, the fields are farther apart, and depending on the problem size it is 

more likely that the sixteen fields of the problem state in ePPM map to the same set.  

Such a map causes conflicts because we try to access all the fields of a 3-D tile at the 

same time. 
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Figure 3-7 Underutilization of caches in tiling. 

    

3.6   Evaluation and Results 
 

WB was evaluated here using all the three applications: PPM-adv, RK-adv, and ePPM.  

The application framework for all the three codes is different from the framework in Sec-

tion 2.3 in that it has briquettes.  The framework also has eight bricks per MPI rank, as 

depicted in Figure 3-1, to overlap computation with communication.  The eight bricks per 

rank are referred to as octo-bricks.  A 512-cubed cells problem will be set up as eight 

256-cubed problems.  Redundant computations are performed in the ghost regions be-

tween bricks in the octobrick.  Since this work is about in-core performance, no scaling 

studies were performed here with multiple MPI ranks, and MPI capability in the frame-

work has been disabled.  The redundant computations in the ghost regions between bricks 

could be avoided but they were left as is to avoid rewriting the framework.  For the prob-

lem sizes we experiment with, each brick in the octobrick is still too large to benefit from 
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any cache blocking even at the last level.  Therefore, it is fair to compare the performance 

results of this chapter against the performance results from the previous chapter.  ePPM is 

set up to solve a cubical problem of 224-cubed cells, and the execution times reported for 

ePPM are averages of 256 values.  All the other experimental setup is identical to Section 

2.3.2. 

The workspace per thread of WB is relatively small for all the three codes.  The 

workspace for the advection codes is comparable to the z-pass of NB-circularTemps 

which has the smallest workspace among all the vectorized passes of the NB code vari-

ants.  Even for a large code such as ePPM the workspace of WB is only 208.28 KB. 

The execution times per step for the three codes are listed in Table 3-2.  The GCC 

generated binaries are two to almost four times slower than the ifort generated binaries 

because GCC does not vectorize most of the computational loops.  ifort vectorizes all the 

computational loops which are critical for performance.  Henceforth, all the execution 

time and performance data in this section will be referring to the ifort results.  Please re-

fer to the work by Lin for achieving SIMD performance portability across different com-

pilers [9].  The SMT mode runs almost twice as fast as the non-SMT mode.  Although not 

listed, better performance is seen by not pinning the threads for the non-SMT mode.  

However, the overall best performance is seen with thread pinning in the SMT mode.  

Table 3-3 gives the performance improvement from WB over NB.  It also com-

pares WB with NB-circularTemps, the best performing variant of NB.  WB performs bet-

ter than NB-circularTemps for PPM-adv even though WB performs 67.29% more compu-

tation and copies than NB-circularTemps.  Of the 67.29%, 1.68% of the redundancy 

comes from the ghost region between bricks and the remaining 65.61% comes from the 

computation between adjacent briquettes.  WB is up to 2.48x faster than NB for RK-adv.  

However, it is slower than NB-circularTemps because of the very large difference stencil 

in RK-adv which increases the net redundancies to 140.43%.  Despite the redundancies, 

WB is better than NB-circularTemps for codes with smaller difference stencils such as 

PPM-adv because it is able to vectorize without much penalty for the data assembly.  

Even for RK-adv, WB is comparable to NB-circularTemps on Sandy Bridge where WB 
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can take advantage of the 8-wide SIMD engines for the x-pass and NB-circularTemps 

cannot. 

 

Table 3-2 Execution time for WB 

 Execution Time / step (s) 

 Nehalem Sandy Bridge 

 Intel GCC Intel GCC 

 No SMT w/ SMT No SMT w/ SMT No SMT w/ SMT No SMT w/ SMT 

RK-adv 1.74 0.88 2.40 2.18 0.73 0.37 1.14 0.96 

PPM-adv 2.29 1.16 4.91 3.90 1.03 0.52 2.51 2.02 

ePPM 3.83 1.96 6.12 4.58 1.73 0.89 3.00 2.31 
 

 

Table 3-3 NB-circularTemps versus WB. 

The table shows how WB compares against NB-circularTemps code variant.  Only the 
ifort results were used for comparison since GCC vectorizes poorly, and GCC is therefore 
not a good metric for comparison. 
 

  speedup over NB 

  RK-adv PPM-adv 

  NB-circularTemps WB NB-circularTemps WB 

Nehalem 
No SMT 2.80x 1.88x 3.06x 3.18x 

w/ SMT 3.30x 2.20x 3.92x 4.08x 

Sandy 
Bridge 

No SMT 1.39x 1.18x 1.59x 1.94x 

w/ SMT 2.89x 2.48x 3.59x 3.84x 
 

 

3.7   Conclusion 
 

The data locality transformations from the previous chapter improve performance.  How-

ever, the locality transformations without a fundamental data layout transformation are 

either limited by vectorization on the modern microprocessors, or limited by the strided 

data access involved in the data assembly for vectorization.  Therefore the briquette data 

structure and a hierarchical data layout introduced by Woodward et al. [2] [3] [4] which 
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improve both the spatial locality and vectorization in the CFD codes were evaluated here.  

This chapter studied the impact of the data layout in isolation, which has not been done 

by the previous works.  This chapter also describes the briquettes, and their motivation 

and advantages, in greater detail than the previous studies.  The chapter explains the min-

iaturization of the domain decomposition strategy which greatly simplifies programming 

for the new data layout along with the in-briquette transposition for SIMDization.  The 

miniaturization of the domain decomposition introduces redundant computations and 

copies.  Unlike previous work, this chapter explains the partial results of computation and 

redundant computations in detail.  It also highlights the advantages of briquette over 3-D 

tiling. 

WB was evaluated here for in-core performance using three applications: RK-adv, 

PPM-adv, and ePPM.  Despite the redundancies, WB performs better than any of the NB 

code variants from Chapter 2 for PPM-adv due to better vectorization and efficient trans-

poses.  It is slower for RK-adv only due to the extremely large number of redundancies 

resulting from the wider difference stencil.  WB codes have a small workspace, almost as 

small as NB-circularTemps which is the most aggressively array contracted code variant 

in the previous chapter.   

The computational region remains simple after introducing briquettes because of 

the miniaturized domain decomposition strategy.  However the framework encompassing 

the computational region becomes more complicated due to the new dimensions intro-

duced in the data layout hierarchy.  Programming with briquettes is more difficult but it 

offers significant performance even in isolation and without much analysis by the com-

piler.  Moreover, the redundancies in WB can be completely eliminated as shown in the 

next chapter, and the optimizations such as array contraction can still be applied to WB as 

shown in Chapter 5.  When the optimizations from chapter 4 and 5 have been performed, 

WB performs significantly better than NB-circularTemps, the best code variant without 

briquettes. 
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Chapter 4 

Pipelining-for-reuse: A mechanism to 

support data blocking in computation-

al fluid dynamics 

 

4.1   Introduction 
 

Data blocking, explicitly restructuring data into blocks, is a well-known technique to im-

prove data locality.  However, it is not common in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 

due to programming complexity.  Chapter 3 discussed in detail a strategy to simplify pro-

gramming for data blocking in CFD.  It also evaluated the briquette data structure which 

is designed for efficient memory accesses, by building on data blocks, and vectorization.  

The briquettes in conjunction with the programming strategy deliver up to 4x improve-

ment in performance.  The programming strategy, although built around briquettes, works 

for data blocking too.  The code expression, WB, however has inefficiencies which are 

more pronounced for smaller briquette sizes.  The inefficiencies can be eliminated 

through program transformations referred to in this thesis as pipelining-for-reuse.  This 

chapter presents an automated mechanism to perform the transformations from source-to-

source.  The results show up to 2x improvement from pipelining-for-reuse on two differ-

ent architectures and two different compilers.  

Pipelining-for-reuse has been implemented inside a developmental source level 

transformation tool, CFD Builder.  The transformations need to be performed over the 

entire computationally intensive region which usually spans multiple procedures.  The 

methods for solving PDEs evaluated in this chapter are more elaborate than the well-

studied stencil algorithms in the compiler literature, such as the Jacobi method for solving 

the heat diffusion equations, to be thought of as stencil computations.  For example, the 
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computationally intensive portion of one of the examples that is transformed by CFD 

Builder consists, after all comments are removed, of 6,082 Fortran lines.  This consists of 

a single subroutine that makes calls to 26 other subroutines.  After CFD Builder trans-

forms this block of code, it consists of just one subroutine with 6121 lines of Fortran 

(with no comments).   

The input to CFD Builder is currently WB written in Fortran-77 with a few addi-

tional syntactic restrictions.  The transformations are invoked through directives in the 

input code.  The use of directives, together with the assumptions made allows CFD 

Builder to not perform any data dependence analysis.  Currently, the incorrect use of the 

directives or non-compliant input may not be flagged as an error, and may produce incor-

rect results.  For example, it is necessary to merge all the computational loops for pipelin-

ing-for-reuse.  The statements in between the loop nests will be part of the merged loop 

as well.  Such statements must not alter the behavior of the fused loop, or alter the behav-

ior of the pipelined code.  For example if an increment operation occurs in between the 

loop nests, pipelining-for-reuse will alter its behavior.  CFD Builder does not perform 

strict conformance checks for all the cases currently.  However, enhancement of the anal-

ysis to report more errors is planned for future work. 

This chapter is organized as follows.  Section 4.2 provides the motivation, and 

Section 4.3 discusses the related work.  Section 4.4 explains pipelining-for-reuse, and 

Section 4.5 provides the algorithms to automate pipelining-for-reuse using directives.  

Section 4.6 is on evaluation, and Section 4.7 discusses the results.  This chapter con-

cludes in section 4.8. 

 

4.2   Motivation 
 

The briquette offers significant benefits for CFD applications, such as coalesced memory 

accesses, data alignment, packed operands for SIMDization, and a smaller working set.  

Miniaturizing of the domain decomposition approach simplifies programming for data 

blocking.  The advantages come at the cost of redundant computations performed in the 

halo regions for domain decomposition.  The partial results for evaluating the spatial de-
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rivatives have to be recomputed in the halo region.  With miniaturization, the larger sur-

face to volume ratio makes the impact of the redundant computations bigger.  For CFD 

applications studied in this chapter, it increases the total computations by 61-133%.  In 

addition, construction of the miniature domains involves redundant data copies.  In con-

trast, the linear algebra algorithms do not suffer from any redundant operations or redun-

dant copies due to data blocking.  

It is possible to eliminate the redundant copies and computations through pipelin-

ing-for-reuse.  The transformations involved are highly error-prone and difficult to im-

plement manually.  CFD Builder was built to perform the transformations at the source 

level automatically.  CFD Builder performs additional transformations to reduce the size 

of the working set, and they are discussed in Chapter 5.   
 

This chapter presents: 

i. pipelining-for-reuse, the transformations to eliminate redundant computations and 

copies in the WB code expression. 

ii. algorithms to automate pipelining-for-reuse, and the directives to invoke them.  

iii. the results from three different CFD applications, on two different architectures and 

two different compilers, to show the improvement from pipelining-for-reuse. 
 

Since the briquette is a modification of data blocking for improved coalesced memory 

accesses, it is one of the best strategies for spatial locality.  The briquette, by design, sup-

ports data alignment and SIMD vectorization.  Pipelining-for-reuse exploits temporal lo-

cality.  The approach with briquettes, WB, and pipelining-for-reuse, appears to be a more 

comprehensive solution for performance than the existing solutions. 

 

4.3   Related Work 
 

Numerous works have been performed on improving the data locality in the stencil codes 

[6] [5] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56].  

Except for the work by Woodward et al. [2] [3] [4] [22], none of the other works have 

addressed explicit data blocking at a very small granularity for the finite difference meth-
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ods.  Chapter 3 has shown that the briquette data structure and WB code expression in-

troduced by Woodward et al. performed even better than a very good combination of the 

known techniques for relatively smaller difference stencils.  It must be noted that the Hi-

erarchical Tiled Array library can be used to create fine grained blocks in stencil compu-

tations through overlapped tiling [74] [27].  However, the overlapped tiling is expensive 

when applied to smaller blocks because of the bookkeeping and synchronization over-

head in addition to the redundant operations between tiles.  Moreover, the redundant op-

erations cannot be eliminated in OL-HTA.  The redundant operations in WB can however 

be eliminated as shown in this chapter.  

The compiler technique of common subexpression elimination removes redundant 

operations by storing the partial results and reusing them [78].  The operations are identi-

fied by the memory locations of the input operands.  Pipelining-for-reuse remembers and 

reuses the partial results as well.  However, the operations are identified by the values of 

the input operands i.e. two operations on different sets of input operands are called re-

dundant if they are operating on the same set of values.  Moreover, the redundant opera-

tions occur in different loop iterations.  Unlike common subexpression elimination, elim-

inating such value based redundancies involves loop fusion and altering the control flow.   

The loop fusion transformation performed here is similar to the loop fusion for 

register reuse [6] [5].  However, the objective and mechanics are very different between 

the two.  Since the objective for pipelining-for-reuse is not register reuse, the inner SIMD 

loops are not interchanged or fused in order to retain vectorization and avoid increasing 

register pressure.  Traditional loop fusion pursues a greedy strategy because of the possi-

bility of fusion preventing statements between the loops [68] [79].  Pipelining-for-reuse 

assumes that no such statements occur and simply fuses all the loops.  Traditional loop 

fusion needs to perform exact dependence analysis to identify the alignment thresholds 

between loops.  Pipelining-for-reuse avoids exact dependence analysis because of the 

properties of the finite difference methods and assumptions made in Section 4.5.4.1.   

Although it is theoretically possible to perform value-based analysis and eliminate 

the redundant operations automatically, none of the current compilers including the state-

of-the-art polyhedral compilation tools [80] [7] can perform the necessary analysis.  CFD  
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Builder sidesteps the analysis with the help of directives and by exploiting the structure 

of WB.  A directive based approach is not uncommon.  Directives are widely used for 

vectorization and parallelization [63] [81] in high performance computing, and vector 

directives have been around for a long time.  More recently, annotations, directives, and 

scripting interfaces, have been used to invoke many more transformations [82] [12] [10].    

 

4.4   Pipeline-for-reuse 
 

The input code expression, WB, performs redundant computations by not reusing the par-

tial results of computations between the briquettes.  The partial results and redundant 

computations are explained in Section 3.4.  The redundant computations in the input code  

expression can be eliminated by piping the partial results between the briquettes.  How-

ever, it is desirable to avoid the communication costs for piping the results.  Therefore a 

single processor core is assigned to compute a line of briquettes in the sweep direction.   

Since the same processor core computes the adjacent briquettes it does not have to com- 

 

Figure 4-1 Briquettes and pipelining-for-reuse 
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municate with another core for piping the partial results.  The results do not actually 

“flow” from one memory location to another.  This pipelining is meant to reuse the partial 

results of computations and it is not aimed at increasing the amount of parallelism.  

Therefore this pipelining is called as pipelining-for-reuse.  Figure 4-1 is an illustration of 

pipeline-for-reuse in action. 

Table 4-1 Definitions and Notations 

Definitions 

Problem state    A set of variables representing the physical quantities of a domain 

                              simulated. 

Working set       The computational temporaries, not including the problem state, to  

                              solve the PDE 

Briquette            The problem state for a tiny cubical region stored contiguously in 

                              memory. 

Grid plane         A plane of the briquette.  It is the basic unit of computation.  

                               The computation of a grid plane is SIMD vectorized. 

Pencil                A log of briquettes updated in sequence.  

WB                    The input code expression with briquettes for CFD Builder 

Notation 

icube                  The induction variable of the loop over briquettes in a pencil 

iincube               The induction variable of the loop over planes in a briquette after  

                                pipelining 

nbqx                   The number of real briquettes in a pencil 

nsugar                The number of cells on each side of a briquette 

nbdy                   The number of halo (boundary) cells on a side required for  

                                computation 

nghostcubes       The number of briquettes on a side in the halo region.   

                                 The nbdy boundary cells are padded to be a multiple of  nsugar 

                                 such that nbdy <= nghostcubes * nsugar 
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The partial results of computation have different meanings in different briquettes.  

Each briquette addresses the same partial result by different names.  Different names are 

mapped to the same partial result using indirection.  Each partial result is a grid plane of  

cells.  The indirection is achieved by converting all the arrays containing the partial re-

sults in the working set into revolving buffers.  The names to address the partial results 

correspond to the indices in the buffers, and the names revolve.  Though they can be re-

volved once for every briquette, the working set is smaller if they are revolved more fre-

quently for every grid plane.  Therefore the results are pipelined grid plane by grid plane 

as a string of briquettes is processed.  The mechanics of pipeline-for-reuse are explained 

in greater detail in this section.  Starting with WB, pipeline-for-reuse is derived here by 

stepping through the sequence of transformations.  Please refer to Table 4-1 for defini-

tions and notations used in the following sections.  A skeletal example of WB to update 

one pencil at a time is given below.      

  

      do icube = 1,nbqx     !   loop over briquettes in a pencil 

      do icget = icube-nghostcubes,icube+nghostcubes 

         ! let dd be the current pencil updated 

         d = read in briquette dd (icget) 

         do i = 1,nsugar 

            ib = (icget-icube) * nsugar 

            do jk = 1,nsugar*nsugar 

               ! Unpack the briquette into constituent  

               !   physical variables 

               rho(jk,i+ib) = d(jk,i,1)     

                 p(jk,i+ib) = d(jk,i,2) 

                 …. 

            enddo 

         enddo 

      enddo  ! the loop over icget 

      … 

      do 100   i = -2,nx+4 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do jk = 1,nsugar*nsugar 

      dal(jk,i) = rho(jk,i) - rho(jk,i-1) 

      absdal(jk,i) = abs (dal(jk,i)) 

      enddo 

100   continue 

c 

      do 5000   i = -1,nx+2 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 
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      do jk = 1,nsugar*nsugar 

      adiff = rho(jk,i+1) - rho(jk,i-1) 

      azrdif = 3. * dal(jk,i)  -  dal(jk,i-1)  -  adiff 

      azldif = dal(jk,i+2)  -  3. * dal(jk,i+1)  +  adiff 

      … 

      enddo 

5000  continue 

      ….     ! writeback the computed results 

      enddo  ! the loop over icube 

 

The above code updates a pencil of briquettes.  A pencil is updated by a single thread.  

The threads in an MPI rank invoke the above code repeatedly to execute all the pencils in 

a sub-domain.  Let dd refer to the current pencil being updated by a thread.  dd consists of 

nbqx briquettes.  The induction variable icube in the above code refers to the current bri-

quette being updated in the pencil dd.  We construct a mini-domain for the briquette icube 

by padding it with nghostcubes briquettes on either side.  The briquettes belonging to the 

mini-domain are read from dd.  The induction variable icget refers to the current briquette 

being read in.  The briquettes are copied one-by-one from dd into a local buffer d, and 

unpacked into individual fields.  After unpacking, the fields such as rho and p above con-

tain all the necessary planes to update the briquette icube, and the computation can be 

performed now.  The loops 100 and 5000 are computational loops, and they have differ-

ent extents as they perform different computation.  The arrays dal and absdal are exam-

ples of partial results of computation.  The updated fields for the briquette icube are 

packaged into a briquette, and written back, at the end of the computation.  The code then 

proceeds to update the next briquette, if any, in the pencil. 

 

4.4.1   Eliminating redundant copies 
 

In the above code, all the briquettes in a pencil, except the first and last, are read and un-

packed more than once.  Eliminating the redundant copies arising from reading and un-

packing the briquettes more than once needs something like, 
 

      do icube = 1-nghostcubes,nbqx+nghostcubes      

     d = read in briquette dd(icube)  

          …. 

      enddo ! the loop over icube 
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The icget loop for making thread private copies of the briquettes and unpacking is 

removed.  Instead, each briquette is copied and unpacked only once.  This change will 

overwrite nsugar planes of rho and p when a newly read briquette is unpacked.  It is de-

sirable to overwrite only the spent-up planes.  It can be accomplished by making rho and 

p into revolving buffers using indirect indices to access them.  Let rho be defined as 

rho(nsugar*nsugar,1-nbdy:nsugar+nbdy) and let nbdy equal nsugar, the pseudocode to 

update the first few briquettes is given below.   
 

For icube = 2, 

     ! rho has been unpacked with all the necessary boundary  

     !      cells to update the briquette dd (1) 

     Execute loop nests 100, 5000,… to update dd (1) 

For icube = 3, 

    Rotate the indices to access rho, dal, and absdal, by nsugar 

    Unpack dd (3) into nsugar old planes of rho  

    Execute loop nests 100, 5000,… to update dd (2) 

For icube = 4, 

    Rotate the indices to access rho, dal, and absdal, by nsugar 

    Unpack dd (4) into nsugar old planes of rho  

    Execute loop nests 100, 5000,… to update dd (3) 

 

Since nbdy is assumed above to be nsugar, nghostcubes equals one, and the loop 

over icube reads the briquettes in dd, starting from index 0.  We need the briquettes 0, 1, 

and 2, to update the first real briquette, briquette 1, in the pencil.  Therefore, briquette 1 

can be updated only when icube is 2.  The pseudocode above shows the steps involved to 

update the first three real briquettes, briquettes 1, 2, and 3.  Figure 4-2 shows how the 

briquettes are unpacked without redundancies using rho as an example.  When icube is 2, 

there are no stale planes of rho.  When icube is 3, the first nsugar planes of rho corre-

sponding to the briquette 0 can be overwritten by nsugar planes of rho from briquette 3.  

The planes from briquette n+1 are logically to the right of the planes from briquette n in 

any given mini-domain.  However as we see in Figure 4-2b and Figure 4-2c, the planes 

from briquettes 3 and 4 do end up physically to the left of planes from briquette 2 in the  

array rho.  Therefore we create a map from the logical planes in a mini-domain for a bri-

quette to the physical planes in the array rho using indirect indexes.  The indices are ini-

tialized at the beginning of the pencil update.  They are left unchanged for icube less than  
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Figure 4-2 Unpacking without redundant copies.  

This figure illustrates unpacking without copies using an example field rho.  nbdy is as-
sumed to be nsugar.  The briquettes are unpacked one by one into array rho, and the 
spent-up planes in rho are overwritten.  
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3 as there is no need for overwriting.  For each iteration of icube over 2, we need to make 

space for the planes from the new briquettes.  Therefore the indices are rotated such that 

the physical planes to be overwritten are now logically the rightmost planes in the current 

mini-domain. The rho values from the new briquette can now be unpacked into the freed 

up space.  The computational loops follow the unpacking, as the mini-domain is ready for 

update.  

By induction, the code to update a pencil can be written as, 
 

           Initialize the indices to access rho, dal, and absdal 
     do icube = 0,nbqx+1  ! nghostcubes = 1, since nbdy = nsugar 

        if (icube .gt. 2) then 

           Rotate the indices to access rho, dal, and absdal,  

              by nsugar 

        endif 

        Unpack dd(icube) into nsugar old planes of rho 

        if (icube .gt. 1) then 

           ! Update dd(icube-1)  

           loop nest 100 

           loop nest 5000 

           …. 

        endif 

     enddo 
 

Figure 4-3 The pseudo-code for a pencil update without redundant copies 

 

Indirect indices map the iteration space {1-nbdy .. nsugar+nbdy} to the actual ar-

ray indices as the computation proceeds from one briquette to another in a pencil.  Three 

different ways to create the indirect indices are given here.  The first approach is to create 

nsugar+2*nbdy unique names.  The second approach is to create an array to store the 

range {1-nbdy .. nsugar+nbdy}.  The third approach is to use the modulo operator.  The 

transformations in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 are illustrated with array-based indices for 

indirection since it is easier to understand.   

For illustration, let us create an indirection array to store the indices, and call it 

iarr.  The Fortran code to initialize iarr in Figure 4-3 is given by, 
 

      ! make nghostcells as an integer multiple of nsugar 

      nghostcells = nsugar * ceil(nbdy / nsugar)  

      do i = 1-nghostcells,nsugar+nghostcells 
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         iarr(i) = i 

      enddo 

 

If the briquettes are unpacked nsugar planes at a time then the field arrays such as 

rho need to be a multiple of nsugar.  Therefore iarr is created to be a multiple of nsugar 

elements as well.  As we will see later, the planes can be unpacked one at a time, and in 

such cases iarr does not have to be a multiple of nsugar elements.   

In Figure 4-3, the contents of iarr need to be rotated by nsugar elements once for 

every briquette in the pencil.  Figure 4-4 depicts the rotation operation. 

 

 

Figure 4-4 Rotation of indirect indices 

 

The computation in Figure 4-3 can now be written as, 

      do 100   i = -2,nx+4 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do jk = 1,nsugar*nsugar 

      dal(jk,iarr(i)) = rho(jk,iarr(i)) - rho(jk,iarr(i-1)) 

      absdal(jk,iarr(i)) = abs (dal(jk,iarr(i))) 

      enddo 

100   continue 

c 

      do 5000   i = -1,nx+2 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do jk = 1,nsugar*nsugar 

      adiff = rho(jk,iarr(i+1)) - rho(jk,iarr(i-1)) 

      azrdif = 3. * dal(jk,iarr(i)) - dal(jk,iarr(i-1)) - adiff 

      … 

      enddo 

5000  continue 

 

The above code for the loops 100 and 5000 is derived by simply replacing the 

subscript containing the induction variable over planes, i, with iarr.  The subscript for 
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iarr will be the original subscript it replaces.  Thus the planes of the arrays rho, dal, and 

absdal, above are now indexed through iarr instead of directly indexing using i.   

 

4.4.2   Eliminating redundant computation 
 

The redundant copies to construct rho have been avoided, but the above code expression 

still performs redundant computations.  The partial results such as dal, and absdal, com-

puted in the halo region of one mini-domain correspond to the computation in the real 

regions of other mini-domains, and they can be reused.  Right now, the computational 

loops for a mini-domain have iterations ranging from nsugar to nsugar+2*nbdy.  In other 

words, at each briquette in a pencil the computational loops perform nsugar and more 

iterations.  Any computational loop which performs more than nsugar iterations is per-

forming redundant computations.  The only way to avoid the redundant computations is 

to make each computational loop perform not more than nsugar iterations for each bri-

quette in a pencil.   

The partial results generated by a computational loop at a given plane are con-

sumed by the subsequent computational loops for the same plane or subsequent planes.  

As an example, the partial results dal and absdal generated by loop 100 in the WB exam-

ple are consumed in the later computational loop 5000 for the subsequent planes.  The 

subsequent planes can appear in the subsequent briquettes.  Since the planes in a briquette 

are processed only once to avoid redundant computations, the partial results in each com-

putational loop, corresponding to the nsugar iterations for a briquette, need to be buffered 

till it is consumed by the subsequent briquettes.   In contrast, the partial results are never 

buffered between the mini-domains in WB. 

The values generated by a later loop are never consumed by a former loop in the 

computation.  For example, the values generated in loop 5000 are never used in loop 100.  

The computational loops have a topological order with respect to true dependences.  The 

loops can be grouped into stages of a computational pipeline such that the buffering of 

partial results mentioned above occurs between the stages.  The partial results between 

two stages remain buffered till the latter stage reaches the appropriate briquette when the 

results can be consumed.  By consuming the results at the earliest possible time, the buff-
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ers can be constructed to have the minimal size.  The results can be consumed at the ear-

liest only when every computational loop performs as much computation as possible with 

the briquettes seen so far.  It can be achieved by aligning the loops such that the depend-

ence distances between the loops are made as small as possible while preserving the de-

pendences.     

In Figure 4-3, no computation is performed when icube is less than 2.  If only 

nsugar planes are processed for a briquette at most, the briquettes 0 and 1 will not be pro-

cessed. Therefore the if statement around the computational loops in Figure 4-3 can be 

removed to process the planes in briquettes 0 and 1.  If prefetching is not performed, the 

current briquette, dd(icube), needs to be updated instead of the previous briquette, 

dd(icube-1) when the if statement is removed.  However, not all the nsugar iterations of 

each computational loop can be performed when icube is less than 2.  The partial results 

which are input to a computational loop may not have been computed yet.  The pipeline 

is not yet fully primed.  The iterations of a computational loop which must not be per-

formed are prevented with if statements.  Similarly when nbdy is not an integer multiple 

of nsugar, the extra planes in the ghost briquettes which do not need computing are 

avoided with ifs.      

 

The strategy for eliminating the redundant computations in pipeline-for-reuse involves 

the two steps outlined below: 

 

Step 1  Perform loop alignment such that the dependence distances of edges between the 

computational loops are made as small as possible while still preserving the de-

pendences.  Loop alignment is performed to minimize the data buffering between 

the stages in the computational pipeline. 
 

An example is shown below for the computation corresponding to the pseudocode in 

Figure 4-3. 
 

      do 100   i = -2,nx+4 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do jk = 1,nsugar*nsugar 

      dal(jk,iarr(i)) = rho(jk,iarr(i)) - rho(jk,iarr(i-1)) 

      absdal(jk,iarr(i)) = abs (dal(jk,iarr(i))) 
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      enddo 

100   continue 

c 

      do 5000   i = 1,nx+4 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

      do jk = 1,nsugar*nsugar 

      adiff = rho(jk,iarr(i-1)) - rho(jk,iarr(i-3)) 

      azrdif = 3. * dal(jk,iarr(i-2))  -  dal(jk,iarr(i-3))  -

adiff 

      … 

      enddo 

5000  continue 

      … 

 

The loops 100 and 5000 are aligned on their upper bounds.  Since the upper 

bound for loop 5000 is modified to nx+4, the subscripts in loop 5000 involving the induc-

tion variable i need to be adjusted as well.   

 

Step 2  Transform the aligned computational loops to perform at most only nsugar itera-

tions per briquette.  if statements are used to prevent iterations which must not be 

executed.  The ifs could have been replaced by loop peeling, but peeling would 

result in massive code bloat as explained in Section 4.5.4.2. 
 

The aligned loops from step 1 are used for illustration here.  The outer loop over i is re-

placed by another loop with nsugar iterations.  We need to know when it is valid to exe-

cute a particular loop.  It depends on whether the pipeline is primed enough to execute 

the stage where the loop belongs.  The validity can be determined from the plane number 

in the pencil.  For example, loop 100 cannot be executed till the second plane in the pen-

cil is being processed.   

The induction variable i is used to refer to the plane number in a mini-domain in 

the computational loops above.  A similar variable i is recreated in the code below.  It 

now refers to the plane number in a pencil, and it is derived from icube and iincube as 

shown below.  The variable i is used in the predicate of the if statements protecting the 

body of the computational loops.       
 

      do iincube = 1,nsugar     ! used to be loop 100 

         i = iincube + (icube-1)*nsugar   

         if (i .ge. -2) then 
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            body of loop 100 

         endif 

      enddo 

      do iincube = 1,nsugar     ! used to be loop 5000 

         i = iincube + (icube-1)*nsugar   

         if (i .ge. 1) then 

            body of loop 5000 

         endif 

      enddo 

 

The above loops over nsugar iterations are placed inside the pseudocode from Figure 4-3 

as shown below. 
 

           Initialize the indices to access rho, dal, and absdal 
     do icube = 0,nbqx+1  ! nghostcubes = 1, since nbdy = nsugar 

        Read dd(icube) 

        if (icube .gt. 2) then 

           Rotate the indices to access rho, dal, and absdal,  

              by nsugar 

        endif 

        Unpack dd(icube) into nsugar old planes of rho 

        ! Update dd(icube)  

        do iincube = 1,nsugar     ! modified loop 100 

           … 

        enddo 

        do iincube = 1,nsugar     ! modified loop 5000 

           … 

        enddo 

        …. 

     enddo 

 

Note that the if statement around the computational loops in the original pseudocode has 

been replaced by individual if statements in the body of the computational loops.  The 

above code performs fewer computations when compared to WB.  A computational loop 

with an extent from {1-nbdy .. nsugar+2*nbdy} performs nbqx * (nsugar+2*nbdy) itera-

tions in WB.  However the same loop body is executed only nsugar*nbqx + 2*nbdy 

times per pencil in the above code, and it does not perform any redundant computations.   

 

4.4.3   Pipelining-for-reuse plane-by-plane 
 

In the code above, all the nsugar iterations of a computational loop are executed before 

executing another computational loop.  At each loop, the partial results are computed and 
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buffered for all the planes in a briquette.  The results are pipelined a briquette at a time.  

Let the pipelining be called pipelining-for-reuse briquette by briquette.  There are at least 

a few temporaries which require {1-nbdy .. nsugar+nbdy} planes when we pipeline by 

briquettes.  In the absence of any memory reduction, all the temporaries have the same 

number of planes, nsugar+2*nbdy, as in WB.  Although the size of workspace is quite 

small, it can be further reduced by piping the results of the computation at a finer granu-

larity.  The results can be piped between the stages just one plane at a time which makes 

the temporaries, in other words the buffers between stages, smaller by nsugar-1 planes.  

This pipelining is referred to as pipelining-for-reuse plane-by-plane. The smaller working 

set and fewer indirect indices associated with it may also decrease the register pressure.   

The plane-by-plane pipelining is achieved by feeding the pipeline a plane at a 

time, instead of a briquette at a time.  A single iteration from every computational loop is 

executed in succession when a new plane enters the pipeline.  The ordering of the compu-

tational loops has not changed.  In the code from Section 4.4.2, all the loops will have the 

same extent once the loops are aligned and modified to perform nsugar iterations.  To 

execute just a single iteration from each loop means to fuse all the loops.  The indirect 

indices need to be rotated for every plane encountered.  Here again the loop fusion does 

not involve any peeling to avoid code bloat.  However, the inner SIMD loops are not 

fused to prevent a likely increase in the register pressure.   

The plane-by-plane pipelining can be implemented using any of the indirection 

methods—unique names, array of indices, and modulation.  It is implemented here with 

unique names for indirect addressing.  The performance of the unique names and the ar-

ray based indices approach were compared after memory reduction optimizations.  The 

performances, between the two schemes, were nearly identical on average for ePPM.  

The capability for pretching by double buffering the input problem state has also been 

implemented.  This allows CFD Builder to be extended to generate software prefetch 

hints, or explicit hardware prefetch instructions if they are available.   

The code below shows plane-by-plane pipelining-for-reuse and prefetching put 

together for the WB example at the beginning of Section 4.4.  The pipelining-for-reuse 

also includes eliminating redundant copies. 
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      do 9900 icube = -1,nbqx+1   

         if (icube .lt. nbqx+1) then   ! prefetch  

            d(new) = read in briquette dd(icube+1) 

         endif                 

         if (icube .eq. -1) goto 9900 ! nothing to compute 

         do iincube = 1,nsugar 

            unpack a plane of d(old) into arrays such as rho,p,…  

                       ! d is double-buffered 

            i = iincube + (icube-1)*nsugar 

            swap the indirect indices   

            if (i .ge. -2) then 

              body of loop 100 

            endif 

            if (i .ge. 1) then 

              body of loop 5000 

            endif 

            …. 

         enddo ! the loop over iincube 

9900  continue ! the loop over icube 

 

In the code above, the double-buffering for prefetching is implemented by adding 

an additional iteration to the icube loop.  All that the first iteration of icube does is to read 

in the briquette dd(0).  For other values of icube, the loop reads in the next briquette 

dd(icube+1).  However, there is nothing to prefetch for the last iteration nbqx+1.  The 

computational loops 100 and 5000 have been merged in order to pipeline plane-by-plane.  

Therefore, the indirect indices need to be rotated for every plane processed.  The variable 

i refers to the plane number in the pencil which is currently being processed.  The planes 

are unpacked one at a time just before update to save space, and to intersperse computa-

tion with copies.  The planes are unpacked from the briquette which was read in by the 

previous iteration of icube.  Since the briquette read was initiated sufficiently ahead in 

time, the briquette is expected to be available in time for unpacking.  Any available 

prefetch instructions can be used to initiate the reads.    

 

4.5   Automation of plane-by-plane pipelining-for-reuse 

This section describes the implementation of plane-by-plane pipelining-for-reuse in CFD 

Builder.  CFD Builder is built using ANTLR [13] and Java.  The algorithms described 

here are for Fortran.  However, they can be easily modified for other languages.  A rough  
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Table 4-2 An outline for Before and After pipeline-for-reuse. 

WB is on the left, and pipelined code is on the right.  The arrows from left to right show 

the mapping between segments in the two codes 

cPPM$ PIPELINE 

      do 90 icube = 1,nbqx 

cPPM$ DOUBLEBUFFER D 

cPPM$ ELIMINATE REDUNDANT ITERATIONS                    

      do icget = -nghostcubes,nghostcubes 

cPPM$ PREFETCH BEGIN 

      d = read in briq. icube+icget from 

                current grid pencil 

cPPM$ PREFETCH END 

        do i = 1,nsugar       

        ! unpack (copy out) 

        ib = icget * nsugar 

        do jk = 1,nssq 

           rho(jk,i+ib) =  d(jk,i,1) 

             p(jk,i+ib)   =  d(jk,i,2) 

             …. 

        enddo 

        enddo 

      enddo  ! loop over icget 

      …  ! computa:onal loops 

cPPM$ REPACK LOOP 

      dnu = construct from computed results, 

                     rhonu, pnu, …   

          ! any transposing is performed here  

      ddnu(icubenu) = dnu        ! write-back    

 

 

90    con:nue 

           

      do 90 icube = -nghostcubes 

     &                        ,nbqx+nghostcubes     

      icget = icube + 1 

      if (icget .le. nbqx+nghostcubes)   then  

          d(new)= read in briq. icget from  

                              current pencil  

          if(icube .eq. –nghostcubes)   goto 90 

      endif  

      do iinbegin = 1,nsugar  

          

          unpack a plane of d(old) into rho,p,…                 

 

 

 

 

         … ! computa:onal loops 

       

 

      construct a plane of dnu 

          ! any transposing is performed here 

      enddo  !  loop over iinbegin 

      if (icube .gt. 1) then 

         ! write-back a whole bq.   

         ddnu(icubenu) = dnu                  

      endif 

90    con:nue  
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sketch of WB with directives and the corresponding transformations is given in Table 4-2.  

The left hand side of Table 4-2 represents WB with all the computational subroutines in-

lined, and the right hand represents the code after plane-by-plane pipeline-for-reuse.  

CFD Builder also performs double-buffering as part of the pipelining transformation.  

The arrows give the mapping between sections in the two codes.  See appendix B for a 

detailed illustration of the before and after codes using a full code example, as opposed to 

sketches and pseudocodes. 

The code to update a briquette in WB consists of four major parts: unpack, com-

pute, repack, and write-back.  The unpack region constructs the mini-domain to update 

the briquette.  It reads in all the briquettes required to update the current briquette, and 

copies the individual briquette fields into separate arrays for the ease of programming.  

The unpacked arrays are consumed by the compute region which performs the actual 

computations.  The generated results must be repacked into briquettes for the next pass.  

The repack region performs all the necessary packing and transposing.  The write-back 

region copies the packed briquettes back into the grid to be consumed by the next pass.  

The codes in Table 4-2 identify the different regions.  A few abbreviations for the code 

regions, and their combinations, have been defined below for convenience.      
 

        UC          Unpack and Compute code 

           R          Repack, where updated briquettes are assembled 

          W         Writeback of the updated briquette 

      UCR         Unpack, Compute, and Repack code 

  UCRW         Unpack, Compute, Repack, and Writeback codes 

 

The following sub-sections detail how each stage of pipelining-for-reuse is implemented. 

 

4.5.1   Eliminate redundant copies 
 

A single iteration of the icube loop in WB updates exactly one briquette.  Therefore in 

order to not perform any redundant copies, each iteration must read in just a single bri-

quette.  It is accomplished by eliminating the icget loop.  However, a few briquettes will 
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be left unprocessed by this elimination.  Therefore in place of the icget loop, the iteration 

space of the icube loop is expanded to cover the entire pencil.  The iteration space now 

becomes {1-nghostcubes .. nbqx+nghostcubes}.  All the occurrences of icube inside the 

loop are replaced with icube-nghostcubes.  CFD Builder identifies the icube loop and 

icget loop with the help of cPPM$ PIPELINE and cPPM$ ELIMINATE REDUNDANT 

ITERATIONS directives, respectively. 

In order to double-buffer the briquette reads, the computation must lag behind the 

prefetch by one briquette.  The prefetch has loop carried dependences, of distance one, 

with the rest of the icube loop body.  A prologue region for the first prefetch is avoided by 

instead delaying the rest of the loop body by one iteration.  The icube loop is extended by 

one more iteration, and the appropriate if conditionals are generated for this loop shifting.  

CFD Builder re-labels the index of the eliminated loop icget as the index for the briquette 

prefetched.  The code after icget loop elimination and loop shifting is shown by the skele-

ton below.        
 

      do 90 icube = -nghostcubes,nbqx+nghostcubes 

         icget = icube+1 

         if (icget .le. nbqx+nghostcubes) then 

            prefetch region 

         endif 

         UCRW 

90    continue 

 

The briquettes are read in from a pencil only in the prefetch region.  Since the icube loop 

has been extended by one more iteration, UCRW must not execute this additional itera-

tion.  CFD Builder instead generates a goto statement in the prefetch region, as shown in 

Table 4-2, to enforce the restriction.  The goto is equivalent to an if conditional around 

UCRW.   

Prefetching here refers to reading into the double-buffers.  The reads from the 

double-buffers are the unpacks.  In WB, the prefetch and unpack statements are together 

in the icget loop.  The unpacking is separated from the prefetching as part of the trans-

formations.  The prefetched briquettes are unpacked one plane at a time just before the 

computation. 
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Some of the information about the code regions is communicated internally from 

one pass to another by inserting markers in the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) Intermediate 

Representation (IR).  The markers are stored just like the other directive statements, but 

they are assigned special tokens.  For example, as shown in Table 4-2, a pencil update is 

comprised of two regions, prefetch and UCRW.  Since many passes operate on UCRW, 

CFD Builder internally inserts a begin marker, TRANSFORMBEGIN, and an end mark-

er, TRANSFORMEND, around UCRW to help identify it.  All the above transformations 

to eliminate redundant copies are encoded in the algorithm below. 
 

procedure eliminateRedundantCopies(P) 
// P is the procedure to update a pencil in WB.  It contains 
//    redundant reads of briquettes.  The reads are expressed as 
//    copies.  We eliminate the redundant copies here.      
   let icube be the induction variable of  the loop over briquettes; 
   let IL represent the icube loop; 
   let nbqx be the number of real briquettes in a pencil; 
   let nghostcubes be the number of halo briquettes on each side of a pencil;   
   let L be the lowerbound of IL; 
   let U be the upperbound of IL;  
   replace L with L – (1+nghostcubes);  // We start 1 ahead for prefetching 
   replace U with U + nghostcubes; 
   replace all occurrences of icube with icube-nghostcubes inside icube loop; 
    // Eliminate the loop of copies for reads 
    let CL be the loop of copies;   
    // CL contains a prefetch region and an unpack region 
    let PR be the prefetch region in CL; 
    let UR be the unpack region in CL;  
    let IC be the induction variable for CL; 
    generate IC = icube + 1; 
    eliminate CL; 
    generate  IF (IC .LE. nbqx+nghostcubes)  THEN; 
    move PR into IF body; 
    generate IF (icube .LT. 1-nghostcubes) GOTO the next iteration of IL ; 
    generate ENDIF; 
    let CRW be the body of IL not including CL; 
    generate cPPM$ TRANSFORMBEGIN; 
    place UR in front of CRW; 
    generate cPPM$ TRANSFORMEND at the end of CRW; 
end     eliminateRedundantCopies 
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4.5.2   Inlining 
 

In order to eliminate the redundant computations, all the loops in the UCRW region need 

to be merged. However, UCRW is expected to be thousands of lines long as in ePPM, and 

is usually spread across many procedures.  Therefore it is necessary to inline the proce-

dures before loop merging.  CFD Builder recursively inlines all the procedures in UCRW.  

The cPPM$ INLINE directive needs to be placed in front of all the procedure calls in this 

region to facilitate the inliner.  The need for the inline directive can be eliminated if de-

sired. 

 

4.5.3   Double-buffering 
 

We need double buffering to support prefetching data from the global arrays in the main 

memory to the stack variables in the on-chip memory.  The double-buffering provides a 

place-holder to insert architecture specific prefetching instructions, either hints or com-

mands.  CFD Builder identifies the variable names to be double-buffered from the 

cPPM$ DOUBLEBUFFER directive.  Likewise the prefetch region is identified with the 

help of the cPPM$ PREFETCH BEGIN and cPPM$ PREFETCH END directives placed 

around the region.  The algorithm for double buffering is given below. 
 

procedure DoubleBuffer(P) 
   // P is the procedure where we perform double-buffering 
   let dblist be the list of variables in P to be double-buffered;  
   // double the size of variables in dblist 
   add last dimension of size 2 to all variables in dblist;   
   create indices ic0, ic1; 
   let icube be the induction variable for loop over briquettes; 
   initialize ic0 = 1and ic1 = 2 outside icube loop; 
   revolve ic0 and ic1at the beginning of icube loop;   
   let varref  be the list of all variable references in P; 
   for V in varref  begin 

       if V in dblist then 

         let PR be the prefetch region; 
         let UR be the unpack region; 
         if V in PR then 

            add subscript ic0 to V;       
         else // V in UR 
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            add subscript ic1 to V; 

         endif 

      endif 

   end 

end DoubleBuffer 

 

4.5.4   Eliminating redundant computations   
 

Section 4.4.2 illustrated pipelining-for-reuse to eliminate the redundant computations.  It 

involves transforming the UCRW region.  This section explains the implementation of the 

transformations. 
 

4.5.4.1   Alignment 
 

As a first step, the loops in the pipeline region, UCRW, must be merged to preserve the 

data dependencies.  However, the loops have fusion-preventing edges between them.  The 

forward differencing and centered differencing equations in CFD codes cause backward 

dependencies between the loop nests.  The dependencies can be eliminated by loop 

alignment.  The algorithms to align loops require the information on alignment thresh-

olds.  The alignment threshold for an edge is nothing but the negative of its dependence 

distance [6].  For convenience, the largest alignment threshold between two loops will be 

denoted by δ.  The algorithm presented below for loop alignment exploits two key prop-

erties and three assumptions to avoid any expensive data analysis.   
 

Assumptions: 

i. Let i be the induction variable of the loop level to be fused in a loop nest L.  After 

simplification, a subscript of L with i can only be a simple affine expression i or 

i±n where n is a positive integer.  The subscript cannot have any non-linearity, any 

other loop index variable, and any scaling. 

ii. There must be at least one subscript i or i-n in L. 

iii. The loops have a step size of one. 
 

The finite differencing equations typically do not need anything more complicated 

than the simple expression of the first assumption, for their subscripts of i.  Moreover, 
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two loops can only be fused when δ is an integer.  Since all the loops are expected to be 

fused, CFD Builder reports an error when the assumption is violated.  The second as-

sumption ensures that the upper bound for the induction variable i is tight.  If there were 

no subscripts i or i-n in L it implies that all the i subscripts have a positive offset.  Let k 

be the smallest offset for i in the subscripts.  The iteration space for loop i can be shifted 

up by k iterations when k is subtracted from all the occurrences of i inside L.  Such a code 

expression simplifies the algorithm for loop alignment.  The second assumption can be 

easily eliminated by performing the above transformation in CFD Builder for each loop 

nest in the pipeline region.   
 

Properties: 

i. δ are non-negative.  It is very unusual for δ to be negative in the CFD codes and 

finite differencing methods.  Even if δ were negative, the forward loop-carried 

dependences will not affect the correctness of loop fusion [6].  If necessary, an ex-

tra pass can be added to make δ non-negative. 

ii. All the loops are merged.  δ are computed with respect to the fused loop.  It is not 

necessary to compute δ for every single pair of loop nests. 
 

The first property allows the algorithm to align two loops by simply aligning their 

upper bounds i.e. the upper bounds of all the loops are made the same.  The loops can 

also be aligned on their lower bounds, but CFD Builder aligns the loops on their upper 

bounds.  Now the second assumption ensures that the largest upperbound among all the 

loops will be the upperbound for the fused loop as well.  CFD Builder identifies the larg-

est upperbound of all the loops with a separate pass.  The loops to be merged are identi-

fied with the cPPM$ LONGITUDINAL LOOP directive. 

Typically when loop fusion is performed in the context of improving register reuse or 

cache reuse, the profitability for fusion must be accounted for.  Since an algorithm to find 

the optimal fusion under profitability is NP-hard [68] for a general case, greedy algo-

rithms which iteratively fuse loops are usually employed [79].  Since all the loops must 

be fused, the greedy algorithm is replaced in favor of a simple algorithm which is con-
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stant in space and O(n) in time where n is the number of statements.  The algorithm is 

linear in time because each statement needs to be processed only once.  It is given below. 
 

procedure AlignLoopsInFDM(C) 
// An algorithm to align loops in finite differencing method codes.  
// The parameter C is a collection of loop nests that may have  
//    fusion-preventing dependences such that all the dependencies 
//    are in the outer loop i.e. The only ≠ sign in a dependence 
//    direction vector occurs in the outer loop. 
// To simplify description, we will ignore the inner loops and refer 
//     to the outer loops as the loops.  
//  Remove the fusion-preventing dependences by aligning the 
//     upper bounds of all the loops in C.    
// We exploit a key property that the distance of the largest 
//    backward carried dependence is equal to the number of 
//    boundary cells (nbdy) on a side in the sweep direction. 
//    Therefore the largest alignment threshold for any edge is 
//    equal to nbdy.  All the other alignments are in the range from  
//    0 to nbdy.  Let nsugar be the number of real cells along the  
//    side of a briquette then the upperbound U of a loop is given by 

//    nsugar + (nbdy-δ) where δ is the largest alignment threshold between  
//    the current loop and the final fused loop.  The largest upperbound  

//    in C will be equal to nsugar + nbdy.  We can derive δ for any  
//     loop in C from the largest upperbound and the current upperbound of the 
//     loop.  Alignment thresholds are defined in [2].  
   
   let largestub be the largest upper bound in loop collection C; 
   for loop in C begin 
          let U be the upperbound of loop; 
          let L be the lowerbound of loop; 

          threshold, δ = largestub – U; 

          if δ > 0 then 

 replace L by L + δ; 

                replace U by U + δ; 

                 replace every instance of the loop induction variable I by I – δ; 
       endif     

   end 

end  AlignLoopsInFDM 

 

4.5.4.2   Loop merging and pipelining 
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The loops pipelined have mismatching ranges i.e. they have a differing number of trip 

counts.  The techniques for fusing loops with mismatching ranges for register reuse exist 

in the literature [6] [5].    The techniques will generate one of the three output expres-

sions: a collection of loops with non-overlapping loop bounds (index-set splitting), a sin-

gle loop with all the other index sets peeled into straight line code, or a single loop with 

appropriate if conditionals.  The single loop strategy was implemented in CFD Builder to 

avoid code explosion.  For example, the loops in ePPM belong to 9 mismatching ranges.  

If we label the ranges from the largest to the smallest as range 1, range 2, ... range 9, then 

after alignment, range 9 ⊂ range 8 ⊂ ... range 2 ⊂ range 1.  All the finite differencing 

codes will have such a range subsetting property after alignment.  Since the loops are 

aligned to their upper bounds the ranges differ in their lower bounds.  Let L1, L2, L3, … 

L9 represent the sorted lowerbounds, and U represent the upperbound.  We can generate a 

collection of loops with the non-overlapping bounds [L1,L2), [L2,L3), …, [L8,L9), 

[L9,U].  The loop [L1,L2) will contain the body of loops in range 1.  The loop [L2,L3) 

will contain the body of the loops in range 1 and range 2.  The subsequent loops will con-

tain progressively more loop bodies.  Finally the range [L9, U) will contain all the loop 

bodies.  The text size for a procedure with a single fused loop having the same body as 

loop [L9,U) is 91.73 KB in ePPM.  Even with the index-set split just two ways, [L1,L9) 

and [L9,U], the text size increases to 128 KB.  Therefore with all the nine non-

overlapping loops, the text region is estimated to be too large to fit in a typical 256 KB 

L2 cache alongside the working set.  Therefore, the loop fusion in CFD Builder generates 

a single fused loop with appropriate if conditionals.  It must be noted that CFD Builder 

assumes that all the loop nests can be merged.  Any scalar statement in between the loop 

nests will become part of the fused loop, and therefore the statement must not alter the 

program behavior after fusion. 

The iteration space of the fused loop will be from 1-nbdy to nsugar+nbdy for 

WB.  The total number of iterations of the fused loops over a pencil will be 

(nsugar+2*nbdy) * nbqx, where nbqx is the number of real briquettes in a pencil.  How-

ever, only nsugar*nbqx+2*nbdy iterations perform useful work.  We want to eliminate 

the remaining (nbqx-1) * 2*nbdy redundant iterations.  It is achieved by performing ut-
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most nsugar iterations of the fused loop per briquette.  To this end, CFD Builder replaces 

the loop control to another induction variable called iincube with an iteration space of 

nsugar iterations.  The induction variable i of the old merged loop still occurs inside the 

loop body.  The occurrences of i in the subscripts are converted into indirect indices.  For 

the other occurrences of i inside the loop body, its current value is derived from both the 

icube and iincube loop induction variables.  The transformations described in this para-

graph are specific to pipelining WB, and is not part of loop fusion.  The complexity of 

both the algorithms presented is O(n), where n is the number of statements, since all the 

statements are visited not more than once or twice.  The algorithms for merging and pipe-

lining are presented below. 

procedure MergeLoops(C, TRANSFORMBEGIN  
                                          , TRANSFORMEND) 
  //  C is the collection of loops to be merged.  They are aligned   
  //       with no backward carried dependences.                               
  //   TRANSFORMBEGIN and TRANSFORMEND are markers  
  //        where CFD Builder inserts the merged loop.  The code    
  //        between the markers contains C.  There may be other  
  //        statements, such as IF statement, between the loops in C or  
  //       around them, but their behavior must not be affected by pipelining.                            
 
  let largestub be the largest upper bound in the loop collection C; 
  let smallestlb be the smallest lower bound in loop collection C; 
  generate a common induction variable I for all the merged loops; 
  generate DO I = smallestlb, largestub at TRANSFORMBEGIN; 
  for loop in C begin 
      let J be the induction variable of loop; 
      let L be the lowerbound of loop; 
      let U be the upperbound of loop; 
      if  (L == lowerbound and U == upperbound) then 

           remove DO J = L,U;   // We don’t need any IF statements 
          remove ENDDO; 
      else 

         replace DO J = L,U with IF (I .GE. L) THEN; 
         replace all occurrences of J in loop body with I; 
         replace ENDDO with ENDIF;  
      endif 

   end 

   generate ENDDO at TRANSFORMEND; // for DO I = smallestlb, largestub 
end  MergeLoops 
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procedure PipelineLoops(ML) 
   //  ML is the merged loop to be pipelined 
   let icube be the induction variable for the loop over briquettes; 
   let iincube be induction variable of pipeline loop over UCRW;  
   let nsugar be the number of real cells on a side in a briquette; 
   let nbdy be the number of boundary cells on a side; 
    let nghostcubes be the number of boundary briquettes on a side 
        in a pencil;  
    generate ioffset = nghostcubes * nsugar – nbdy;  
       // ioffset is 0 when nbdy is an integer multiple of nsugar 
    generate iinbegin = 1; 
    generate IF (icube .EQ. 1-nghostcubes) iinbegin = ioffset + 1;  
    // avoid unnecessary computations 
    replace the control logic, DO I = smallestlb, largestub, of ML 
                 with DO iincube = iinbegin,nsugar; 
    generate I = iincube + (icube-1)*nsugar; 
    // Range of I is now larger than the original range  
    //   (smallestlb, largestub).  Limit the range of I to 
    //   (smallestlb, largestub) by pipelining the 
    //    occurrences of I in the subscripts inside ML  
    generate indirect indices II for the range (smallestlb .. largestub) 
    Initialize II before the icube loop; 
    revolve II by 1 position at the beginning of ML body 
    // The occurrences of I in the subscripts inside ML are of the 
    //    form I – k due to loop alignment, where k is an integer.   
    //    k can be zero.  We want to perform a modulo operation 
    //   mod(I-k-smallestub,( largestub-smallestub)) + smallestub to 
    //   map I - k to (smallestlb, largestub).  It is done using II.  
    for J in subscripts inside ML containing I begin 

 if J is a subscript for briquette based arrays then 

   // Double-buffers for reads and buffers for writes have the 
   //   briquette structure. We must use the absolute plane 
   //   numbers to index inside a briquette.  Other temporaries  
   //   are decoupled from the briquette structure by explicitly 
   //   unpacking the double-buffers into non-blocked arrays 

   replace J with iincube;   
 else  

   replace J with a suitable index from II;   
 endif  

    end 

end PipelineLoops 
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4.5.4.3   Repack:  Optimizations for data assembly 
 

The results of the computation are assembled into briquettes in R.  The data assembly 

loops, also called repack loops, will be pipelined along with the compute loops.  When 

nbdy is not an integer multiple of nsugar, the briquettes are only partially constructed at 

the end of an iteration of the icube loop.  In such cases, the output needs to be double 

buffered since we do not write back partial briquettes.  Double-buffering the output bri-

quette takes more space since one or more planes will be furloughed at any given point in 

time.  Double-buffering the output is avoided here by delaying the briquette construction.  

The results of the computation are instead held longer in the pipelined temporaries who 

do not have any idle storage.  The algorithm for repacking is presented below. 
    

procedure adjustRepackLoops(R,C) 
// R is a collection of loops which assemble the results of the 
//    computation into briquettes. The loops are referred to as repack loops.  
//    Each loop is tagged in the IR with a marker called REPACK. 
// C is the code region inside UCRW which perform unpacking 
//    and computation.  
// R will be pipelined along with the compute loops.  Since only  
//    the fully assembled briquettes are written back, the output needs  
//    to double buffered if the briquette is only partially constructed 
//    at the end of an iteration on the loop over briquettes.  Double- 
//    buffering the output briquette is less efficient since one or 
//    more planes will be furloughed at any given point in time.  
//    Double-buffering the output is avoided here by delaying the  
//    briquette construction. The bounds of R are adjusted  
//    to make them appear like they occur later in the pipeline 
//    than they actually are.  The results of the computation are 
//   held in the circular pipelined temporaries who do not have any 
//   portion of their storage idle. 
   let nghostcubes be the number of boundary briquettes on a side in a pencil; 
   let nbdy be the number of boundary cells on a side; 
   let nsugar be the number of cells on a side in the briquette; 
   let icube be the induction variable of the loop over briquettes 
   let iincube be induction variable of pipeline loop over UCRW 
   ioffset = nghostcubes * nsugar – nbdy;  
   if ioffset > 0 then   // nbdy is not an integer multiple of nsugar 

      // Avoid unnecessary unpacking and computations 
      generate iskipit = 0; 
      generate IF (icube .EQ. nbqx + nghostcubes .AND.  
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                          iincube .GT. nsugar-ioffset)    iskipit = 1;   
      generate IF (iskipit .EQ. 0) THEN; 
      move C into IF body; 
      generate ENDIF; 
   endif 
   for L in R begin    

       replace the upperbound U  of  L with U-ioffset; 
       replace the marker REPACK with LONGIT;  
              // From now on, the repack loop will be treated as a regular 
             //     compute loop for pipelining.  
   end       

end  adjustRepackLoops 

 

Correctness 
 

In the above algorithm, the negative shift of the upper bound will make the loop a later 

pipeline stage.  This will delay the construction of the briquette.  It would appear that we 

are performing fewer iterations of the repack loop.  However, the pipeline loop of UCRW 

performs nsugar iterations for every briquette.  The very last halo briquette performs ioff-

set more iterations than necessary.  It compensates for the ioffset subtracted from the up-

perbound of the repack loops.  The unnecessary work in the unpack and the compute re-

gions for those ioffset iterations are avoided by guarding them with an IF statement.  The 

unnecessary work in the very first halo briquette of a pencil is avoided by making the 

iincube loop go from ioffset+1 to nsugar.    
 

4.5.4.4   Write-back 
 

The assembled results of the computation like the problem state and the visualization 

output are written back to the main memory in the write-back region.  The smallest unit 

of write-back is a briquette.  In a steady state condition, a briquette is fully constructed 

only once every iteration of the icube loop over briquettes, and not for every loop itera-

tion over the planes.  It is illegal to perform write backs in the pipelined loop PL.  The 

write backs must be moved outside of the PL loop.  We must also not perform write backs 

for the first few iterations of icube when the data is not ready.  The invalid write backs are 

avoided by guarding them with IF statements.  The algorithm to generate the appropriate 

IF statements for the write-back region is given below. 
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procedure guardWriteBack(PL) 
// PL is the pipelined loop over UCRW.  PL must only contain 
//    UCR.  The writeback of the problem state and other output 
//    such as visualization doesn’t belong to PL.   
// This procedure moves the writeback region out of the PL loop. 
//    It also prevents writebacks when the problem state is not 
//   ready i.e., it has not been updated and repackaged.  
// The loops which assemble the results of the computation 
//    into briquettes are called the repack loops. 
   let k be the first iteration of the loop over briquettes icube when 
        the writeback is valid; 
   let nghostcubes be the number of boundary briquettes on a side 
        of a pencil; 
   k = 1 + nghostcubes;  
   let iincube be the induction variable of PL; 
   identify the last repack loop L inside PL; 
   if L is not at the top level of PL body then 

      C = L; 
      while C is not at the top level of PL body begin 

          M = siblings of C following C; 
          generate IF (icube .GE. k .and. iincube .EQ. 1) THEN; 

           // We are inside the loop over iincube. 
          //  We want M to be executed only once per briquette 
          move M into the IF body; 
          generate ENDIF; 
          C = parent of C; 

      end 

      L = C;                    
   endif    

   N = siblings of L following L; 

   generate IF (icube .GE. k) THEN; 
   move N into the IF body 
   generate ENDIF; 
end  guardWriteBack 

  

In summary, the list of directives used is given by Table 4-3. 

 

4.6   Evaluation 
 

Pipeline-for-reuse and CFD Builder is evaluated using three codes: RK-adv, PPM-adv, 

and ePPM.  Four different code expressions were compared to study the effects of the  
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transformations incrementally.  WB written in Fortran and annotated with directives is the 

input for CFD Builder.  The second code expression, WB-inline, has all the subroutines in 

the computational region inlined.  WB-PFR-lb2ub represents the code after pipeline-for-

reuse where the dimensions of the pipeline temporaries are not altered. The temporaries 

have a lower bound of 1-nbdy and an upper bound of nsugar+nbdy in the direction of up-

date.  WB-PFR-lb2nsugar is a variation of WB-PFR-lb2ub where the temporaries are  

smaller by nbdy planes.  Consequently, it needs nbdy fewer indirect indices to access the 

arrays.  WB-inline, WB-PFR-lb2ub, and WB-PFR-lb2nsugar, were generated by CFD 

Builder. 

 

 

Table 4-3 List of directives 

Directive Identifies the 

PIPELINE 

DOUBLEBUFFER 

ELIMINATE REDUNDANT  

      ITERATIONS 

PREFETCH BEGIN 

PREFETCH END 

INLINE 

LONGITUDINAL LOOP 

REPACK LOOP 

loop to update a pencil 

arrays to be double-buffered 

loop to construct the mini-domains 

 

beginning of the prefetch region 

end of the prefetch region 

subroutine call sites to be inlined 

loops to be merged 

loops which assemble the computational 

results into briquettes 
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Figure 4-5 Performance improvement from pipeline-for-reuse. 

The above figure shows the improvements from pipelining-for-reuse over WB for all com-
binations of the three codes, the two compilers, and the two microarchitectures.  The leg-
ends WB, WB-inline, WB-PFR-lb2ub, and WB-PFR-lb2nsugar, represent WB, WB with 
inlining, pipeline-for-reuse, and pipeline-for-reuse with a smaller working set, respective-
ly.  WB-PFR-lb2nsugar and WB-PFR-lb2ub consistently perform better than WB. 
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Table 4-4 Performance of pipelining-for-reuse. 

The table gives the execution time for the WB code variants and the speedup over WB.  
 

    Execution time / step  (s) 

    
WB WB-inline 

WB-PFR-
lb2ub 

WB-PFR-
lb2nsugar 

R
K

-a
d

v
 N

eh
al

em
 

In
te

l No SMT 1.74 1.75 (0.99x) 0.88 (1.98x) 0.86 (2.02x) 

w/ SMT 0.88 0.89 (0.99x) 0.44 (1.98x) 0.43 (2.03x) 
G

C
C

 No SMT 2.40 2.38 (1.01x) 1.75 (1.38x) 1.71 (1.41x) 

w/ SMT 2.18 2.13 (1.02x) 1.58 (1.37x) 1.55 (1.41x) 

S
an

d
y

 B
ri

d
g

e 

In
te

l No SMT 0.73 0.73 (1.01x) 0.37 (2.01x) 0.35 (2.08x) 

w/ SMT 0.37 0.37 (0.99x) 0.18 (2.03x) 0.18 (2.08x) 

G
C

C
 No SMT 1.14 1.14 (1.00x) 0.92 (1.24x) 0.89 (1.28x) 

w/ SMT 0.96 0.96 (1.00x) 0.79 (1.21x) 0.77 (1.25x) 

P
P

M
-a

d
v

 N
eh

al
em

 

In
te

l No SMT 2.29 2.38 (0.96x) 1.54 (1.49x) 1.46 (1.57x) 

w/ SMT 1.16 1.16 (1.00x) 0.79 (1.47x) 0.74 (1.56x) 

G
C

C
 No SMT 4.91 4.75 (1.03x) 3.38 (1.45x) 3.34 (1.47x) 

w/ SMT 3.90 3.80 (1.03x) 2.67 (1.46x) 2.66 (1.47x) 

S
an

d
y

 B
ri

d
g

e 

In
te

l No SMT 1.03 0.86 (1.20x) 0.61 (1.70x) 0.58 (1.77x) 

w/ SMT 0.52 0.43 (1.21x) 0.30 (1.74x) 0.29 (1.80x) 

G
C

C
 No SMT 2.51 2.34 (1.08x) 1.69 (1.49x) 1.69 (1.49x) 

w/ SMT 2.02 1.90 (1.06x) 1.36 (1.49x) 1.36 (1.49x) 

eP
P

M
 

N
eh

al
em

 

In
te

l No SMT 3.83 3.86 (0.99x) 2.28 (1.68x) 2.52 (1.52x) 

w/ SMT 1.96 1.96 (1.00x) 1.17 (1.68x) 1.24 (1.59x) 

G
C

C
 No SMT 6.12 6.28 (0.98x) 4.05 (1.51x) 4.03 (1.52x) 

w/ SMT 4.58 4.88 (0.94x) 3.10 (1.48x) 3.06 (1.50x) 

S
an

d
y

 B
ri

d
g

e 

In
te

l No SMT 1.73 1.47 (1.18x) 0.98 (1.77x) 1.05 (1.65x) 

w/ SMT 0.89 0.75 (1.19x) 0.48 (1.86x) 0.52 (1.73x) 

G
C

C
 No SMT 3.00 3.15 (0.95x) 2.30 (1.30x) 2.34 (1.28x) 

w/ SMT 2.31 2.42 (0.96x) 1.70 (1.36x) 1.75 (1.32x) 
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4.7   Results 
 

4.7.1   Improvement over WB 
 

The codes after pipeline-for-reuse, WB-PFR-lb2ub and WB-PFR-LB2-NSUGAR, con-

sistently perform better than WB for all cases, as seen in Figure 4-5 and Table 4-4.  The 

increase in speed for ifort compiled binaries roughly equals the percentage of redundant 

flops, listed in Table 4-5, eliminated by pipeline-for-reuse.  This implies that pipeline-for-

reuse works as expected.  The performance improvement from gcc is only about 50% or 

lower for reasons not clearly understood.  gcc also runs slower than ifort in all the cases 

because gcc doesn’t vectorize the loops as much as ifort.  Like before, the SMT mode 

improves the performance for all the instances. 

The size of workspace is same between WB and WB-FPR-lb2ub except for a few 

arrays which are not double-buffered in WB.  The performance is expected to improve 

when we decrease the size of the workspace between WB-FPR-lb2ub and WB-FPR-

lb2nsugar.  It does increase for PPM-adv and RK-adv with small workspaces.  However, 

the performance for ePPM does not improve when the workspace shrinks from 229.53 

KB per thread for WB-PFR-lb2ub to only 163.15 KB per thread for WB-PFR-lb2nsugar.  

It is likely due to the L2 spills because the workspace(s) and the 91 KB text region to-

gether are still too big for the 256 KB unified L2 cache.  However, the performance im-

proves as expected when the workspace becomes 66.29 KB per thread through further 

optimizations, as seen in the next chapter.   

Table 4-5 lists the percentage of redundant computations in WB compared to WB-

PFR-lb2ub.  The flops are measured Cray 1 style as listed in Appendix A.  Table 4-6 lists 

the size of the workspace and percentage of peak performance for WB-FPR-lb2nsugar.  

The ifort results for the SMT mode are reported here.  As seen in Table 4-6, the codes run 

at a high percentage of single-precision floating point peak after pipelining-for-reuse.  

PPM-adv and RK-adv achieve more than 20% of peak on both the architectures.  Even 

the larger application, ePPM, runs above 10.5% of peak.  Pipelining-for-reuse is followed 

by memory optimization passes in CFD Builder.  It must be noted that the performance 
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for ePPM improves further on both Nehalem and Sandy Bridge to 19.81% and 13.45% 

respectively through the maximal array contraction, discussed in the next chapter. 
 

Table 4-5 Redundant flops/cell. 

 
Flops / cell 

WB-PFR-lb2ub WB Redundancy (%) 

RK-adv 162.92 379.89 133.18 

PPM-adv 276.31 454.60 64.53 

ePPM 3218.67 5195.77 61.43 

 

Table 4-6 Workspace/thread, and % peak of WB-FPR-lb2nsugar. 

 
Workspace / 

thread 
(KB) 

% SP peak 

Nehalem Sandy Bridge 

RK-adv 10.90 26.88 21.15 

PPM-adv 13.66 26.60 19.83 

ePPM 163.15 15.58 10.57 

 

 

4.7.2   Improvement over NB 
 

The previous section shows the improvements from pipelining-for-reuse over WB.  How-

ever, WB by itself performs significantly better than NB as seen in Table 3-3.  Therefore 

the improvement from applying both the transformations in conjunction is put together in 

Table 4-7.  Performance improvement of up to 6.92x over NB is seen when the two trans-

formations are combined.  The WB-FPR-lb2nsugar code variant is treated as the combi-

nation of WB and pipelining-for-reuse.  The ifort results in the SMT mode were used for 
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comparison since ifort and SMT mode produce the best results across all the code vari-

ants.  

The storage optimizations in Chapter 2 significantly improved the performance of 

NB.  Therefore, it is natural to compare WB and pipelining-for-reuse with NB-

circularTemps, the best performing code variant of NB.  Table 4-8 shows that briquettes 

and pipelining perform significantly better than NB-circularTemps, and we see up to 

2.15x improvement in performance.  The primary reason for the improvement is the 

SIMDization of the x-pass in WB.  It is evident by the higher speed-ups seen for Sandy 

Bridge, with 8-way SIMD engines, compared to Nehalem, with 4-way SIMD engines.  

SIMDization is expected to become even more critical in the future architectures.  The 

briquettes were specifically designed for efficient transposing to aid vectorization.  The 

approach with briquettes and pipelining-for-reuse performs better any combination of 

code transformations seen in Chapter 2.  

Table 4-7 Briquettes and pipelining-for-reuse versus NB. 

The table shows the performance improvement from briquettes and pipelining-for-reuse 
over NB. The first column of numbers gives the factor of speedup from adopting WB. The 
second column of numbers gives the improvement from pipelining-for-reuse (WB-FPR-
lb2nsugar).  The final column gives the speedup by applying both the transformations in 
conjunction.  The ifort results in the SMT mode were used for comparison.  The approach 
of briquette with pipelining-for-reuse is up to 6.92x faster than NB.    
 

  
Speed-up from 

  
WB pipelining-for-reuse Both 

P
P

M
-a

d
v

 

Nehalem 4.08x 1.56x 6.35x 

Sandy Bridge 3.84x 1.80x 6.92x 

R
K

-a
d

v
 Nehalem 2.20x 2.03x 4.47x 

Sandy Bridge 2.48x 2.08x 5.16x 
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Table 4-8 Briquettes and pipelining-for-reuse versus NB-circularTemps. 

The table shows how briquettes compare against NB-circularTemps code variant. It gives 
the execution time per step rounded to two decimal places and the speedup over NB-
circularTemps.  Only the ifort results were used for comparison since GCC vectorizes 
poorly, and is therefore not a good metric for comparison.  Briquette with pipelining-for-
reuse is consistently better for all cases, and significantly better for shorter difference 
stencils such as PPM-adv.    
 

   Execution time / step  (s) 

   
NB-

circularTemps 
WB 

WB-PFR-
lb2ub 

WB-PFR-
lb2nsugar 

R
K

-a
d

v
 Nehalem 

No SMT 1.17 1.74 (0.67x) 0.88 (1.33x) 0.86 (1.35x) 

w/ SMT 0.59 0.88 (0.67x) 0.44 (1.32x) 0.43 (1.35x) 

Sandy 
Bridge 

No SMT 0.62 0.73 (0.85x) 0.37 (1.70x) 0.35 (1.76x) 

w/ SMT 0.31 0.37 (0.86x) 0.18 (1.74x) 0.18 (1.78x) 

P
P

M
-a

d
v

 Nehalem 
No SMT 2.39 2.29 (1.04x) 1.54 (1.55x) 1.46 (1.63x) 

w/ SMT 1.20 1.16 (1.04x) 0.79 (1.53x) 0.74 (1.62x) 

Sandy 
Bridge 

No SMT 1.25 1.03 (1.22x) 0.61 (2.07x) 0.58 (2.15x) 

w/ SMT 0.56 0.52 (1.07x) 0.30 (1.86x) 0.29 (1.93x) 
 

 

4.8   Conclusion 
 

Data blocking is uncommon in Computational Fluid Dynamics with spatial derivatives 

due to programming complexity.  Woodward et al. introduced a structure of data blocks 

called briquettes, and introduced WB to simplify programming with briquettes in CFD 

[2] [3] [4].  WB has inefficiencies because it performs redundant operations.  The code 

transformations called pipelining-for-reuse, presented in this chapter, overcome the inef-

ficiencies.  However, it is extremely hard to implement manually and is very error prone.  

Therefore, the transformations were automated in CFD Builder, our source-to-source pre-

compiler tool.  This chapter presents the algorithms to automate pipelining-for-reuse 

which are aided by directives.  The loop alignment and loop fusion algorithms presented 
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here as part of pipeline-for-reuse are much simpler than the traditional algorithms and 

have linear complexity in time because of the assumptions made.  

Pipelining-for-reuse is demonstrated here with three CFD applications on two dif-

ferent hardware and two state of the art compilers.  Significant improvements over WB 

are seen for all combinations of applications, compilers, and hardware experimented 

with.  All the three CFD applications achieve a high percentage of processor peak after 

pipelining-for-reuse.  In addition, the approach of briquettes and pipelining-for-reuse per-

forms up to 2.15x faster than the best combination of code transformations seen in Chap-

ter 2.  This factor is expected to increase in the future architectures as SIMDization be-

comes even more critical.  Therefore the combination of briquettes and pipelining-for-

reuse is a very effective strategy for CFD applications. 
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Chapter 5 

Memory reduction through maximal 

array contraction 

 

5.1   Introduction 
 

Storage optimizations are becoming increasingly more essential for performance.  Array 

contraction is a storage optimization which reduces array size while preserving the pro-

gram semantics.  It is referred to as maximal array contraction when the arrays are re-

duced to the smallest possible size for a given schedule.  This chapter presents a linear 

algorithm for maximal array contraction in one dimension under certain assumptions.  

The one dimensional array contraction is meant to be applied after any obvious array con-

traction strategies such as eliminating entire array dimensions through privatization have 

already been performed on the target arrays as in NB-pencilTemps and NB-transpose-

pencilTemps.  The contraction in a single dimension is sufficient for finite difference 

codes in pencilTemps format or WB after pipeline-for-reuse.  It is meant not to contract 

the dimensions corresponding to the inner SIMD loops.  The algorithm has been imple-

mented in CFD Builder.  This chapter will also present how the algorithm can be extend-

ed to multiple dimensions if necessary. 

Early work on automatic array contraction began with replacing entire arrays with 

scalars where possible in order to improve the register usage of arrays.  This process of 

transforming entire arrays to scalars is a subset of array contraction, and lately it has 

come to be referred to as array scalarization [70].  In addition to workspace reduction, 

CFD Builder targets SIMDization which requires vector operands, and therefore CFD 

Builder does not scalarize arrays by contracting the vectorizing dimension.  The main 

challenge in the previous works on array contraction was to try and find a good set of 

loops to fuse, or a good tiling, in preparation for array contraction.  WB and pipeline-for-
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reuse solve the problem by letting the user determine the block size and by fusing all the 

loops in the computational region.  The elimination of uncertainties allows us to perform 

array contraction in linear time under assumptions documented in Section 5.3.3. 

Maximal array contraction takes advantage of the property that the partial results 

of computations have short lives.  For example after pipeline-for-reuse, most of the par-

tial results do not live beyond a few pipeline stages.  It means that the circular buffers for 

the partial results do not have to be as long as the total number of pipeline stages.  They 

can now be made even smaller.  Maximal array contraction constructs the smallest possi-

ble circular buffer for each partial result.  No further memory reduction can be performed 

on the circular buffers.  The reduced workspace may now fit in the on-chip memory, as is 

the case with all the three example applications on the current Intel architectures.  Maxi-

mal array contraction results in up to 21% speedup over WB-PFR-lb2ub for ePPM when 

the workspace fits in the L2 cache after contraction. 

The chapter is organized as follows.  The related work on array contraction and 

other storage optimizations is discussed in Section 5.2.  The definition for maximal array 

contraction, the assumptions made, and the algorithms for maximal array contraction, are 

given in Section 5.3.  Section 5.4 discusses the results for maximal array contraction with 

the three evaluation codes.  Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.5. 

  

5.2   Related Work 
 

Programmers were using the idea of circular temporaries to improve the memory perfor-

mance in the pre-vector computing era [71].  The vector computers obviated the need for 

such memory savings.  Scalar replacement [83] was the first work I am aware of to auto-

matically generate circular temporaries.  The RISC compilers back then did not perform 

any register allocation for arrays.  Scalar replacement converts a temporary array inside a 

loop into a set of scalars so that the compiler can now perform register allocation for the 

scalars.  Scalar replacement needs to bring the dependences closer for better register re-

use.  As a result, it undoes vectorization in favor of register reuse, and it cannot be ap-

plied in conjunction with SIMDization.      
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Sarkar and Gao extended the scalar replacement to multiple loop nests via loop 

fusion, and they called the transformation as array contraction [84].  This technique was 

useful for the array assignment statements in Fortran 90 for non-vector machines where 

each array assignment was translated into a separate loop using a technique called scalar-

ization [6], resulting in large temporary arrays and poor locality.  However in addition to 

other constraints, the loop fusion requires that the index sets are identical. 

Similar to the scalarization, the single assignment form used for auto paralleliza-

tion results in large temporary arrays [85].  Lefebvre and Feautrier proposed a storage 

optimization called partial data expansion to perform minimal memory expansion using 

the polyhedral model [86].  The partial data expansion performs liveness analysis based 

on the exact data dependence analysis described in [87] to construct temporary arrays 

with the minimum sizes without introducing false dependences.  It is equivalent to per-

forming total data expansion followed by array contraction.  However it is more compre-

hensive than scalar expansion or the previous array contraction techniques because partial 

data expansion results in multi-dimensional arrays as opposed to a collection of scalars.  

Despite the advancement, the two polyhedra based storage optimizations only work for 

programs whose control flow is known completely at compile time.  They require simple 

assignment statements and DO loops.  In contrast, all the three applications evaluated in 

this work have DO statements and large if statements in the computational region whose 

predicates depend on run-time values. 

Strout et al. proposed a storage optimization called Universal Occupancy Vectors 

(UOV) for auto parallelization of stencil codes [88].  It primarily differs from partial data 

expansion in that the UOV-based method works with any legal schedule for parallelism 

as opposed to partial data expansion computed for a single schedule.  Due to the flexibil-

ity in supporting all schedules, the algorithm cannot identify the smallest storage space 

for an array in polynomial time.  More importantly, the UOV-based method optimizes 

only the temporaries for a single statement inside a perfectly nested loop nest.  Thies et 

al. extended UOV to multiple statements and multiple loop nests by restricting the sched-

ule to legal affine expressions [89].  However, the algorithm works with only static or 

fixed control flow, and the storage can only be reduced along one dimension.  In contrast, 
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the algorithm presented in this chapter can be easily extended to multiple dimensions by 

assuming that the interested subscripts are uncoupled i.e. each subscript has a unique in-

dex variable. 

Lim et al. performed array contraction using affine partitioning, but it only han-

dled the simple case where an array can be reduced to a single scalar [90].  Pike et al. per-

form loop fusion and tiling specifically for array contraction in Titanium [91].  Titanium 

is able to contract multi-array dimensions, but the auto-tuning phase is prohibitively ex-

pensive.  It performs a global search throughout the application for array contraction op-

portunities.  An initial parameter search took 120 hours for their multigrid code.  The tun-

ing phase required further manual profiling and auto-tuning for the better results.  In-

stead, the array contraction algorithm of this thesis focuses only on the performance criti-

cal region of the application where the computation happens which is identified through 

the directives.  Titanium has a few additional shortcomings.  It misses the array contrac-

tion candidates which are inter-procedural, and performs runtime legality tests for aggres-

sively contracted arrays [92].     

Song et al. model the array contraction as a network flow problem to perform 

maximal array contraction for a given set of loop nests under certain assumptions [93] 

[70].  They apply loop shifting, loop fusion, and array contraction, just as in CFD Build-

er, except that they fuse even the innermost loop level which prevents SIMDization.  

Since loop fusion at all levels increases the loop body size, they perform a greedy con-

trolled loop fusion based on the profitability analysis for cache and register usage.  Pipe-

line-for-reuse merges all the loops in the computational region, and thus paving the way 

for maximal array contraction, barring the SIMD dimension, across all loop nests.     

The related work listed above is by no means comprehensive, but it is fairly rep-

resentative.  All the above works try to find opportunities for array contraction by per-

forming other transformations such as loop fusion, or loop tiling, driven by heuristics.  

On the other hand, CFD Builder expects the user to drive the transformations, and is thus 

able to perform maximal array contraction for the entire pipeline region.  
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5.3   Maximal array contraction 
 

The main principle behind array contraction is that if an array is assigned and used only 

within a loop, and has no loop carried dependences or has a fixed range for the loop car-

ried dependence relations that can be computed statically, then the array can be made 

smaller.  If the arrays have the smallest possible sizes then the contraction is maximal.   
 

The maximal array contraction is defined here as following, 

Definition 5.1.  Array contraction can be defined as maximal with respect to a given 

schedule if it results in the smallest possible sizes for all the temporary 

arrays in a given loop.   

Definition 5.2.  Let dc be the only dimension which will be contracted.  The maximum 

array contraction along dc is defined as array contraction resulting in the 

smallest possible dc dimension sizes for all the temporary arrays in a giv-

en loop.  Again, the contraction is performed with respect to a given 

schedule, and the program transformation must be legal. 

 

5.3.1   Intra-thread schedule 
 

This thesis is about in-core performance, and the array contraction happens on the private 

arrays in each thread.  Therefore the schedule considered here is only from the thread’s 

perspective.  The only parallelism in the schedule is from the SIMD operations.  This 

schedule will be referred to as intra-thread schedule.  From now on, the schedule for ar-

ray contraction is implicitly assumed to be intra-thread, and it is formally defined below. 

Let θs be a scheduling function which maps the instance of a statement S on itera-

tion �	��to a scalar execution time.  It must be noted that the execution time is purely from 

the perspective of a single thread.  Let S1, S2, …, Sn be n statements in the OpenMP paral-

lel region.  Let ℒSIMD represent the set of SIMD instructions within a thread.  Let ���  rep-

resent the iteration domain of the statement Si for a thread, and let ��� represent the num-

ber of dimensions in ���.  Let the first dimension be the vectorization dimension.  The 

intra-thread schedule now can be defined by Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.2.   
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  																							∀!" ∈ ℒ�012 , ∀'�� ∈ ��� , ∀)� ∈ ��� , 〈'4, ⋯ '67�〉 

																						= 	 〈)4, ⋯ )67�〉 	→ 	,��-'��. = ,��()�)																								(5.2) 

 

5.3.2   Dependence distances 
 

Maximal array contraction requires computing dependence distances.  The dependence 

distance of an edge is only defined for statements within a same loop body.  However 

after pipeline-for-reuse, the array contraction needs to be performed across multiple inner 

vector loops within the same fused outer loop.  Therefore, the notion of the dependence 

distance is extended here as in [70] for edges across loops.  For a given dependence from 

the iteration �� = 〈	�, 	4, ⋯ 	9〉 in one loop to the iteration :� = 〈&�, &4,⋯ &9〉 in another loop, 

the dependence distance is defined as 〈&� − 	�, 	&4 − 	4, ⋯ 	&9 − 	9〉. It is assumed that the 

statements appear in two loop nests with the same depth. 

 

5.3.3   Assumptions 
 

In order to simplify computing the dependence distances, the following assumptions are 

made about the loop: 

Assumption 5.1.  All the control-flow paths are assumed to be executed.   

Assumption 1 implies that if there are any if statements then both 

the branches are assumed to be taken.  It is difficult to account for 

which branch was taken during a specific dynamic execution instance 

of a control statement in order to determine the smallest storage space.  

The assumption allows us to compute a tight bound for the loop carried 

dependences more easily. 

Assumption 5.2.  All the values written to the temporary arrays are used by a later read 

reference   
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The assumption implies that no wasteful writes which can be elim-

inated are performed.  It helps avoid the dependence testing and analy-

sis otherwise necessary to find the smallest array sizes.  

Assumption 5.3.  All the subscripts of an array corresponding to the dimension to be con-

tracted must be separable and contain the same induction variable i.e., 

only one induction variable can appear in all the subscripts, and it must 

not appear in subscripts for the other dimensions.  The term “separable” 

means that the subscript is independent and unrelated to the subscripts 

for the other dimensions, and it contains exactly one unique index vari-

able.    

Assumption 5.4.  For every pair of loops fused in the preceding loop fusion phase, the 

loops are aligned such that the value produced in the first loop is con-

sumed as quickly as it can in the second loop.  In other words, the larg-

est dependence distance between the two loop bodies merged is always 

zero.  It can be easily achieved by identifying the largest alignment 

thresholds between the two loops and adjusting the loop bounds along 

with the subscripts (see [6] or Section 4.5.4.1). 

Assumption 5.5.  Let i be an induction variable occurring in the subscripts of an array di-

mension to be contracted, then the subscripts are simple affine expres-

sions i or i-n where n is a positive integer.  The subscripts cannot have 

any non-linearity, nor any scaling.   

The assumption implies that the dependence distance for any edge 

is constant.  When the subscripts are uncoupled, non-linear, and do not 

have scaling, the offsets for the subscript expression will be either all 

positive or all negative after alignment.  The subscripts will not have a 

mixture of positive and negative offsets in the same loop body.  The al-

gorithm can be trivially modified to handle the positive offsets where 

the subscript expression is of the form i+n.  The assumption about scal-

ing can be relaxed, but a need for these extensions is not foreseen for 

finite difference codes written in Fortran.     
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Based on experience, the above assumptions are fairly reasonable for finite differ-

ence codes.  The algorithm for maximal array contraction in a single dimension under the 

above assumptions can now be presented.  A critical distinction with most other works on 

array contraction is that the algorithm does not assume the input to be in single assign-

ment form. 

 

5.3.4   1-D algorithm 
 

The procedure for maximal array contraction in a single dimension (1-D) is given below.  

It takes as input the loop to be operated on, and a list of all the temporaries which are 

candidates for contraction.  The list can be constructed in linear time with a simple scan 

of the statements in the procedure containing the loop.  The algorithm does not require 

that the innermost loops be fused.   Theorem 5.1 shows that the array contraction per-

formed is maximal. 
 

procedure MaximalArrayContractionIn1-D(ℒ, Τ) 
   //  ℒ is the loop nest where maximal array contraction is performed.  
   //  T is the list of all the temporary arrays in ℒ which are candidates for contraction. 

   //     ∀τ ∈ Τ,  
   //           (i)  τ occurs only inside ℒ 
   //           (ii) if dc is the dimension to be contracted  
   //                    and i is the index for dc  

    //                then  
   //                    i occurs only in the dc subscript for τ 
   //                      and only index i occurs in the dc subscript for τ 
    
   let dc be the dimension to be contracted; 
   let i be the index variable for dc;                       
   find the largest and the smallest offsets seen with i for each τ ∈ Τ;  
          //  offset for the expression i with no explicit offsets is 0 
          //  offsets are simple integers because of Assumption 5.5 
   let dist_minτ = smallest offset seen with i for τ in ℒ;    
         //  minimum dependence distance between any two references of τ 
   let dist_maxτ = largest offset seen with i for τ in ℒ;     
         //  maximum dependence distance between any two references of τ 
   // the smallest size for τ in dc  = (dist_maxτ – dist_minτ + 1) 
   let ;	<=_τ6@ =	 (�	;A_BCDE 	− 	�	;A_B	FE 	+ 	1)	; 
   ∀τ ∈ Τ, replace the dc subscript with the appropriate indirect indices; 
         // For example, if using modulation: 
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         //     replace the dc subscript, α, with  α	%	;	<=_τ6@  
   if not using modulation, 
       initialize the indirect indices before the loop; 
       insert the swizzle statements at the beginning of the loop;  (eg: see Section 4.4.1) 
   endif 

   // re-size the declarations of temporaries. 

   ∀τ ∈ Τ, replace dc of τ with ;	<=_τ6@ in the declaration       

end  MaximalArrayContractionIn1-D 

 

Theorem 5.1    The algorithm MaximalArrayContractionIn1-D performed maximal array 

contraction in a single dimension under the assumptions in section 5.3.3. 

Proof.    

The subscript for dimension to be contracted, dc, is uncoupled from the other subscripts 

in any array reference of τ ∈ Τ according to Assumption 5.3.  Therefore the dimension dc

for all τ ∈ Τ can be optimized for storage independently [5] [6].  No wasteful τ writes 

happen under Assumption 5.2.  The values read must be generated by an earlier write in 

the loop for the data flow correctness.  Therefore all the reads and writes for any given τ 

∈ Τ are useful.  By accounting for all τ references, the algorithm accounts for all the use-

ful reads and writes, and only the useful reads and writes.  The values generated are con-

sumed as quickly as they can, according to Assumption 5.4.  Therefore the algorithm, 

even though simple, will not be missing any slack storage which can be optimized.  The 

dependence distance for any edge inside the loop is a constant according to Assumption 

5.5.  Also, all the control flow paths must be accounted for, according to Assumption 5.1.  

Therefore the maximum and minimum dependence distances computed are tight bounds 

for τ.  Since the minimum size for dc in τ is computed based on the tight bounds for de-

pendence distances between any two pair of τ references, it is the smallest possible size 

for dc in τ.  Since the array contraction is performed for all τ ∈ Τ, it is the maximal array 

contraction in dc.                                                                                                    �  

 

The complexity of the algorithm is O(n) where n is the number of statements in 

the loop because the algorithm requires at most two sweeps over the loop.  Song et al. 
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modeled maximal array contraction as a network flow problem to accommodate non-

constant dependence distances and to find the best alignment for loop fusion [70].  The 

algorithm presented here can operate faster in linear time because the dependence dis-

tances are assumed to be constant and loop fusion with the best alignment has already 

been performed.  It is worthwhile to note that the array contraction performed in 1-D is 

also the maximal array contraction (in all dimensions) for WB-lb2ub under the intra-

thread schedule. 

 

5.3.5   Implementation in CFD Builder 
 

MaximalArrayContractionIn1-D has been implemented inside CFD Builder as a separate 

pass after pipeline-for-reuse.  The output of pipeline-for-reuse contains indirect indices 

which are reconverted to a simpler linear form i-n, as required by array contraction.  The 

pipelined loop of computation is identified through TRANSFORMBEGIN and TRANS-

FORMEND markers inserted into the AST by the pipeline-for-reuse phase.  CFD Builder 

applies MaximalArrayContractionIn1-D only on the pipelined loop, and thus avoids 

analysis for all the other regions of the code where it is not very useful.  Since CFD 

Builder inlines all the subroutines in the compute region, the whole compute region is 

visible to the algorithm.  We do not have to worry about hidden accesses of variables.  

The inliner retains the callsite names of inlined variables so that the code is not only 

readable but the code does not also need any alias analysis inside MaximalArrayContrac-

tionIn1-D.  The WB code variant after the 1-D maximal array contraction is referred to as 

WB-maxArrCtrn. 

 

5.3.6   Multi-dimensional algorithm 
 

The temporary arrays in NB-pencilTemps and WB-lb2ub had only one dimension which 

was not vectorized, and MaximalArrayContractionIn1-D contracted that single dimen-

sion.  If the computational region of input code has temporaries with more than one un-

vectorized dimension, then the additional dimensions can be maximally contracted as 

well as long as they are separable.  Loop alignment, loop fusion, and MaximalArrayCon-
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tractionIn1-D can be applied independently on each one of these dimensions, proceeding 

from outer to the inner.  Aligning and fusing an outer loop level does not violate the de-

pendence relations of the inner loop levels.  The algorithm for 1-D array contraction does 

not require all the loop levels to be fused.  Therefore the array contraction can be per-

formed one dimension at a time as long as the dimensions to be contracted are uncoupled.  

The complexity of such a multi-dimensional maximal array contraction algorithm will be 

O(F × B) where n is the number of statements inside the outermost loop level and m is 

the number of dimensions to be contracted.  

5.4   Results 

Maximal array contraction in 1-D was evaluated here after pipeline-for-reuse with all the 

three application codes: RK-adv, PPM-adv, and ePPM.  Three different code variants of  

each application with varying degrees of array contraction were compared.  They are 

WB-PFR-lb2ub, WB-PFR-lb2nsugar, and WB-maxArrCtrn.  The experimental setup is 

exactly the same as in Section 3.6.  Table 5-1 lists the execution time per step and 

speedup compared to WB-PFR-lb2ub for the three code variants.   

Table 5-2 gives the workspace per thread, and the number of indirect indices nec-

essary to index the circular buffers, across the three code variants.  It must be noted that 

the workspace per thread includes even the double-buffered arrays involved in prefetch, 

unpack, and write back operations.  It should also be noted that CFD Builder attempts to 

avoid cache collision by spreading the workspace to different cache sets.  It explicitly 

lays out the workspace as a contiguous block from the program’s perspective by equiva-

lencing the individual arrays to a big contiguous array.  The workspace is spread to dif-

ferent cache sets at least from the perspective of the virtual memory.  Hopefully, the vir-

tual pages are assigned to the physical pages by the operating system such that it does not 

cause much cache collision, at least for the computational workspace.    

Among the three applications, the workspaces of RK-adv and PPM-adv after 

pipeline-for-reuse are already small enough to fit in the L1 cache that they do not see any 

benefit from maximal array contraction in 1-D.  Maximal array contraction in 1-D makes 

a big difference for ePPM when the workspace is reduced from 229.53 KB, in  
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Table 5-1 Performance of maximal array contraction for WB 

    Execution time / step  (s) 

    WB-PFR-lb2ub WB-PFR-lb2nsugar WB-maxArrCtrn 

R
K

-a
d

v
 N

eh
al

em
 

In
te

l No SMT 0.88 0.86 (1.02x) 0.95 (0.93x) 

w/ SMT 0.44 0.43 (1.03x) 0.48 (0.93x) 
G

C
C

 No SMT 1.75 1.71 (1.02x) 1.51 (1.16x) 

w/ SMT 1.58 1.55 (1.02x) 1.33 (1.19x) 

S
an

d
y

 B
ri

d
g

e 

In
te

l No SMT 0.37 0.35 (1.04x) 0.45 (0.81x) 

w/ SMT 0.18 0.18 (1.02x) 0.21 (0.87x) 

G
C

C
 No SMT 0.92 0.89 (1.04x) 0.79 (1.17x) 

w/ SMT 0.79 0.77 (1.03x) 0.67 (1.18x) 

P
P

M
-a

d
v

 N
eh

al
em

 

In
te

l No SMT 1.54 1.46 (1.06x) 1.47 (1.05x) 

w/ SMT 0.79 0.74 (1.06x) 0.74 (1.06x) 

G
C

C
 No SMT 3.38 3.34 (1.01x) 3.32 (1.02x) 

w/ SMT 2.67 2.66 (1.01x) 2.62 (1.02x) 

S
an

d
y

 B
ri

d
g

e 

In
te

l No SMT 0.61 0.58 (1.04x) 0.62 (0.98x) 

w/ SMT 0.30 0.29 (1.04x) 0.31 (0.96x) 

G
C

C
 No SMT 1.69 1.69 (1.00x) 1.70 (1.00x) 

w/ SMT 1.36 1.36 (1.00x) 1.36 (1.00x) 

eP
P

M
 

N
eh

al
em

 

In
te

l No SMT 2.28 2.52 (0.90x) 1.88 (1.21x) 

w/ SMT 1.17 1.24 (0.94x) 0.97 (1.20x) 

G
C

C
 No SMT 4.05 4.03 (1.01x) 3.73 (1.09x) 

w/ SMT 3.10 3.06 (1.01x) 2.85 (1.09x) 

S
an

d
y

 B
ri

d
g

e 

In
te

l No SMT 0.98 1.05 (0.93x) 0.85 (1.16x) 

w/ SMT 0.48 0.52 (0.93x) 0.41 (1.18x) 

G
C

C
 No SMT 2.30 2.34 (0.99x) 2.08 (1.11x) 

w/ SMT 1.70 1.75 (0.97x) 1.54 (1.10x) 
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WB-PFR-lb2ub, to 66.29 KB per thread.  The workspace can now fit in the L2 cache 

along with the text segment, and up to 21% improvement in performance is seen over 

WB-PFR-lb2ub even when the number of indirect indices required to index the contract-

ed arrays increases.  As seen in Table 5-3, ePPM now achieves 19.81% and 13.45% of 

single precision peak on Nehalem and Sandy Bridge respectively.  A prefetch buffer in 

ePPM was purposefully made large to not fit in the L3 cache in order to have a fair com-

parison between WB and its code variants.  However, ePPM can be made even faster by 

dimensioning the buffer to fit in the L3 cache, and by inserting explicit prefetch intrin-

sics, mm_prefetch, to read the briquettes.  With the enhancements, ePPM was able to 

achieve about 24% of peak on Nehalem and 17% of peak on Sandy Bridge. 

Table 5-2 Sizes of workspace and indirect indices across WB variants 

 Worskpace per thread (KB) Number of indirect indices 

 WB- 
lb2ub 

WB-
lb2nsugar 

WB-
maxArrCtrn 

WB- 
lb2ub 

WB-
lb2nsugar 

WB-
maxArrCtrn 

RK-adv 16.59 10.90 5.81 22 13 44 

PPM-adv 19.20 13.66 6.16 12 8 16 

ePPM 229.53 163.15 66.29 12 8 27 
 

Table 5-3  Percentage peak for WB variants 

  % SP peak 

  WB-PFR-lb2ub WB-PFR-lb2nsugar WB-maxArrCtrn 

RK-adv 
Nehalem 26.22 26.88 24.40 

Sandy Bridge 20.68 21.15 17.95 

PPM-adv 
Nehalem 25.15 26.60 26.58 

Sandy Bridge 19.13 19.83 18.29 

ePPM 
Nehalem 16.49 15.58 19.81 

Sandy Bridge 11.38 10.57 13.45 
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The indirect indices generally increase with maximal array contraction because 

different circular buffers of partial results have different sizes, and each size group re-

quires its own set of indirect indices.  Despite that fact, the maximal array contraction 

appears to be more essential as the application becomes bigger.  

 

5.5   Conclusion 
 

Array contraction is an important storage optimization, particularly for finite difference 

methods.  The difficulty is with finding the opportunities for array contraction.  Previous 

works address the issue by heuristically performing other transformations such as loop 

fusion, or loop tiling, in favor of array contraction.  This work assumes that the user de-

cides how the data is blocked, and what loops are fused, as explained in the previous 

chapters.  This chapter then focuses on performing maximal array contraction within a 

single fused loop containing all the critical computation.   

Since SIMD vectorization is very critical for performance, the array contraction is 

performed along a single dimension without affecting SIMDization.  As the array con-

traction happens only along a single component dimension, this chapter defines maximal 

array contraction with respect to a single dimension.  A linear time algorithm is then pre-

sented and proved for maximal array contraction in a single dimension with all the neces-

sary assumptions.  Based on experience, the assumptions appear to be fairly reasonable 

and representative for finite difference codes.  For WB-lb2ub and NB-pencilTemps code 

variants, maximal array contraction in one dimension is also the best array contraction 

with respect to SIMDization.  Maximal array contraction for 1-D can be easily extended 

to multiple dimensions by repeatedly calling maximal array contraction for 1-D. 

Maximal array contraction in 1-D has been implemented inside CFD Builder.  

The tool handles inter-procedural candidates for array contraction by inlining the proce-

dures in the first place.  This inlining strategy is reasonable, and not unwieldly, because 

CFD Builder applies maximal array contraction only for the computational region, and 

also avoids analysis for all the other code regions where the performance is not critical.  

Maximal array contraction was evaluated for RK-adv, PPM-adv, and ePPM.  The work-
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space of RK-adv and PPM-adv is already too small after pipeline-for-reuse to benefit 

from any further array contraction.  However, maximal array contraction is able to reduce 

the workspace of ePPM to fit into the L2 cache, and as a result the performance of ePPM 

improves by up to 21% with maximal array contraction.  The maximal array contraction 

becomes more essential for larger applications like ePPM.   
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

 

Computational Fluid Dynamics is an important area in scientific computing.  The weak 

scaling of codes is well understood with about two decades of experience using MPI.  

However, despite the use of thread programming, obtaining good performance at each 

core is extremely challenging.  The challenges are primarily due to memory bandwidth 

limitations and difficulties in using the short SIMD engines effectively.  This thesis is 

about the techniques, strategies, and a tool, to improve the in-core performance.  Funda-

mental to the strategy is a hierarchical data layout made of small cubical structures of the 

problem state called the briquettes.  The difficulties in computing the spatial derivatives 

(also called near neighbor computations in the literature) in a hierarchical data layout are 

well known [24].  Except for Woodward et al., no other finite difference code appears to 

be performing data blocking.  This work explains how to simplify programming for data 

blocking, and, at the same time, not paying for any overheads. 

The transformations involved in eliminating the overheads are highly tedious and 

error-prone.  Therefore, our group built a source-to-source translator called CFD Builder 

to automate the transformations using directives.  My contributions to the transformation 

tool are documented in Chapters 4 and 5.  The benefits of the briquettes and CFD Builder 

are demonstrated individually with three different applications on two different architec-

tures and two different compilers.  We see up to 6.92x performance improvement with 

applying both the techniques.  This strategy with briquettes and CFD Builder was evalu-

ated against commonly known transformations for data locality and vectorization.  Bri-

quettes and pipeline-for-reuse transformations to eliminate the overheads outperforms the 

best combination of canonical transformations applied manually by up to 2.15x.  The fol-

lowing subsections provide a more indepth summary of the findings. 
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6.1   Transformations for data locality, storage optimization, and 

short SIMD vectorization 
 

The two most important factors of in-core performance are data locality and short SIMD 

vectorization.   The efficacies of the individual transformations themselves have been 

evaluated here by incrementally implementing the transformations.  Only a few transfor-

mations developed for the stencil computations are relevant for the dimensionally split 

finite difference methods.  Therefore only the most critical transformations are consid-

ered here.  They are inlining, loop tiling, loop interchange, loop fusion, array contraction, 

transposing, and just-in-time data assembly to aid vectorization.  Inlining does not result 

in any improvement in performance.  More importantly, loop tiling, loop interchange, and 

loop fusion, hurt the spatial locality of the two dimensionally split codes by breaking the 

stream access patterns and increasing the number of strided accesses.  As a result, we see 

a decrease in performance with tiling, interchange, and fusion.  However all the above 

transformations must be performed before the beneficial storage optimizations can be ap-

plied.    

We see the biggest improvement in performance by reducing the size of the work-

space.  The workspace has been aggressively shrunk by orders of magnitude in size to the 

point that the workspace is only a few kilobytes for two of the three passes.  The data lo-

cality transformations improve the performance by up to 3.93x.  However, one third of 

the computation does not vectorize.  The code can run an additional 2.27x faster, as esti-

mated with one of the evaluation codes, if the whole computation is vectorized efficient-

ly.     

Two data assembly techniques were explored to fully vectorize the computation.  

However, the cost of the data copies outweighs the benefit from the additional vectoriza-

tion.  The locality transformations without a fundamental data layout transformation are 

either limited by vectorization, or limited by the inefficient data assembly required to 

achieve vectorization.     
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6.2   Briquettes 
 

The storage optimization transformations from the literature improve performance.  

However, a fundamental data layout transformation is needed to achieve the full benefit 

from vectorization, and not pay a huge penalty with the data assembly for vectorization.  

The briquette data structure introduced by Woodward et al. addresses both efficient 

memory accesses and vectorization in the CFD codes.  Therefore the briquette data struc-

ture has been evaluated here.  It has not been studied in isolation before.   

The miniaturization of the domain decomposition strategy greatly simplifies pro-

gramming for the new data layout.  However, it introduces redundant computations and 

copies.  Despite the overheads, the miniaturized domain decomposition using briquettes 

performs better than the best combination of data locality and storage optimizations ex-

perimented with, even for a code with a 2:1 ratio of ghost cells to real cells in a mini-

domain.  This is because of improved short SIMD vectorization while having a very 

small workspace which is comparable to the best storage optimization performed manual-

ly.   

Briquettes are a combination of four different techniques applied simultaneously:  

data blocking to exploit caches, aggregation of blocks for efficient main memory access-

es, organization of data within a block to facilitate vectorization, and efficient data as-

sembly for vectorization.  The data blocking is also critical for efficient data assembly.  

No other work appears to have addressed data blocking for codes with spatial derivatives 

except Woodward et al.  The hierarchical data layout due to briquettes complicates the 

non-performance critical regions of the code.  Programming with briquettes is more diffi-

cult but it offers significant performance even in isolation and without much analysis by 

the compiler.  Moreover, the performance further improves significantly when the redun-

dancies are completely eliminated, and additional storage optimizations are applied. 
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6.3   Pipelining-for-reuse 
 

Pipelining-for-reuse is a transformation to completely eliminate the redundancies in min-

iaturized domain decomposition.  However, it is extremely hard to implement manually, 

and is very error prone.  Therefore, the transformations are automated in our source-to-

source translation tool called CFD Builder.  The algorithms presented here, to automate 

pipelining-for-reuse, avoid the expensive dependency and profitability analyses by rely-

ing on directives.  The loop alignment and the loop fusion algorithms presented here as 

part of pipeline-for-reuse are much simpler than the traditional algorithms and have linear 

complexity in time because of the assumptions made. 

Pipelining-for-reuse significantly improves the performance of miniaturized do-

main decomposition for all combinations of applications, compilers, and hardware exper-

imented with.  All the three CFD applications achieve a high percentage of processor 

peak after pipelining-for-reuse.  The combination of briquettes and pipelining-for-reuse is 

a very effective strategy for CFD applications. 

 

6.4   Maximal array contraction 
 

Array contraction is an important storage optimization, particularly for finite difference 

methods.  However, finding the opportunities for array contraction is difficult.  Typically 

loop tiling and loop fusion are performed to enable array contraction.  An automated 

search for the preparatory transformations is not guaranteed to be optimal, and is expen-

sive with empirical search or auto-tuning.  This work expects the user to have made the 

decisions on blocking and loop fusion.  As a result, the algorithm for maximal array con-

traction is much simpler.     

The array contraction is performed leaving the SIMD dimension intact.  After 

pipeline-for-reuse, the array contraction is necessary in only one dimension.  A linear 

time algorithm has been developed and implemented for maximal array contraction in a 

single dimension under certain assumptions.  CFD Builder performs maximal array con-

traction only in the computational region, and avoids analyzing the other code regions 
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where the performance is not critical.  The one dimensional algorithm can be easily ex-

tended to multiple dimensions by repeatedly calling maximal array contraction for 1-D.    

Maximal array contraction is able to reduce the workspace of ePPM to fit into the L2 

cache, and as a result the performance of ePPM improves by up to 21% with maximal 

array contraction.  The maximal array contraction becomes essential for larger applica-

tions like ePPM to achieve high performance.   

 

6.5   Concluding remarks 
 

This thesis appears to be the most comprehensive work to date in evaluating the different 

compiler transformations for in-core performance in the context of finite differencing 

methods.  The directive based approach we adopted to enable the transformations elimi-

nates the need for complex analysis.  As a result, the transformations including any nec-

essary analysis can be performed in linear time.    In addition, the use of directives guar-

antees a transformation. 

The combination of the data layout, pipelining-for-reuse and maximal array contrac-

tion, increase the computational intensity of CFD algorithms. However, the code expres-

sion necessitated by this combination of techniques is highly unreadable and unmaintain-

able. We have built a source-to-source precompiler to perform the tedious code transfor-

mations.  We have demonstrated its utility by achieving a high percentage of processor 

peak on three different applications. We intend CFD Builder to be a productivity tool for 

building efficient libraries in CFD. 
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Appendix A 

Flop measure 

 

The evaluation codes in this thesis count the flops explicitly according to the Cray-1 style 

measure listed below: 

Operation # flop 

add (/ sub) 1 

multiply 1 

reciprocal 3 

conditional move (cvmgm) 0 

sqrt 5 

rsqrt 5 

exp 14 
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Appendix B 

Code example: Godunov’s scheme 

 

In the previous chapters, the code transformations were illustrated with code snippets or 

code skeletons to keep the discussions short.  This appendix attempts to illustrate the 

codes before and after pipeline-for-reuse with the help of a complete code example.  A 

simple numerical method called the Godunov’s scheme is chosen for illustration.  The 

algorithm is first order accurate in space and time, and it was proposed by S.K. Godunov 

in 1959 for hydrodynamics [77].  

Since this thesis is about CFD Builder, the code before pipeline-for-reuse is meant to be 

transformed by the tool.  It is written in WB, and contains the directives for CFD Builder.  

The input to CFD Builder is given below.  It is followed by the output from the tool.   

 

Godunov algorithm written in WB, before pipeline-for-reuse: 

subroutine dopencil(dd,ddnu,nbqx,nbqy,nbqz,incx) 

 parameter (m=4) 

 parameter (msq=m*m) 

 parameter (nghostcells=m) 

 parameter (nbdy=1) 

 dimension   dd(msq*m*5,nbqx*nbqy*nbqz) 

 dimension   ddnu(msq*m*5,nbqx*nbqy*nbqz) 

These two arrays are in main memory, packed as sequences of grid briquette records.  The briquettes are 

m cells on a side. 

The briquette size, m, must be a parameter and not a variable. 

 

dimension   rho(msq,1-nghostcells:m+nghostcells) 

dimension      p(msq,1-nghostcells:m+nghostcells) 

dimension    ux(msq,1-nghostcells:m+nghostcells) 

dimension   etc. for rhonu,pnu,uxnu,uynu,uznu,… 

dimension   uyavl(msq), uzavl(msq), rhoavl(msq) 

!PPM$ LOWERBOUND 1-nbdy 

!PPM$ UPPERBOUND m+nbdy 

!PPM$ PIPELINE 

  do 9990 icube = 1,nbqx 

!PPM$ ELIMINATE REDUNDANT ITERATIONS 

!PPM$ ELIMINATE REDUNDANT SUBSCRIPTEXP IB 

 do ic = 0,2 
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!PPM$ DOUBLEBUFFER D 

!PPM$ PREFETCH BEGIN 

 mycube = (icube + ic – 1) * incx  

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq*m*5  

 d(jk,1,1) = dd(jk,mycube) 

 enddo  

!PPM$ PREFETCH END 

 ib = nsugar * (ic – 1) 

!PPM$ LONGITUDINAL LOOP 

 do i = 1,m 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq 

 rho(jk,ib+i) = d(jk,i,1) 

   p(jk,ib+i) = d(jk,i,2) 

  ux(jk,ib+i) = d(jk,i,3) 

  uy(jk,ib+i) = d(jk,i,4) 

  uz(jk,ib+i) = d(jk,i,5) 

 enddo  

 enddo  

 enddo  

c 

!PPM$ LONGITUDINAL LOOP 

 do i = 0,m+1 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq 

 c(jk,i) = sqrt(gamma*p(jk,i)*rho(jk,i)) 

 v = 1. / rho(jk,i) 

 ceul(jk,i) = c(jk,i) * v 

 e(jk,i) = gamma1inv * p(jk,i) * v 

 enddo  

 enddo  

c 

!PPM$ LONGITUDINAL LOOP 

 do i = 1,m+1 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq 

We evaluate the fluxes of mass, momentum, & energy in this loop, using the quantities we computed in 

the preceding loop.  These fluxes are dmassl, dmomxl, dmomy, etc. 

 cl = .5 * (c(jk,i-1) + c(jk,i)) 

 uxavl = .5 * (ux(jk,i-1) + ux(jk,i) 

         &          + (p(jk,i-1) – p(jk,i)) / cl) 

 pavl = (uxavl – ux(jk,i)) * cl  + p(jk,i) 

 uyavl(jk) = uy(jk,i-1) 

 if (uxavl .lt. 0.)   uyavl(jk) = uy(jk,i) 

 uzavl(jk) = uz(jk,i-1) 

 if (uxavl .lt. 0.)   uzavl(jk) = uz(jk,i) 

 dvoll = dt * uxavl 

 rhoavl(jk) = rho(jk,i-1) 

 if (uxavl .lt. 0.)   rhoavl(jk) = rho(jk,i) 
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 dmassl(jk,i) = dvoll * rhoavl(jk) 

 dmomxl(jk,i) = dmassl(jk,i) * uxavl + dt * pavl 

 dmomyl(jk,i) = dmassl(jk,i) * uyavl(jk) 

 dmomzl(jk,i) = dmassl(jk,i) * uzavl(jk) 

 ekavl = .5 * (uxavl * uxavl +  uyavl(jk) * uyavl(jk) 

        &                  +  uzavl(jk) * uzavl(jk)) 

 denl(jk,i) = dmassl(jk,i) * ekavl  

         &                + dvoll * pavl * gamma1inv 

 enddo  

 enddo  

c Conservation laws. 

!PPM$ LONGITUDINAL LOOP 

 do i = 1,m 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq 

We compute from the fluxes also the new values of the density, rhonu, the velocity components, and the 

pressure, pnu. 

 dm = rho(jk,i) * dx  

 dmnu = dm  +  dmassl(jk,i) –  dmassl(jk,i+1) 

    dmnuinv = 1. / dmnu  

 rhonu(jk,i) = dmnu * dxinv  

 uxnu(jk,i) = (dm * ux(jk,i) + dmomxl(jk,i) 

          &                  - dmomxl(jk,i+1)) * dmnuinv 

 uynu(jk,i) = (dm * uy(jk,i) + dmomyl(jk,i) 

         &                   - dmomyl(jk,i+1)) * dmnuinv 

 uznu(jk,i) = (dm * uz(jk,i) + dmomzl(jk,i) 

         &                   - dmomzl(jk,i+1)) * dmnuinv 

 eknu = .5 * (uxnu(jk,i) * uxnu(jk,i) 

         &   +  uynu(jk,i) * uynu(jk,i)  +  uznu(jk,i) * uznu(jk,i)) 

 enu = (dm * e(jk,i) + denl(jk,i) – denl(jk,i+1)) 

         &        * dmnuinv(jk,i) 

 einu = enu – eknu  

 pnu(jk,i) = gamma1 * rhonu(jk,i) * einu  

 enddo  

 enddo  

c 

Repack the results into briquettes 

There is no need to transpose the data for the second x-pass or the first z-pass 

    if (ifsecondxpass + iffirstzpass .gt. 0)   then 

!PPM$ REPACK LOOP 

 do i = 1,m 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq 

We pack in all 5 new variables here. 

 dnu(jk,i,1) = rhonu(jk,i) 

 dnu(jk,i,2) =   pnu(jk,i) 

 dnu(jk,i,3) =  uxnu(jk,i) 

 dnu(jk,i,4) =  uynu(jk,i) 

 dnu(jk,i,5) =  uznu(jk,i) 

  enddo  
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 enddo  

 endif  

Transpose the data for all the other passes 

    if (iffirstxpass + iffirstypass .gt. 0)   then 

 ib = - m 

!PPM$ REPACK LOOP 

 do i = 1,m 

 ib = ib + m 

 jk = 0 

 do k = 1,m 

 ki = ib + k 

 do j = 1,m 

 jk = jk + 1 

 dnu(ki,j,1) = rhonu(jk,i) 

 dnu(ki,j,2) =   pnu(jk,i) 

 dnu(ki,j,3) =  uynu(jk,i) 

 dnu(ki,j,4) =  uznu(jk,i) 

 dnu(ki,j,5) =  uxnu(jk,i) 

  enddo  

 enddo  

 endif 

    if (iflastzpass + iflastypass .gt. 0)   then 

!PPM$ REPACK LOOP 

 do i = 1,m 

 jk = 0 

 do k = 1,m 

 ki = ib + k 

 ij = i - m 

 do j = 1,m 

 ij = ij + m 

 jk = jk + 1 

 dnu(ij,k,1) = rhonu(jk,i) 

 dnu(ij,k,2) =   pnu(jk,i) 

 dnu(ij,k,3) =  uznu(jk,i) 

 dnu(ij,k,4) =  uxnu(jk,i) 

 dnu(ij,k,5) =  uynu(jk,i) 

  enddo  

 enddo  

 endif 

               ! Write back the newly constructed briquette. 

 mycubenu = (icube – 1) * incnux  

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq*m*5  

  ddnu(jk,mycubenu) = dnu(jk,1,1) 

 enddo  

c 

9990   continue 

return 

end 
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Godunov algorithm after pipeline-for-reuse plane-by-plane and maximal array contraction, as 

performed by CFD Builder: 

subroutine dopencil(dd,ddnu,nbqx,nbqy,nbqz,incx) 

 parameter (m=4) 

 parameter (msq=16) 

 parameter (nghostcells=4) 

 parameter (nbdy=1) 

 dimension       dd(320,nbqx*nbqy*nbqz) 

 dimension   ddnu(320,nbqx*nbqy*nbqz) 

Pipelined temporaries are dimensioned below 

dimension       rho(16,-1:0) 

dimension   rhonu(16,-4:0) 

Several more variables are dimensioned in this same fashion. 

dimension   uyavl(16), uzavl(16), rhoavl(16) 

i1m0 = 0 

i1m1 = -1 

i4m0 = 0 

i4m1 = -1 

i4m2 = -2 

i4m3 = -3 

i4m4 = -4 

ic0 = 0 

ic1 = 1 

 do 1 icube = -1,(nbqx+1),1 

 ic0 = (1 - ic0) 

 ic1 = (1 - ic1) 

 icget = icube + 1 

 if (icget .le. nbqx+1) then 

 mycube = (icget + ic - 1) * incx  

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,320  

 d(jk,1,1,ic1) = dd(jk,mycube) 

 enddo  

 if (icube .lt. 0) goto 1 

 endif 

iinskip=3 

iinbegin=1 

if ((icube .eq. 0)) then 

iinbegin=(1 + iinskip) 

endif 

iinend=4 

iskipend=0 

if ((icube .eq. (nbqx + 1))) then 

iskipend=1 

endif 

do 2 iincube=iinbegin,iinend,1 

iplane=(iincube + ((icube - 1) * 4)) 

       iskipit=0 

       if ((iincube .gt. (4 - iinskip))) then 
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       iskipit=iskipend 

       endif  

 i1mtemp = i1m1 

 i1m1 = i1m1 

 i1m0 = i1mtemp 

Similarly swap i4m0, i4m1, i4m2, i4m3 and i4m4 

 if(iskipit .eq. 0) then 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq 

 rho(jk,i4m0) = d(jk,iincube,1) 

     p(jk,i4m0) = d(jk,iincube,2) 

 etc. for successive values of last index for d. 

 enddo  

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq 

 c(jk,i4m0) = sqrt(gamma*p(jk,i4m0)*rho(jk,i4m0)) 

 ... 

 enddo  

 if (iplane .ge. 1) then 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq 

 cl = .5 * (c(jk,i4m1) + c(jk,i4m0)) 

 uxavl=.5*(ux(jk,i4m1)+ux(jk,i4m0)+(p(jk,i4m1) -p(jk,i4m0))/cl) 

 … 

 dmomxl(jk,i4m0) = dmassl(jk,i4m0) * uxavl + dt * pavl 

 enddo  

 endif 

 if (iplane .ge. 2) then 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq 

 dm = rho(jk,i4m1) * dx  

 dmnu = dm  +  dmassl(jk,i4m1) -  dmassl(jk,i4m0) 

… 

 enddo  

 endif 

 endif     ! This ends the clause iskipit .eq. 0 

c 

    if (ifsecondxpass + iffirstzpass .gt. 0)   then 

 if (iplane .ge. 5) then 

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq 

We pack in all 5 new variables here. 

 dnu(jk,iincube,1) = rhonu(jk,i4m4) 

 dnu(jk,iincube,2) =   pnu(jk,i4m4) 

                … 

 enddo  

 endif 

 endif  

2            continue 
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We follow the above loop with alternative forms that transpose the contents of the grid briquette record 

so that it can be read in directly in a subsequent 1-D pass in a different direction. 

 if (icube .gt. 1) then 

               ! Write back the newly constructed briquette. 

 mycubenu = (icube – 1) * incnux  

!DEC$ VECTOR ALWAYS 

 do jk = 1,msq*m*5  

  ddnu(jk,mycubenu) = dnu(jk,1,1) 

 enddo  

 endif 

1   continue 

return 

end  


